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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
VOLUME XVI I. II( )1)1: I N sVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FIIID AY, M A RCH 11, 1887. NUMBER 37
NAT. I: A 1111 E It, 11 an sae? .
Gara.t dc Gaither Ccm.para.7-, ,,,.„
Planters' Warehouse, Planing iviiiis.-PROPRIETOR,. 
7".r..A;C: 77.7.AT CCIIIIISSICN 11271CF.AIITS,
HOPKINSVILLE. KY..
7. '977'. last=:-•••=assoass,}ssey, E'resiaciaa.t.
otiose Tolta:
N. a. Illagiee. V 11.„ Monies. K. ti •••• T .; al I toetine, 4, Roalea
T. C. HANISKRY. M. F. SIIRYElt.
HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUSE,
HANBERY & SHRYER. Prop'rs
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and I Ith.
itigr-, Ott 1.li attention iipling and eellitig all to Ile.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON TollACCO IN STORE.
Cood Quarters for Teams and Teamsters: 
W. WHEE 1 t I; JOHN N MILLa.
W. H. FA TON.-Book-Keeper.
WHEELER, MILLS & CO„
Tobacco Warehousemen& Commission Merchants
AND GRAIN DEALERs.
We have tile largest stock of Seeds In
this market, of all kinds.
3,000 3ataskteles.
We have in stock Three Thotteand Bosh-
ele of the vt•ry finest Northern Seed
Oats, which me shall sell at the bottom.
1,C)C14:30.
We a ant to holy Ore Thousand Ithshels of
Clover Seed at ones, YOH sPOT CASH.
PLOWS.
We handle the following line of PloWes whieh
are the best made:
South Bend
Chilled Plows.
Avery & Son's
Steel and Chill'd Plows,
Heilman's
Steel Plows and
New Ground Plows,
John Deere
Steel Plows and
Cultivators.
We ke• p repairs for all Plows we sell
re• lotto,. pri,,••.
FaiLx-e-3FPx-cocwl larcrareammus€5, BARBED
Ruseellvnie and Railroad Streets, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Liberal A•lvance on Consignments. Ail Tobaeco sent us Covered by Insurance.
H. G. ABERNATHY. H. II. ABERNATHY.
ci=
TaNga
COMMIS:IGN
InliCEANTS,
WIRE.
We 1•11rate11 W Moen Wire
and the superior Wirt.. Plat or11,.re soon,
as tit, 1. toil tig to advance.
Wagons,
Buggies,
Harness,
Spring Wagons,
Grates,
Mantels,
Lime,
Hair,
Cement,
Plaster,
Pumps
and
Belting.
Central -:-Warehouse, Paint,White Lead,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Ample Accommodittion for Teams and Teamsters Free °fir *barge.
•
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
All km.1, of ri.pairing on Wagons and M
h 'wry, and Horse shin mg
Contracting and Building a
Specialty.
Yours respectfully•
Garn!or7 9trieteY, Krym
 a
 c
 F0f1IN fin
--One of atelier-gest and most elegant etlifiessit'in the city,__
New and Complete in All Its, Departments
H. B. Harrier. of um old firm of iltsh R !lamer, who for many year. Id the leading drug trail. If
Western Kentucky. baring purchased lir 1:isn'Tt interent. now agile proprietor of the new bon•e. Ito
will use all his ef pertenee and ability to inerearle. if possible, the high. reputatiou of the old aro. for fall
dealing, compete!. y rebate:1,y. by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the best quality In all departments of the trade, at the lovreat I•r Iota and
oils &every kind. Including sit ii.RW IN & WILLIAMW CELEBRATED CAI:\ Catelit Medicines.the best and moot popular in stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order in any quatil•L v. A +Lir,. 1,1,i sAte remedy. Bric-a- Brae, Nos eltien sod ,
nlooda a sip...Malty.
W.figiu,
Carrian Maker!
ProscriDtiolls Cgrofillly Compolliilld "
2s.SCr. IC. C. "4771 2."..=-Y. radiate Philadelphia FlarlaCy.
II. B. GARNET:.
Suceemor to Gish Garner.
HARDWARE! HARDW ARE!
GUNS, PISTOLS,
AND AMUNITION!
Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS !
CALL AND SEE US!
linre 4e101.
And Cuarantee Satisfaction!
THOMPSON ELLIS.
; ' •
.
r 1114 , rrs.
. .
„
a.
1.11. i •
; ' .
""1  T .111..MT
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.
INSTITUTED OVER ONE-THIRD of a CENTURY.
Ruereaof tit heealiae meritorious. Many of the nest imott-kes.pers aim I,11•111‘••• men in hroil nitoeunt,r graduated At thin "nine relit] We tear ti in the Mostthormigh manner Book • Keepi og of ebi-ry description, Huaines• andornamental Penmanship, Business aleulationsMathematics, 1:111.111,. Terms and
Aetna! Bueiness.
Short-Hand, Type-Writing and Telegraphy.The young man of to-ilay Cannot do himself justice without mak ...ert, effort to obtain aa thorough Business Education. If you expect to he either a Meehan... Ha n factur. r, Hanker.Merchant, Lawyer, I ksttor, !farmer. ( leek. Hook-Keeper. or ei en an Editor, a sorer ',ad to ul-t. TAU. onervieg in any of these .1..partnient. of tra•le w he found in getting a Ititaineao Eduration in our erultege. This is an atierilute fin t. Ladies recei,ed upon wrme. ...wheel openall the year round. Students can enter at ae) time For terms, Etc , apply to
CURN/CK & RANK, Evansville, Ind
THOROUGH BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Bryant
tt h Salesman
BUSINESS COLLEGEStratton.
Corner Third aisl Jeff, atreete, Louisville, Ky.
ENTRANCE NO, VS THIRD STREET
Bloi-Keep ni, Penm3ntp, Short-Hand, TEleEr5phy
AND ENCLISH TRAININC.
"E'cr ses.:Iniress Cc:I:Sege 3.3 assa.-ess...-sr.a.
;.:
.• Zoorark-W.•:q -w
• •
EXCELSIOR
Cor. Virginia and Spring Sts..
Hopkinsville, - - Kentucky.
%it:r Srpitg
Is a specialt • 1. ni‘ line. seep
A Full Stock
of this build alw•vaim hand, and reetiminen.1
the enter spring to all if anti tig an toy-) ruling,
well -balance., huggy.
• ,_
Barouches Plizetons
I \ I
Made to Order.
VITIATED BLOOD.
Scrofulous, Inherited and Contagious
Ilumors Cured by Cuticura.
fr It Iliit"(:11 the medium of  of your Isioks
1 reeeive.1 through Mr. Frank 11'. Wray.
Druggist. Apollo, Pa., 1 beenlile acquainted
with v our t. uneven Remedies. and take this op-
y to testify to you th•t their Ilse has
permanently cured me of the eorst cases of
1..moning, in eonnection with repot...huh
that I have ever seem land this after having
heell pronounced Incurable by • of the heat
physicians in our eounty I take great pleasoire
in torn *Hung to you, this test monial, unsolici-
ted Ns It lei by you in order that others suffering
from similar maladies noir he encouraged to
give your I ut morn Reine.hes a trial
P. s I IT!, 1 NI. EIL
Reference: FRANI T. w Druggist, Apollo,
Pa.
1.01 1111FLCEitilo
Jones Hiehars-n. noon) 11011Sie, New'
I irleans. on oath 44X, • : "In IS:11 Seroluiltile
broke out on my Issly until w as a mass of
corruption. Everything known to t he medical
facially as tried in vain. I became a mere
w reek At tutu:semi:it not lift my hands to iny
ridlld not turn in Is..1; at as in constant
loon. and looked upon life as a curse. No relief
or eure in ten years In nest 1 beard of the
uneura Iteine.lies, used them. and was per-
fectly cured."
Sit ion to ladore S. Cr rti .1 D. Crawford
E 01, TH E VI °weir ears.
We have been your Yuticura iteme-
do* for ears, and have the nrst complaint yet
to recto% e from a purchaser (III.. of the worst
rases of scrofula I ever saw was cured by the
tom of lice Isittlen of t utieura Resolvent, l'uti
curs awl (incurs Soap. Tne Soap takes the
"cake" here as a medicinal soap.
TAYLOR A TAY L. Druggists,
Frankfort, Kan.
air store' 1.01's I • 111.111'11 0,
And contagious n 1,-, id Ilair.
unit Erst 0,mo of the Skin, are positively cianol
It) litletirit and Cutieura rhiap externally. and
I ut ...urn Resolvent internallv. when ali other
inedicine, fall seed for Paniplillet.
cid icura Remedies are wild everywhere.
Prices: Cutieura, the Great Skin Cure, SO cts ;
t icor, seam aft Exquisite Beautifier. 35 ;
iittcura vent, the New Blood Puritiei,$1 0... Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Roston.
pm Prise, Ttlackheads. Skin Blemishes. andmy Baby Humors, use Cut...oink Soap.
HOW MY BACK ACHES
Bar L Ache, eine, P.o W
neeg, Sorenes*. Lanier. --, some- and
l'ain relieved in one minute lie the Co-
nroe.* Anti• Pain Pla-der.-infallilile
.".• • - its
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17 MA PURELYMETAB,E PPEPARAT
1 rjkl"; 611 BAR ir
PSRE:Iiit 11:-MANPRICKLDRAYKSE14-13 21'JCHU
11MO 0'4 FR E.44Auir C1ENT 1.1[1,401k.SIt has stood the Test of Years,in Curing an Diseases of the
ELOOD. LIVER, STOM-
ACH, EIDNEYS.BOWs
ELS, ste. It Purittes the
Blood, Invigorates and
Cleanses the System..( ASH
rrrEi4s,
, CURES '
ISEASESOF711E1
LIVER
,K4ONEYS
STOMACH
AND
BO
SA-
;/‘. By ).4s
ALLORUGGISTS
F'R 1 CE1D-0 EAR
DYSPEPSIA,COASTT.
FATION, JAUNDICE.
SICKHEADACHE.BELs
IOUS COMPLAINTSake
disappear at ones under
its beneacial infiuenee.
It ill purely a Medicine
as its cathart.c proper-
ties forbids its use as a
beverage. It is pleas-
ant to the taste. aad a:
easily taken by child-
ren as adults.
PRICKLY AS111117TERS CC
&de Proprietors.
ther.Lot-is anti h•tissserrr
An Efficient Remedy
in all coma of Itronchial and l'ulmo-
nary Aft-sections is %a ries cusaturl'Ecifpit 11 . ‘.1 i• rt,o;alil4 41 :11141
prescrib..1 1. iiiedie:,1 profession. and
InatiV o-ni. sit families. for the
past fori y :Lc-. i has been regarded as sninvaluable - bolo, hold remedy. It is a
preparation that 4 tilv ret;..irra to Is. taken
in very small imantities. mill a few ibises
of it administered in the (-ally stages ef a
cold or cough win elk et a speedy cure,
and may. terv sat,. life. Themis no (Ionia wleits•ter that '
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
11 , - ro-.1 • • . • - •i numbers
of p. rod's. by tirci•-t th.• v1.1411.10 of
Laryngitis, Bronchitis, Pneumonia,
and Pulmonary t anteumption. and by
Is, mire 111 1 ilo•c 41:111.1'11•1411s 111:111441iO4. ft
Omuta le. kept ready for use in every
family where there are children. se it is •
medicine far suserlor to all others In the
treatment of Cron's. the allei lotion of
Whoopindeough,nisl the cure of Colds
and Influenza, ailments iss.uliarly
sientai to ettildhossl and youth. Prompti-
tude in steatite; eats all diseases of this
class is of the utmost iniportanee. The
loss of a .1111;1e slay may. In many cases,
ivail fatal esinsequenees. Do not waste
time in experimenting with
asedis•ines of donisful ollicacy, Idle the
malady eoustaittly guitliag deeper
how, hut take ut ouce the speediest sad
curtidu to cure,
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
PREP titED HY
Dr. J. C. Ayer aS Co., Lowell, Maas.
Sold by all Druggists.
DRUG
Books & Stationery.
HOPPER &SON'S
SHEARS AND SCISSORS
Harper,• Howie Patterns. -New
one.. received as the sty le, ciange.
If you wou1.1 make home comfortable line
your carpets with
. Heavy Paper Twill,
keep runt the I and save your ekrymts.
They have a taro, stock of stationery. you
would do well to el/Mine. Their stock of
his, Medicines, Oils, Paints &e.
b. complete..
Pictures, Picture Frernes!
MOULDING!
Tooth Brushes,
Hair Brushes, Combs, Toilet Soaps
and ever. thing in w ell ordered .1rog 'tore.
Hand- ow f
Waal ]FwEiLiac-r-
S.
Ceiling Decorations.
Bor.. attention is given to these decorations
e‘er before Call and see us and we will
111th pleasure show you 4,11r ir4o.41.4.
Respectfully,
Hopper & Son.
WM. F. BLUM,
totinill:Stzi:GlusWorks
Mann fael orcr iif ty. to t En•meleit
REPAIRING xa *4
Will always reeeive prompt attention, he doesin the most workmanlike 11111 liner, and satisfae-tMn guaranteed.
I What the Fargoer% Say About Pikes.
-The New KRA sought Interviews with
the following prominent ferment on
pikes which w1:1 be read with interest:
W. L. Trotter mitt A. R. Knight,
',Macedonia: Our community endorses
the Turnpike Company. We are tired
of niud anti want good roads.
' Whit Raiford, Howells: There are a
few "kickers" against the turnpike
movement in my neighborhood but only
a few. The people generally desire
the company shall build good roads.
M. C. Lay ne, Fairview : All
section endoreee the movement.
M. V. Owen, Church 11111: A grand
thing. Let the work proceed. No op-
poeition to the company In uty eection.
Thom. Martin, Hamby : 1 ant favor
of the piker!, it makes no differetice
where they ruts.
L. 0. Garrott, Longviea : I favor
the pikee decidedly.
.1. W. McGaughey, New stead : I en-
dorse the pikes in any shape.
II. B. Clark, Belieview : Pikes are a
good thing. 'rite county has been paying
about $8,000 yearly to keep up the roads,
and a ill be relieved of timid expense by
the company, I therefore .eittiorse the
pikes.
Tom Baker, Newstead : Aliour mu-t
[nullity endorses the pikes.
.C. Bell, Garretteburg: I am decided
ly in favor of turnpikes or anything that
will benefit the county.
G. W. Lander, Belleview : I oppoee
the pikes ttecanee of the expellee of toll-
gate fees. 1 alit in favor ef tree pikes
built by taxation.
I.. W. Cannon, Fruit 11111: Of course
I am in favor of the pikes arid all public
improvement?.
C. Harrietor and B. II. Carroll,
Fairview : We endorse the organiza-
tion' of the conipany.
Jesee Evans, Lohgview : I am in fa-
vor of pikes on any terms+.
Montgomery Ationie, Church Hill:
I sin det.hiedly oppood to the pikee.
H. klisjor, Beverly : I am opposed
Wale County Court granting the right
of way to the company unleas they re-
seive the right of redemption at a given
time.
P. W. BrasherSCaolt) : I u as at first
oppoay to the but HOW I endorse
the company. l'isere it 110 lippoeitioll
to the emiterprise hi my community.
The above is a fair extreesion of the
lielitInient of the lade of the county,
and it will be &tell that "pikes" carry
the day by large odds
ItSPIKES.
that
our
•LL OPPOSHION DIS•EMED.
Editor New Era:
There has been much adverse criti-
cism of the conduct of the people of
Hpkinsville in inaugurating turnpike
movetuctits, which I think is wholly
deerrvell, and to their over-weening
greed-or what is hereabout character-
ized as "dogielinees"-is due the defeat
of the free turnpike movemeet of Sev-
eral ) ears ago aed may possibly t.auesi
the defeat of the one now contemplated.
II, a lieu the tree turalpike measure was
projected they had called reprepentative
mei, front the teral districts to meet
with the in to "take sweet council m-
ember" as to what plan of operation
4 .11Id ',Haig the greatest good to the
largest number of all eections interested,
instead of holdiog a mill-night conclave
a ith tamed Joon', lest ally Mali from
the cousitry elioulti find out what was
goiug on, it a ould have begotten a con-
fidence among the people that would
have iiisored tl.e euccess of the move-
ment arid we might now be enjoying
the bleseingoi of tree turnpikes on all the
importaist thoroughfares of the county.
And it would seem from the Helm al-
ready taken in the present usoventent,
that sour people are determined to CO/U-
nlit, • similar piece oh folly whitish will
create &marten in tlie Court of Clainsa
and catlae it LO ject R propoeition,
which if accepted, would prove of hi-
calmatable behelit to the whole county.
lit lookitig over the publielied list of
offivere amid directors of the "Union
Turriplke Compaits" there is Hot the
name of a fanner tu be tutted, hose mi.
staiiiiitsg the tact that some of the beet
men of that class hi the moody appear
ad stock subscribt re, WI li ad liberal
anestoits attached to their Homes as any
oti the list except one. So, it the ineas-
ure defeated betore the Court of
Cimino., you know a lit re to cast the
blame.
It is to be hoped, however, that the
Court w ill heehaw a Mug a bile before
it rejects a proposition which promises
such benefits to the comity, it matters
not in a bat spirit it was inaugurated.
They should coesider that by their ac-
thms, the county may be set back ten
years. It way never have se. offer again
from an outeide eource, without which
it would be hext to impootaible to get up
stock enough to hiaprove the important
roads of the county.
Mitch leas been said concerning the
propoped stock, and objections urged to
that. That is a matter with which the
public has nothitig to do, and rests en-
tirely with the stock holders. fact
that certain atock receives a larger divi-
demi than another does not incresee
the tolls, which are regulated by law.
A tad it re quires a very einiple arithmet-
ical calcuiation to show that it is much
cheaper to pay tolls and patronize the
county seat than to eeek the markets of
Clarksville or elsewhere.
When the people consider well the
traneeendent etivantage to the county
that would occur lit  a well construct-
ed anti well regulated aystem of pike
roads, all opposition will, toe disarmed.
I).
THY. NARROW VS Tilt bl ANDARD GAUGE.
k;ilitor New Era:
As an humble nit mber of the newly
orgaeized 'Fiartipike Company in Chris-
tian comity (abuse 'flirtation.; Is to build
pikes ou various roads leading out of
Ilostkitieville.) 1 hrg hese to express
my opinion as to the a idth these pikes
might to be made, in order to give satis-
faction to the greatest nunibei of people
and at the sone time with an rye to
economy in their construction.
The usual or standard gauge for pikes
in title coulity is 16 feet, and, at first
thought, one Is apt to think they should
be that widths or even wider, but exper-
ience has taught me, as well as many
others, that this is a mistaken idea.
When W. D. Summers was taking
steps towards raising a fund to build a
few mike of pike on the Cadiz road, and
made known to the people his intentions
to boils! a foot gauge with a dirt
track graded up on a level with the met-
tied part, a great matay ho would have
aisied him positively refused to take a
dollars worth of stock in the enterpriee
toilette ho would make the pike a 16 loot
gauge, neverthelees Mr. Summere car-
ried out Ids original intentioes, built
tile iiihe loot gauge pike, with a Mee
dirt track on a level with it. Now the
same partiee who ro strenuously objec-
ted to tise narrow pike because they had
to travel it to and from the city, after
about four years experience they are the
strongest advocates of the harrow pike
po stein. And not only doe.; this road
satisfy them, but tirey express a very
great preference for it over the 16 foot
gauge, and why ? For various reasons.
First, Turnpikes are looked upon by
many as luxuries, and when we can
have them whet' we need them, they
are luxuries, but when we have to travel
on the pikes the year round, weating
out horses and mule shoes, straining and
stiffening our otock on hard pikee, cut-
ting out the tires on our vehicles, tear-
Mg anti breaking off the taps and bolts,
listening at tite wheels grate on the met-
tied road, and for the privilege of all
this pay a toll (and at the same time
know that if the pikes were not there
that at least eight months in the year
ae would have a good dirt road to tray-
el,) the luxury part vanishes like the
dews before the mortal% sun. But if
we have a good niettled track to use
a heti we need it, alai a nice graded dirt
mule by the side of it on which to travel
when the ground is firm surely then we
have all that heart coulA wish in the
way of a public thoroughfare to travel on
anti to haul our products to and from
•an Itve at home, and make more 
the markets.
The objeetor will say, what if twoy 'money at work tor us than at any- heavily laden wagons meet oti tide liar-thing elite in the world Capital not
needed; you are darted free; both row gauge pike, one will have to lunge
off hi the mull, but you must remembersexes; all alma. Anyone can do the work.
earnings sure from first start coots, outat that there 111 a Vast difference in tile coll-ate! terms free. Better not delay. Costs you
-. ur aildrein Anil linil out; If dition of this dirt track that is kept inC . W. Ducker. i'i;:.,';;;_f..`:::::"i'..7.'..11.i„ ,..,..... H. HAL- gl el %Rh the 'nettling,A 1.0., I ortland, Maine. atildtZ3Plolirrtirinii:irylee‘I'lrt or mud road. Aini
for churches. memorials, •nil other church win-dows, in rwh design. F;mhossed and Etched
till MI* for balls, dwellings, em.
211 W. Creen St., near Second St.,
Louisville, Kv.
why ? Bemis. this dirt road is never
used except st lien in a firm, solid con-
dition, while the ordinary dirt road is
necreearily used all the time, rain or
oblate, wet or dry. And further, it is
Feld 
 the case that two loaded wagons
meet in the road, stub whets they do,
there is the firm dirt track, graded up
level with the mettled part on which
they can throw two wheele and pass
without the least inconvenience.
We will now view this matter in its
economical bearings. First, it requires
no calculation to demonetrate the fact
that ninety or one hundred thousand
dollars will build a goodly number of
miles more of tithe or ten foot pike, titan
of 16 foot pike, consequently we get
more of our roads improved with the
same money. Our pikea last longer,
and need less repairs, because they are
only used from three to four months in
the year. The farmers are directly in-
terestetl in havitigable dirt track because
their mules are ne‘er kept shod during
the plowing season, bet to run them ov-
er a 'nettled road to get their wheat to
market they would be turves, to the ex-
pensie of having them shod. Aged!), I
would say to the ottit.ere take title mat-
ter LO yourselves. If 3 on start from here
to Clarksville, and you see before you 75
or 100 yards of dirt road imitable to drive
over, 3 oil drop down tift the pike and
pull up at its termintla, just for the
pleasure of riding that short distatice on
the dirt track.
I expect run as many horses and ve-
hicles over the roads in this county as
any man in the county, and for iny part
I would much prefer the narrow gauge
with a dirt grade than the lull gauge
pike, and from mouthing with various
parties, both in the city and county, I
find that I ant notaione. I submit these
thoughts to the calm consideration of the
company and directors, fully Ilatiglied
that if carried out, they will meet the
approbation of nearly the entire com-
munity. Respectfully,
Poce C•14SLER.
Editor Net:It:I:aid:a REAL V•Lt•It.
Turnpikes and toll gates are hnitient,
in fact ;seriatim Let US look at the ad-
vantages and theadvantagee of the ease;
!toweled inen bililii them as 811 111 Vest-
twilit, expecting paying interest Ionia
the tolls, and they are compelled by law
to keep them in good repair. larmere
livitig on t 'e lines have no road
working, ther by saving several dollars
yearly to het pay tolls. On them in
all weather he can eaelly haul 2 Idols. of
tebacto with one span of mules instead
of stalling along with one hint. and
four wiled on a mud road. Wheat amid
other produce in proportion. Haviog
pikee lie cats market hia produce at his
leisure when markets are best, without
reference to the weather or niud roads,
in fact good roads help make ricia ferm-
ent.
Previous to the completion of the
Clarkavide pike, your writer corres-
ponded with the Merin; of 6 or 7 of the
wealthiest blue grant counties in rela-
tion to the popularity and advamages
of pikes to their counties. Every oue
after due consideration answered me
retelling their advantaged in increaeing
wealth and comfort also their he:retie-
Mg popularity as the citizens became
accosettoned to the toll tax. The Sheriff
of Fayette county wrote me that his
comity bad over 300 miles of turnpike
roads and he believed thtat if put to the
vote of the people, which they would
abolish. railroads or turnpikes; the ma-
jnrity would say, keep the pikes anti let
the railroads go. Farmers having large
automite of produce to haul and meatie
to jetfoils. should take S500 or $1,000 in
stock, the interest on a latch would pay
their tolls alai probably leave a margin
as loterest on their investments. It is
errtsie that Our county Seat would lint-
iiipulate most of the produce from the
eouthern end of our county and colloid-
enable from Trigg, it the Palmyra road
is mocadainized to the 1. A. at T. rail-
road on both the Garretteburg and I.a-
layette bratiches, 5 miles on the Cox
mill road, extension of old Canton road
pike on °sae branch to Newstead and the
other 10 Abet; eitop, from thence across
Sinking Fork (through a rich eection)
to the old graded route of the Canton,
Cadiz and Hopkitisville pike and down
it to tile •frigg comity Hue II here they
have agreed to meet us.
Summers t•an extend his line to in-
teraect or not as he choosiest, there a ill
be but few farmers beta een anti they
call take their choice of outlets. I am
advevatitig the securing our own trade
fiorn Clarkeville. 'I here are other roads
of importance that will be built, and
snore that 4.1111 it tamers on thiem of
tneasis a ill subeeribe for stock liberally,
right now whilst the lissan is oe. 'limy
will find the inveittment better paying
than benk stock. Witte bankers look on
it as such, or why should they all sub-
scribe so liberally; They may talk of
their investment as made ter public
benefit, but I notice their money is in-
variably found es here good interest is
certain. , Beloved brothers, I *have for
years talked an I w titter' ler turnpikes
as the vital need tf. cid Christian and
streemed ot wallowing through her noel
to filially craw I out on a first class bal-
lasted roads. My desires and dreams
for the benefit of Clirietiatislikhtys i,‘Ilitileber-
OUit slid important good
realised when I feel that my lames Can
filially. rest in peace in dear old Hop
kineville's cemetery.
II. S. 1'.
Bevrattv, K v., March 3 ltas7.
minor New Era
As you have no correepontient from
our interprising villiage I shall endeavor
to fill the vacancy till a more expert
news writer conies to the front. As
Beverly is so well known it is useless to
give the regulation diecription, !lumber
of inhabitants, etc., (mince to say we are
approaching a "boom."
Our only tr.erchatit, E. Hem is linvingl
the store-liouee owned by Mrs. V. J.1
Metcalfe throughly repaired and paint-
eti, and in a few days w ill put into it a
new stock of dry goods and groceries.
The turnpike is the all abeorbing
theme just now among the people of this
wection. I ventured to ask one of our
leading eitizens yesterday what the pro-
ple thought about the prormective turn-
pike, and lie made the following rather
lengthy reply : "There is a good deal
of kicking against the project. and the
nearer you get to the I., A. et '1'. R. R.
the greater the kicking. • The opposition
to the emporation turnpike is, atilt a
great many, more bitter than that mani-
fested aganiet the free turnpike propoei-
tion of several years ago, though there
is not so large a portion elthe popillece
in these parts sharing hi the opposition.
They who oppose. the turnpike say that
since the I., A. tt '1'. has been built
the necrosity fur pikes in tide sec-
tion does not exist. Sonic pay
that Inaatnuch as Clarksville projected
and had constructed a railroad tor the
benefit of Oda section, that Hopkins,-
vine thould build free turnpikes. They
well! LO lose sight of the fact that they
have to pay freight on the railroad, anti
also of the fact that Clarksville'e money
has been returided or nettle good by the
purchase of that road by the I. it N.
Company. The opponents of the pikes
take a one sided view of the matter.,
which is not In keeping with the spirit
of progress of the age. I say for them
to bring on their plke, and that as
quickly as possible. A pike from Hop-
kinsville to Howell or Herndon, would
be worth thousands of dollars to our
farmers." I am quite sure the semi-
ments of our friend, as quoted above,
are heartily endorsed by the feminine
population of this section, as a great
many of us cannot go shopping as often
as we would like in the %%inter season
on account of the roads.
Mrs. Howard Major who has been se-
riously ill with pneumonia, is convales-
cenMtr.s. Thad Giles is recovering from a
serious and protracted illness.
Mrs. Colman is improving. Site has
been compelled to remain in doors near-
•
ly all winter.
Mrs. Geo. Major has just returned
from • two week's kit to kits. Dr.
Christian, of your cits
Mies Lelia Cox has opened the spring
terns Re. Oweley's ohms! bottom. She
has taken rooms at Mr. Geo. Major's.
Dr. W. Williams spetit a day in our
mihdlert. reMce.aEt .1Y.Ilam has just returned
from a visit to rt•latives ( ?) in Paducah.
Ile is evideittly much attached to his
kin in that part of the state, as lie visits
ihe"111.,soll°uneteolit: E.," of the South Ken-
tuckian, is, I learn, the oply one in this
neighborhood that know@ nitything
about that prospective wedding there-
fore, the only conclusion to be drawn
from his inferences is that-but we will
leave our readers to conclude.
Mrs. 'I'. 11. Major, of Herndon, spe•nt
a day with friends here this week.
M &steepest.
--ardasit '''''''‘i164:.;:13°‘4441004011044/00aSIMINESMI3Igitjigt"43444e--.1114
&sari:2 sperselitir)ce.
t erulean Items.
Editor New Era:
Mr. Joe Parsley, our town blacksmith,
has the meaeles:
Mr. John C. Puckett will move his
steam saw-mill into this town its a few
days.
Messrs. R. B. Withers and Max Han-
two', from your town, were here to-day
talk lug tobacco.
Seven R. R. contractors were In this
place Filday and Saturday last and the
contract for grading the entire route
from this place to Priticeton will be
closed by the time this reached you.
Mr. George Lintleey, of Cadiz, died
last Saturday. Also Mr. Richard lles-
ter died near Cadiz on Friday.
Mr. C. 1'. Nolan, of your town, hate
engaged In hostiles@ with hie brother,
M r. W . Nolan, of this place, mid will
move his family here in a few weeks.
There is still room for more of ye Hop-
kinsville boys.
This town will be cut up into lots in a
few weeks, and a large public sale.
Come down and be one of us. Rea.
• Leiter From Johnson's.
JOHNSON'S, Kr., March, 7. 11187.
Editor New Era:
We are having plenty of rain and
grass is growing splendidly, and the
Wire are doing nothing.
Dr. J. B. Jackson, of Crofton, was
here a few days back.
A few days ago there were some trav-
elers t.laluaing to be Indians came here
and camped. They say they are phy-
sicians.
Rev. M. L, Pope of Carle, Ill., L•ni-
verealiet, preached at Oakland church
Saturday night, Suntlay at 11 o'clock
and Sunday night. His subject Satur-
day eight was about 'Elie smith and
the fiesa."
r. IV illiam Grace is still very ill.
The North part of- the county is corn-
hug to the front. The occupation of the
people is farming, limiting, fiehing and
ming digging. They raise wheat, corn,
tobacco, beans, peas anti gosibers.
I think there will he a weddirg near
here in a few days.
Net R.
Cooky Fish-bar Jolots.
Case y, KY., Mcli. 1•87.
Editor New Era: 
•
1). F. Savage is eetabliehing an apiary
at the Morris farm.
Mrs. W. E. Werfield spent Wednes-
day In Hopkinsville, with friends.
B. M. Bennett Was badly hurt last
week by a hammer falling on his foot.
Hart t7. Bronaugh spent several days
tide week visiting iriends In Tenn.
Col. Roy Salmon, of Dawson, was the
guest of Station friends last week.
Since the good weather came in the
farmers are busy plowing and prepar-
ing plant beds.
The Colonel has bought a large fruit
evaporator and is preparing to work up
the coining fruit crop next summer.
There la probably more petty thiev-
ing in tide locality now than ever was
known before.
George Hart and sister, Mrs. J. D.
Stewart, are visiting frieutis in Hopkins
county this week.
One of our saw mill firms received an
order Monday for one hundred thou-
sand feet of car lumber from a St. Louis
Car Company.
Some descendant of Ham, without
fear of God in hie heart, made a raid on
Edgar Bradehaw's poultry houee last
week, and carried away a lot ef choice
poultry.
The high wind a few mornings since
caught Jutige Lock Miller anti Bro.
Toler, in an old barn. They did not
stay long however, believing that the
falling rain was better than falling tim-
ber.
John C. Garrott shipped seven alas
fine game chickens. to • party In New
London, Conn., a few days ago. Ills
stock la coming rapidly to the front as
noted fighters.
Tise station folks are not much en-
thused over the turnpike boons as yet.
Let Hopkinsville establish a firet-chis-
nsarket house. and a demand for the
smaller products of the farmer, then
more of the people will be interested in
the way of gettirig there. Hopkinsville
markets for produce could be improved
they say.
OLD HENNESSEY.
STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER.
Repoblieaa Dresses Of The musty
Csiosmittee.
Editor New Era:
For the first time we ask space in your
colunine for the expreesioli of our views.
We propose to deal in Mete and to harm
no °He. Being a Republican 'we feel at
liberty to speak what we know and be-
lieve concerning the party in this coun-
ty.
It will be remembered that about one
year ago our Executive Committee nset
ill reitreI ttIld, in direct oppopi-
timi to the e isle., or a msjority of the
',tarty, the (-in lity ticket. The
kis kere, as they were called, like true
Republicans, rather than see their norm
there defeated, tell hito anti, like
horieet alliterente to pritiriple, saved
about halt the ticket named by the com-
mittee. We must admit that it pains uft
to see things shaping in the mime way
this year. It was rumored that the com-
mittee would dish•out a ticket title year
so we became a "kicker." There were
so many of like faith on hind that tile
committee concluded to call -a primary
( ?) but the delegates, they pay, must not
be inetructed.
Now, why not instruct for whom we
like? Are we not capeble of thinking?
Is the conunittee subject to the party or
the party to the committee? These are
questions to be answered by all free
thinking Republicans. Our defeat last
A tiguet ought to teach us a lesson. In
a county where we have 800 majority we
lost Coroner, Jailer, Attorney and possi-
bly Judge. le this what we are fixing
for neat August? We answer yes, if
the committee persieta in the course
they have started. Why shall the free
Republican miters bow the head, bend
the kneeland be trampled upon? We are
nearly 4,000 strong, the committee num-
bers but 23, and only a small majority
of these endorse this action. Who of
these 4,000 Republicans voted for title
cononitter ? Not one of us. Now they
say we must not instruct, but we will
instruct next Auguet.
Gelitlemen of the eommittee, we do
not mean to wage war on those of you
who favoreti a regular primary in good
faith. We stand as you nand. and be-
ing a Republican we beg for a showing
in naming our candidates. We are no
aspirant and will never be; but we know
that so certain as our ticket is made as it
promisee now to be Made, just so certain
will we be defeated in August. Re-
member the prediction.
M•x.
Cerulean Items.
Cent:LEAN SPRINGS, KT., Meit. 2, 's7.
Editor New Era:
The meeting at the Missionary Bap-
fietchurch clotted Thitrolay. The Rev.
Bro. liall is one of the ablest min-
isters of the Gospel on record, and all
regret his departure but hope to Intset
him again. One of the moot interesting
events of the meeting was the pleasure
of itearing him deliver an address on
temperance. Ile pictured thie dram
&hiker and the drunkard in all Ids a-
rious characteristics anti PhOW(..1 l.. the
people what a contrast there wits be-
tween the drunkard and the righteous,
and how many homea had been made
tieeolate by the onward march of intent-
peranee. Ilia entire lecture was very
intereeting, replete with sound sense
anti Gospel truth.
The literary Friday night, given by
l'rof. B. E. Thorn, was well attended by
the patrotie of the school. The little
girls with their badges on eolved the
word "Welt.onte" in concert, in such a
way that every one felt that their press-
eme were welcomed. Mr. Jameo. Love
received the honor of Generalship in
spelling.
The dance at Mr. Guthrie's in thi
village last night, was quite an enjoy
able affair. The young ladies neve
looked lovelier, and the boys were jue
as handsome as they could possibly be
Mr. Guthrie furniebed music for the °e-
rasion, and the tip of the light fantastic
toe wee heard until a late hour.
We regret to announce the illness of
Mrs. Leneares, of this please, who is
confined to her bed.
Mies Emma Griffith, of Princeton,
Ky., is visiting thie family of Mr. W. S.
Goodwin, this week.
Mr. Marion Barfield, of this place, will
have a marriageable daeglither in about
sixteen years.
The Rev. H. Smith, will preach here
next Sunday.
The storm did considerable damage
Saturday morning in tido town and vi-
cinity, in blowing down fences and
trees.
s b • built, and would add greatly to year
- trade proeperity. lie has eerie II-
r ly done a great deal for Hopkinsville.
SWe regret the abeence of Miss Tula
Jennings who had to leave school on
account of illness, however we are glad
to hear of her recovery, and hope to bee
her come again boon.
We are glad to say that Mr. W. II.
DOsS and Frank Hamby, of Era, Ky.,
were here last week making prepara-
tions to attend our school.
M iss Nora Turner, daughter of Joe
Turner, is attending Professor A. I'.
P'Pool's 8e11001 hi this place.
Farmers are about through burning
their plant land for a new crop of to-
bacco.
Dr. Felix was the firet to start to
plowing in this place.
Madam Rumor speaks of a wedding
in this neighborhood soon. We extend
to them in advance our felicitations' and
wish them a full fruition of future pros-
pertty. W. R. E.
Hayes' Chapel Jottings.
'editor New Kra:
The farmers of this section have taken
advantage of the fine weather lately,
andalience, the burning of plant-beds,
sow flag of oats, breaking up of corn-hand,
etc., bave been the order of the day.
The minds of the huebandmen are con-
siderably agitated by the turnpike ques-
tion.
Turnpikes throughout the county
would be a decided advantage, a sure
stepping-stone to prosperity. Direct
communication between certain portions
of the county, w hose iutereets are close-
ly allied but are retarded by impassable
roads, could thus be acquired. Farmers
could then obtain the highest pricee for
their produce, as they could not be un-
der the necessity of waiting for roads to
become good, and during the interval
the demand for their marketing become
less. Let us have turnpikes and plenty
of them, and good old Chrietian will be
able to vie with the Blue-grass counties
of our fair State.
Apropos of made, we take pleasure In
complimenting the efficiency of Mr. A.
c. Hayes as superintendent of second
section of the Butler road. It has been
worked well lately, aed all (canisters
and other travelers that go that way
cannot be too grateful for the favor.
'Squire Sam'I. Youngiove is the in-
ventor of a contrivance that will be of
incalculable benefit to his fellowman, if
it is patented.
Miss Eddie Elliott, who has been pros-
trated by an attack of pneumonia, is
convalescent.
Mr. Reaeon Elliott, Jr., of Muhlen-
berg county, is vieitiug his relatives in
this neighborhood.
Quite a number of the beaux and
belies, of your town and vicinity, were
given a dance on the 25th ultimo, at the
hospitable residence of Mr. Smith Hayes.
The favor was highly appreciated, as tne
young people fully evinced by entering
into the intoxication of this mazy dance
with a zeet.
The following pupils of Hayes' Chap-
el echool are deserving of meritous men-
tion, for the month ending Marrh 4th:
Geo. Derwin, Geo. Elliott. Ed. Hayes,
Norman Hayes, Jesse Lacy, Volney
Lacy, and Emma Demon.
MAG1STZE.
( AT( HES BI THE HAY.
Henderson- Esanst ille-Etaus Hall.
Ed New Lra:
Nearly every city is famous for some-
thing. The big bridge across the Ohio
is the wonder of Henderson. Just now
it has the appearance of being to• short.
Seven nines over water between Evans-
ville. But the flow will come and the
dry lahd will again be found in its
place:
Hendervon needs repairs. Her streets
look rattler neglected, especially in the
neighborhood of the depot. The city of
Henderson should be put on a boom at
once. lf they have nothing to boom
over, they eliould manufacture some-
thing. !lender-eon county is a spleutlid
body ot land, admirably adapted to
agricultural purpories. Henderson city
ite"beautiful for situation" the best lo-
cality for a city on the river. Why
don't her capitallets set themylves
work, and, if nothing else make it a
city of magnificent residences for the
businerae men of Evansville?
Ry the by, Evansville is needing a
booni of some sort, alga. Enterprises cre-
ate enterprize. She 11a8 had booms in
other days, she deserves one now.
Evan's Hall is one ot the glories, if
not the wonder, tot Evansville. We saw
a magnificent audience in it last
Friday night and heard the best
non-professional concert we ever heard.
'1'lle instrumental music by the Evans-
ville orchestra, the songe by Miss Green,
Mrs. Velie and Shanklin, the piano du-
ett's by MISES Wore!' and a young gen-
tleman were all superb et forniances,
and would have distiegoistied the regu-
lar "roll.•' Evan's Hall hae a t.apacity
of nearly 3,(ak--and berlotigs to the chi.
It lute been lately repaired and painteel
in a highly ornaniental style, and is re-
ally a beautiful hall. A very chaste
and eloquent oddrees wits delivered tin
Friday eight by a Mr. Buchanan, it
being the occasion of re-opening the
hall. Why can not Hopkinsville-the
people of Hopkinsville erect emit a hall?
Nothing would contribute more to our
entertainment anti pleasure. Who will
give the ground? Who will erect or
aid eret•ting the buildings? Amuse-
ment is a fact. We all crave it and will
have it in some form. Give our young
people and our old people the right
kind of amusement end they will not
seek the wrong. No better way to reach
the morals of acotumunity than through
its amusements.
R.
TRIGG COUNTY NOTES.
MONTGOMERY, KY., March 8, la$7.
FA New Era:
Rain, mud and dull times are the pie-
dominating topics down here now.
Farmers have about finished stripping
tobacco and it is now being prized and
delivered as fast as poesible.
Hon. Wnt. R. Howell, of Caledonia,
and Capt. Johla C. Dabney are the Dem-
ocratic candidates for County Attorney.
We learn that the canvass will open at
Cadiz next hionday, the lith which is
Quarterly Court Clay.
Hon. R. A. Burnett, of this county,
has announced hinsseif a candidate for
State Senator for this district. Col.
Burnett is one of the foremost men in
theiState, he has represented this die-
trict very ably and should receive au
endorsement and a re-election to this
office.
Tennessee and Cumberland rivers are
high now and quite a number of boats
iti that trade this spring.
And it seems that the people are to
have another Louisville Exposition and
Chrietien County sFair impotted upon IVER•
them. Certainly expositions and fairs KIDNEYS.
are fast becoming the greatest nuisances
of the age, and Aloud be abolielied every-
where. A good Jockey Club is north
something in a city, and liar; some at-
tractititi.
The I. A. tt T. R. R. we learn will
be !hashed to Brymit's by the 15th of
April.
The base ball department of the Cour-
ier-Journal will be about Hs interesting
now as the average county newepapeis
full of advertieetnents and patent medi-
cine locals. Congress should pass a
law prohibiting base ball. Of all the
*porta we think 'It the poorest.
LI el LE.
Creften Items.
Ceorrox, KY., March 8th, 1887.
editor New Era:
Mr. George Atkinson and Mies Ma-
mie Drake were married last Sunday by
Rev. T. L. Crandell at the reeidence of
John Faughenders In the presence of
about fifty invited gueste. A reception
vote hatil at Mrs. Atkineone, the grooms
mother, yesterday where about fifty peo-
ple assembled arid partook of the least
spread for the happy couple and guests.
May the repplendent rays of happy sun-
einee ever illumine their pathway
through life.
Mrs. Anna Jameson and little eon
Sam have been visiting for several days
their relatives dowu lc Pond river coun-
try.
Craft Knight, son of D. II. Knight., and
Miss Davi% to avoid paternal trouble,
went to Springfield last Sunday and re-
turned yesterday as happy as two but-
tertliee on the same flower. They are
about eighteen years each and Mr.
Knight is quite boyish in appearance.
There never was a wagoner but what
knows the tire of an old wagon will get
larger than the rim of feloes and run
off w•ithout effort or warning, but let
that a ',goner undertake to put that tire
back on that same rim of feloes and
just get out of his sight and listen if you
want to hear the force of language.
When he adjusts the tire around and
finds that just as he congratulates him-
self that it is going on so easily he makes
the wonderful discovery that it lacks two
inches of coming over the feloes at the
finishing side. lie studies a little and
tries to account for that when it lacked
about that much of fitting down to tlie
rim previous to its disarrangement.
Filially concluding, no philosophy will
fit the case, he vigorously and with a
asampsonian effort jerks the tire and
pulls it over the feloes. Upon an ex-
amination, however, of the other side
of the wheel he is rather dismayed to
find the other side of the tire has quiet-
ly slipped offend lacks the same two
aflame of coming over the feloes. The
fun is then at the beginning, tile wag-
oner gets a big rock and mauls. the tire
from one side of the wheel and then the
other, and then looks to tind that the
tire has neither relaxed lu one placed
nor expanded to cover the two inches.
He mops his perepiring brow with •
turkey red hankerchief-ten cents a
piece, three for a quarter-and pulls the
tlre again to his utmost strength and
sueceeds-in ineerting his thump be-
tween the tire ard the feloes where that
tire has no desire to release the thumb,
though permits the man to depart with
the other part of his hand. The two
inch vacancy appears at the other side
of the wheel with the same instant that
the tire takes in the thumb. The wile.
and tire are then left on a bog he,ap -
til the man's thumb gets well.
I notice from Dr. W. M. Fuqua's cir-
cular letter, that he halt departed some-
what from the old system of letting the
eichk unt up the physician or that a
ph) eician need not advertise for prac-
tice. I take it that when a man has
good ware lie should advertise it, and
when he can cure • complicated disease
let the people know it. Advertiee, let
the public know a lisTe you are and
what you can do. 'The doctor is Ito
doubt one of the finest s .rgeons and
phyriciane Seuthet IlKentucky. Suc-
eves to Glut.
C. A. B.
Deis% Hawk, Spit, Cough,
suffer dizziness', indigestion, iefiams-
don of the eyes, headache, lassitude,
inability to perform mental work aud
indiepossition for bodily labor, and an-
noy and disgust your friends and ac-
quaintances with your nasal twang and
offensive breath and constant efforts to
clean your note and throat, when Dr.
Sage's "Catarrh Remedy" will prompt-
ly relieve you of discomfort and eutler•
ing, and your Dirtads of the diegusting
and needless inflictions of your loath-
some dieease?
Neisoriant.
Resolutions adopted at a meeting of
the "Woman's MiF.0011 to Wonsan So-
ciety," held in the Baptist church,
March 7th. ISS7.
It has pleased Alniighty God in tbe
exercise of Ilis sovereign authority, to
remove from our midst our venerable
sister, Mrs. Cornelia V. Henry, whose
death on the 2d. Met., cloesed a long life
of chrietian grace, during which, her
spirit ot faith and trust won for her a
conspicuously promieent place in the
field of labor where el.e toiled, and in
the cummunity FO long blessed.
Sincerely intereeted for thoee who
had not been blest with the privilege* of
christian religion, anu whoee mime. ere
enfolded by clouds of Heathen ignor-
ance, she was ever ready to extend a
helping hand to lighten the darkness ot
C111118 land, and though physically de-
prives] of meeting with, anti encourag-
aging us by her preeence, her
name was among the first enrolled as a
member of this eociety. But whilst we
mourn that the silver cool has beets bro-
ken, we can trutlitully exclaim:
..a• a glad stream of slumber which waken*.
bliss
I :the has 1.0 tlie World of the holy
Bon this."
• Impressed deeply by the tette which
we iti ciasturon with the church have
suotaitscsi, We deem it appropriate to
place Nall the records. of title society of
wIdch she was eo loved and bonoreti a
mend/tit-a tribute to her memory.
I it view of this expression of our feel-
ing we do.
That We have la ceived
with sorrow the intelligence of the death
of our beloved sister, awl that the mem-
ory of tier life 61i0Uld be preeerved as
that of a true chriatias woman; and her
trete' amid faithful de.votion to the pro-
motion of religion, ber pronipt reeponce
of material aid or spiritual eympathy to
the demands of the poor, or euffering
in heat t as an exaniple which every
member of this society may well seek to
hollow .
2nd, That these resolutions be placed
upon the records of this society, anti
an assurance of synipathy and condo-
levee be communicated to the bereave
family of the deceased.
By order of thie meeting.
LALLYE WooLDRIDGZ See'f.
Mu. S. E. TRICE Pres.
The rit w Episcopal church building at
Birnailighain is to cost $40.000, and will
be the tints( edifice of the kind its Ala-
Prayer-meetitige at the church here
regularly every Thursday night.
Miss Tommie l'etree, a beauliful mid
most actiompliehed young lady of T0,1•1
county, is visiting Mies Ella Hill this
vieMeksj.. Matt McKinney is the Demo-
cratic candidate for the Legislature. Ile
has represented this county for two
terms, le well known and. Is very popu-
lar, and will make a strong race. The
Republicane have no candidates yet for
county offit.e...
We think if your city had another
JnO. C. Latham your tut tipikee would
- • ssassesesessaess'es'"""-
„. amseaterseMosereset aorss:Idtetke... oaltagesniallaseS so •• •
ase
vor. """S•
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ail advertisements Inserted erItionit specified
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a nnouneettiebta of Marriages and Deaths not ei-
cer,Iliss eve lines, 4:1,1 uolicew ..f prea, pub.
lished gratis.
etir Obltuary Notices. Resoluta...a of Respect and
oteer similar notices dve ceuts per nue.
OCR CLI1 RA rms.
We have arranged with the pubilseers of th•
newspapers named below to furnish Tun K so-
l'r KV :Caw Elia and any une or all of them at the
following low rates, free of poatage, su beer Lbers:
New 1111A end Weekly Courier-Journal. - r.: so
" W'kly Louisville Ce aariercial. 2 23
" Dolly Lowsvilie Commercial. 1050
" Courier-Journal.
" Sunday .1.20
Weekly Townsville Courier. 2 73.
Weekly rsansvele Jourual. SO
Varner Home -Merril Lou'v'lle. 2 90
Weekly Masonic Journal. 3 00
Weekly New York Sun. 140
Harper's Monthly Magazine. 4 SO
Harper's Weekly, 4 70
Hewes Busaukr. 4 70
411
klarpers Young reople
reterson's Niagarj.lie
Eclectic Maas:Ace
Pe' Saeteng ro,t
pertly Evening Post
" Oodey's Lady's Bot.k.a
a 
" Saturday Evening Post.
" New 1 ork Ledge'
" Century Magasme
" St. Nicholas.
" The Current. (Chicago)
Cincinnati saturday Night and New Kra.
Deniorest's No. Magazin* and New Ers,
64
Atteution Citizens I
_ ___ 0 I i ish 1 1 ) 0 ! at .1111 /... . . ) fay. se it I 0-
I''''..ii.'" ILI"' I' b t`e "II '' Ile 1"1":" '''-nt metiey matter. iia t e !stole close, a I ....SOL 1141111.11 :
. Noon La nie ...odd ev. ler%entiv prav, 
I'Nos. but nbither C0111.1 eliver the to-day.
I'vi '4“11 litll i ii Ill° 11"*". h4l. 3"'" 111051 I a1lirtil (rot!) DO- tiisp0e10011 ef , ••Fter a jury to tritest- LO :ixt ve 1. an ' :•;,..irl: ie.. 7.1:i 1:', .,•.....1...t,,iritit ik.i.i.eilfli..11.1,-,..1,,iesrit. eleri..re.
• • • • ----I," 11101 sty 10 'hilt, as it were. to the moiler/1 11"elu'e her the 1
17 'he a . re it Ali ine, I soon won .1 forg. t.dila' it tile lioil,"' l'Y 13kivg "ni H'' :41" .d weollii ill the -"East. 
.1.1„.1... ur.. al- j.i.ige i. tot lilted l.. Wisdom er pe rani,. 
1 nwo es: the cny to he held in the eat
Ceti. 1Xelrittil of Keen., 1s t I.,,,cur it 
as ItIt'll Ili ober the lay.
vont( rill lei next Tidesilay soterecon Ntteet h
lus•kir7
1.111DI g
hee Mak leg
tear:, doetores in Sea
Ito a hr.' ;.111'111g to make a raid on
the ci wary the coming summer. They
hliv a few Indiana awl mitke a few
in.:ode-ads of nauseating mixtures, and
ire then prepered to dose the tieleuspect-
The Neu Yoink court& Wive ilecided
that a man simile drunk Is incapable oi
enti ring into& Marriage contrast while
in that condition. This opinion of the
New York court is atarel in the face by
the void, Iiicoatughy fact that drunkee
meo ha; e doe e, it.
The stteieireat Yale are rffl'eted s
peker playing. They xre simply stud,,,-
Mg ;oilmen nature in ha most human
he Yale graduate thia year
will tic a 'meaty ethic citizen' at all
events end will be all'. to cv in hie w
! whit re many ethers fail.
! Col. Bradley haa the RepubWan nom-
! illation In his Docket. s  Out
3 Democretie exchaegea are fond of allit-
s oo!eration they etay find a rointer In the
3 5°1 i P. I 1 f h 1 1. • • el'_ot tier tote e pit kali Lan 1-
42 3; dates name. As even this leaves' the
3 013 matter In doubt we go a step funther and
300 call him Buckner. The "B's" are on4 On
S top this year. Judge Fox is now struck
4 00 , on the dilemma "tee Bs or not two
CW) but e dare les): one good Democratic It2 70
g ou will prove sufficient Itar hlm.
New Kra and Detroit Free Press, 130
Gen. cassine Clay atte-tepted speech
Louisville the other night and the
small audience so dampened his aspire-
[lona that he threatened to retire from
politics. He maid to a reporter, "the
Demecrats are down on me, and the Re-
publicans will ne:ther knit me a helping
hand nor come out to hear me speak.
ao Besides this, I :on compelled to pay my
I *". own campaign expenses, which are lar-
ger than I can well afford." It is a
strangely sal fact that a man of Gen.
Clay's sense and e 'lee:fence should go
about over the State hunting for an of-
fice that is as far out of his reach as the
North Pole. llis day is gone, and he
should retire to the privacy of home life
to enjoy his wiadom and rest Illa years
on the kindness' of personal friends.
New Kra and Poiladelphia Saturday Night, 3
New Kra and Our Little Ones and the Nursery 2 Se
New Era and Louisville Semi-Weekly Poe! 50
New Era and Southern Bivouac, 1 50
New Era and spirit of the nom. 1M
" " " American Farmer 00
Nair Era and National stockman an•I
Farmer,
New Era and Farm awl Fireside.
New Kra and Burlington Hawker-.
New Era and semi-Weekly Poet,
Horne and Farm and New Era.
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The Indiana girl who has nor_ tasted
food for 15t; days and still is not hungry
will create a sensation in the matrimo-
nial market.
The River met liarber bill contains an
appropriation of 1150,000 for the pur-
chasm of the franchise of the Green and
Barren River Navigation Company.
The suit of the Knights of Honor
against ex-Tresusurer Breckinritige has monopoly for twenty years. on account
been settled in the United States Circuit I of the veto by the President of the bill,
Court, by the payment of $22,560 to the I approriating $150,000 fur the purchase
former.
of the improvements and franchises ot
the corporation referred to. If this ap-
propriation had been 'the only one in
the bill, or if all had been equally just
the bill would have been gleilly signed.
but with all the jobs and ehatneletta cor-
ruption einbriced in it, and which by
The Senate having refused to confirm far exceeded the worthy objects of aid
Matthews as recorder of deeds for the the Preaident would have been a party
District of Columbia, the President has to the !scheme had he permitted it to be-
appointed James M. l'rother, a colored come a law. We regret exceedingly
Democrat, of Boston. that the people on Green river kre
forced to submit longer to the nefarious
There 2,000 deeds recorded dur-
ing January and February for the trans-
fer of real estate in Chattanooga, the
value of property represented being
$6,313,633.
A French echolar is preparing a
French and German dictionary for the
use of the Republic's seldiery. He
wants his dogs of war to be able to
"cues" the Etuperor'e men in their own
language.
oppression under which they have so
long labored, but it is their misfortune
and not the fault of our brave and noble
Chief Executive.
THE PROHIBITIONISTS.
A paragraph in another column otitis-
The State Convention of the Peohibl-factorily explains the flippant charges
tion party nominated the followingagainst Gen. Buckner's voting record.
ticket: Governor, Fontaine T. Fox, oThose who have given theme charges
Louisville; Lieutenant Governor, Wm.serious thought can have their doubts
L. Gordon, of Repkine; Auditor, Drremoved by reading this explanation.
! A. '1'. Henderson, of Carter; Treaeurer
The Commercial warns the cantlidatia H. K. Dyne, of Grant; Attorney Gener
for Governor not to solicit the instructed sl, Josiah W. Harris, of Paducah; Su
vote of Louisville. The State metropo- perintendent of Public Instruction, D
lie haa aeveral candidatea for minor of- W. Stevenson, ef Bracken; Register o
flees whom she wants to work in over the Land Office, Jamea '1'. Barbee, of
the wires, and then her delegates must Barren. Judge Fox says he expects
have a fair chance at the boodle, you the ticket to poll 55,000 votes, and say
know. it is the ablest ticket ever put in the
deld in Ke,ntucky. The platform en
dottiest the \sail:mai Prohibition plattingent needs purging. The efforts' of form, declares for a sovereignty eonvenRandall and other 'Remittal Democrats time, favors a 14w to. disfranchige anyto form a combination with the enemy reeleott who buya!or sells a vote and op
and defeat Mr. Carlisle for Speaker is
iniquitous. These timeoservers a ill
refuse to go into a call, lls for nomina-
ting candidates in the organization of
the Fiftieth Congress, thus leaving them
free to join teams with the Republicans
In defeating the regular Democratic
caucus nominees. When tr..itors be-
come so bold there is (aviation for the
aeverest method*, and Mr. Randall anti
his fellows should be drunitned out of
camp. Better have a faithful, honest
minority, than a truculent, scheming, .
untrust-worthy element in the party. Speaking of our turnpike boom the
Boong county R4cord says: The aboveThe Washington correspondent of the boom is the kind which will redound toCourier-Journal of Saturday, PaYs:
the advantage of the farmers, and Is no"den. Hawley, of Connecticut, made .
much of a nilialiroote character. It ad• speech that was not to be expected
trances the condition of the farmers byfrom the Republican side of the Senate •
tnstdling into them a new life as it wereand puts to shame thoeo profeased
Mingo them out of the mud and placeDemocrata who are running after false -
their feet on solid ground. Nothing igods In the shape of the Blair bill and
of more advantage to the farming inother sugar pills ehich extend a glitter-
tereat Of a county than good roads, andlog bait for the prostitution of power
so soon as a pike is completed througlcommitted ti their bands by a Demo-
create constituenty. Gen. Hawley said any neighborhood, a remarkable change
for the better is at once perceptible, andthere was a large clam of people who
the citizens of that neighborhood discov-no sooner concluded that a thing was a
er that there is aome pleaeure in livinggood thing than they started on a foot- ,
e the season of bad roads at lastrace to the national capital to invoke . "Iirlb-inveetime in good roads is casting breaithe intervention of the general govern-
ment, and they cared not what leper- ul" the waters ,whiell is sure ro returrbefore many days, and, now, while yoetant constitetional barriers were bredien
c not get.out with your teams anddown if they could gain their desire.
The same spirit which demanded this ! waggons' it la a gone time to give the
! turipike proposition an investigation;pleuro-pneutuotiie bill also asks that the'
v eonsider it from any standgovernment take charge of the railroads, I II" )" ma"lino point you desire, and you will finallytelegraphs, 'clinks, ete.,
tional governmeut eleall have been tinj youreelf ferced to Vie conclusion
that a contribution to a pike will be oftransformed into a magnificent and cor-
rupting monopoly. II e
,:ongeesaional an incalculable benefit to you anti the..
: generations to route. Would that BooneRecord of to-ueorrow will contain match
sound political economy, that it will be "i" ty hail a .1111). Latham'
_well for light draft staternien to study." The Courier
-Journal on Our Turn-
- pikes.
The Experimental Bill. 
---
! The CouriersJounial of Saturday says :Scientific discovery is being rocked in : lllll g the importent lova: enterpriseethe cradle of the nineteenth century. ! teceotly' instituted in the %eater.) por-fise great investigators of ohl may have tion of the State, the llopkinoville turn-
tittered babblings on nature's secrets pike scheme, *hick has already provi-htsultia is diatInetively the era of dis- ded bv subecription for the eonatruction
covery. The march of ecience during of forty miler of first-class roads bythe legit detade is more glorious thae next October, extending trent thatthe triumphs of the heroes of antiquity. place throughout the rich grain, tobacco
Who would compare the inventions of a • aiol stock farms of the comity, ranks se
Morse or Edison with the idle conquesta!mie ot the moat valuable. Its practical
of a Xerxes or the brilliant marauding ! worth to merchanta and farmers can
of an Alexander? The poetic creations I not be overeetimated. It will add lenge-
of the anciente are Insignificant as coin- ly to the cash value of every farm alongpared with the industrial thought of ' which its branches exteed, and will
to-day. Both the poet and the inventor swell the current of trade which flowsdeal with nature but in different ways. to the county-mat. Chambers' Incy-The graceful Apollo and the chaate clopedia tersely and truly states theDiana are no more to be (lamed with road question by saying that "the roads
the steam engine and the telegraph than of a country are the otantlaril of Its eivi-
the Unreal splendor of the mirage gith Bretton." The eottittion teetimeny
the ttieflilnette and twenty of a fertile that the pretoott reed Protein ht this
Hietitity:
A11101144 Mee Mei hialstfo WW1 lo thefileielti Mel eilIeeete oil. I lo.
OIVIIMV00 illo Itiglektif a ate eltbe:Felielle beglialtil to
404I WOO'S* Thfs iliffeSe Satelistiel Plooll si *Milo Thit lioas lap
F111,0011 hill, Which ntlede ly Coostts Witste lerge 1141111 41•1144411y
II4114 WOW, $10,1160 etiouslly for tise petty appropriatiohe 1te patt
establishment and inaintettence of such litrito, whicie prove as ii.eless as the sub-
station In connection With an agrictil- hith dumped by his Satanic Majesty 's
tura! college of the States leas parsed carts into the Slough of Despond.
both Houses of torques'. As see have Probably enough money has beet) opiate-
before remarked, agricultural pitmen, &red in this way to build a highway Its
are susceptible of the higheat scientific nolid •te Napoleon's military roads from
cultivation, and there is no foretelling , one en,* of Kentucky to thepther.
the vast profits that will accrue to farm- , good example eet by Christian is
ers when their avocation ceases to be a worthy of beiteg generallyiollowed. It
mere experimental parstinie and be- is an improvement of vital- importance
comes in truth a matter of seieutiiic in- to bath tows 8-111 farmers. 'I' he build-
veatigation. Under this bill Ow "tate big turnpikes, itiritring -the easy ac-
t:onto at Lexington will get 15,issi per (*Mutilation of freights tife year round
annum, a sum which, if wisely exile's- I front every neighborhood at central
ded, will be of untold value to the farm-1 points', also insures the oiled extetislutt
ers of Kentucky. I of railroad facilities.
The Democratic congressional con-
• !I he 1:ustness. Ontioek. .tie ut Juries.
,/...1 V011'1114 cltS airs l • 1.41. A. !
1111'111 .111 1111.1.. is gasos 11 AA Ill 11111S111) 111- 1.• '" 3  .41,14.110 11101'l. 110111.1 1 feel,aotain eternise teial whose to a nom her e, or oin• look Iron. her ,•• r
Owensboro Messenger: There is
some diapoeition to soreness among thr
people of the Green river section, who
have been trampled upon by a soulless
poses convict lat4r.
It metes from Fox's figure
that lee is not in t;ts win belt for the glory
of the cause. We are of the opielos
that the State ticket will not only be de-
feated but its nomination is a sterious In
iffy to the principles whirl' the gelitle
tueo advocate. Many then who favo
prohibition will not violate party afilli
&Does os vote for In,
The Farmer; and Turnpikes.
TO 10T11E11.
- • _
.rroi, fill, far ir ..... toy h. MC.
noug 
-1rsliscre :111•1 rar..1 1..1 afoul ;
111 i. 101011 10 .401,,
dent ,S1Illy taken their w ins
.110 a "Ise tease o reoqi yet o, co 1 ,„, ',. 1, s O. 111.4 •hi.. 1 ...•.•Ii. Cliii1.1f) ta lib isItit:.C1 Ile, rattl ot the ! Ise eche v. • that tate motel it% f "s. ". • 'au."' ih"
nil the toolesessVend. alai. atter set tut v • tire. the pee Ibe nee not to have 14111/41•1•111111/11, rty°.11.1.)1."11,..1 Ili. Hops. Iv.. re„„t_d. /mules hin I11;.1411.*.;111/1, II Ire 10141.1. a 1 0111.1 1011111114 111 Cann.. ifs I WWII.
Cal itig his poita. W hen the jurors I :y mother. tote shines lite star,
A otosiber •.• Oleg cit z tie %ht. e
intsarste lip the toes. g 4.1 i lie 1.1-
linen int /utility lit beet. r, Otleste et tie Lo
call a red. h. meeting 01 the litolio s-
culetilig nod 
 ing been drat; n in-
to three ceetets 'I hie elate f facto is
itiduceti hy traeon that etrosig er-
pore( lens are 100re 1141R t to act-mint-
lee than diet tf,sos intliv 'duals, hence
ey title:tete* get Reiter auid the le tilde be-
come ester.
e are at time e titlergoieg a re-
verse process. The  .. try centeis are
disgorging anti eerking Itivestmento in a
way that a ill result he a direet benefit
to the people. Otte ould he surprised
at I de • lalmititis SIIIIIS Illat are ly hig
bet k %4WD; eeekiitg safe iteveetmetit in
the booming South. oyndleatee are
DO manner led by- philasithropie noitives
iii these matters but are grapp!tig after
tile realizetion of re dazzlitig dreams.
But they are tin ow ing into the channels
of trade a vast amount of money obeli
has hitherto been dead, inert capital, and
coneequently every nian'e opportunities
fur a "p'ece of pie" are into eased. 'lids
Apse:ea of speculative inveestment is at
this time a ruling passion with capital-
ists who are a to scatter their 111011-
eY satisfy kurbition. The result is
there alwolutely more money in cir-
culation, a state of facts sybonimous
Willi "good (nut's." To carry out the
utemerous enterprises that are being
daily projected, laborers muet be em-
ploy el in large number,' and paid.
flow.- give up their wages to merchants
who hand them over ageite to their ser-
vants, and a general activity is awaken-
ed it dewing a high degree of prosperity
in alike' all are beneficiaries, from the
poor( ot to the richest.
In our own county the outlook is es-
pecially eiecouraging. The organization
of the Turnpike Company was a noteter
stroke of enterprise a hich a ill benefit
every citizen in the county. In the con-
etruction of these pike roadie about $90,-
000 a ill be expended in this community
this summer, which tneatts that $90,000
will be added to the circulating medium.
Every idle laborer will Pe given a job.
Fite merchanta win feel the effect on
trade immediately. The entire business
conimunity will be encouraged and all
will altare in the benefit. Tee expendi-
tures of the company will be a contribu-
tion to the proeperity of the entire coun-
ty.
The people should foeter and encour-
age all public enterprises promising such
results. No mate cantherefore afford to
oppose great industriet; which will give
plenty to the laborer and proaoerity
the people. 'rue people as a Mass are
wage-workers anti are dependent entire-
ly on their opportunities of labor. Ae
long as the vvorking-people are in easy
circumstance+ "hard times." are next to
impossible. It is when the nioney
withheld from extensive public enter-
prises and locked in miserly vaults that
the pressure comes. It is quite evident
that if cur people will fall in with die
progress of the times that we will re-
ceive the benefits of other munificent
investmentn. Every man eltould
prepared to take a broad, liberal view of
such matters. There eliould be no spirit
of seldelinese and penorioneriess. Every
man thould be prudent, careful and call-
(Muse but these qualities shotild not be
preserved to the exclusions of liberal ad-
vancement. Every eittzen should be
willing to contribute hia mite to the
public good, money if he has braine,
good will and everything to encourage
public enterprises of great moment.
This is no time for mote-backiern. 'file
liberal and prompt action of our eitizene
on the turnpike queetion ttttt iterates
that there is little room forioesils of this
type. l'he organization of the company
in so short a time i6 a remarkable fact,
speaking eloquently for the aggressive-
ness and liberality of our ',erode. We
can but feel that alien our buaineas men
can act PO nobly that there are great
things in store and that the hosiers's'
out-look is as bright as the rose Enda of
e trly tooruing.
The Owensboro Messenger keenly re-
marks that "never in the history of the
State laureate papers contained so much
matter relative to the construction ot
railroads. Every paper has a pet rad-
ioed scheme, either present or immedi-
ately prospective. all memos some-
thing. It torbodes that Kentucky is
about to emerge front the dark night of
toombackery and pup out into the broad
light of progress." Tide enterprise of
the newepapers establishes the fact that
they are the undisputed exponents' of
progrem. 1%1m can eatinsate the part
the press has' play ed in this onward
move? The time Was when the "viilage
eheet" was a thing of low piroentage
mid small moment, and, at beet, it wae
but to be teed or abused and • !lenity to
be dignified a ith the ireportant of-
fice of developlog the country. It dirti-
ed up slight goseip and served politico
ad nauseam, but only ln its latter twrfete
don hae it dared to become a great ie-
dustrial agent working more wonders
than the tabled genii. A papers most
important function is ite complete hien-
ty with the commercial intereete of its
locality. It is the trumpeter to serum!
the advance. The picture to be realiz-
ed first takes shape anti color in lyee
and attracts the industrial &Wet to ex-
ecute its outlines in glorious deeds of
progress. The New Ella halt attempt-
el to be this thing to this people. If
we can serve our people well in this ca-
pacity, our services will find their worth
in the proeperity of the tow 91111
ty, and we stand under the pledge to
spare no effort to prudently foster anti
encourage every enterpriee that looks
to the betterment of our people, and we
ask in turn tbe encouragement, support
and co-operation of the public.
Buckner"; t °Dug Record.
Gen. Buckcer writes to a friend.
For three years after the oar I was
not permitted to return to Kentucky by
the United States authoritiee, but I still
el:tinted fey citizertehip in Louisville,
Ky., of which place I rent:deed a citi-
zen until 1(473 or 1$71-resuming my cit-
izenship hi Hart county in the latter
years. The alleged record of my vot-
ing is taken alone trom the Hart county
reconts, anti proferses to exteed from
1465 to 1485, During nine years of this
period I miss not a eitizett Milan comi-
ty ; could not vote there; aud any state-
ment importing to be taken from those
records during that period is a falsifica-
tion, since there Can be no record
relating to the votes of a person in a
county where lie has no claim to citi-
zenship.
.During the period width you mention,
My frequent alowneete Donn kotilutkr
*H.@ to+toilitioll in eitlettolee mgaltey,Riffle, With thill 4.10101,111 lir B.* 114011114 Hit MI1041101111 Hi 1000
Ity 144410,01-1 •I
Jlits witvm; 1.1 . '140144W,
mei ley ti.i. i! gitipsity lia -
ettreiyed la tie ia, age tire, MO by the
tieceeeary &newton to the heavy lister-
eats involved.
During all Oda time I retained tny cit-
Isetitiltip In Kentucky, and never failed
when at home to vote the Democratic
ticket.
Nearly --nirte leuPdred hitt-tates of St.
Joseph's; Convent, in South St. Louis,
are suffering from poisoning, euppiseed
to have resulted front canned food eaten
at the noonday meal last 'fiatattlay. No
fetal reeding are ant Witentel.
There are three brother.% mimed Cole
living In !fatalism' county, Georgia,
whose hearot are on the right gide.
eelliclent empliaahs he rarely tette II" "'II' ""re See" *""I e0tin ""' a93 °-
have argued, disputed aril oisagreetl, a %Aker. is et er the same
gt nerel leceitioti c 
 upon theist to
agrec• lAlunethilig; arid Mostly it the
twelve Noe. c I e, all
ea get tee teturie to tie jteige. him
ts out ot the queation.
lbe le a ft-601We Issals 101! sly-
CIA: that lie mile have a Vet diet mid
have tried the retiring-rotten, „lief, fifes itrigasest in ilark,,ii,ese.,,,,iwo*,11.eitni
Ulf I laIs! cltsAisk or
ellectiou
Tito+, I) HENRI*, l'alifoniia,
then tee mitenity, vold, hungry and
*eery Ith discussion, is convineed
through tbe stomach. lie may defier
tome the jutlge and the nine.) -awl-blue
Members of tile public its  '1, but
he plots hot agree et ill' the ether men In
the box Ise Cannot be forgiven, asid ti
Ito lt. us brIgleli 0.10 etc tog Is
It.r114A1 but Media:vie eurretidei.''
Tee write r adopts a setiiic '1114alkt 01
SIVAIllarllt, and, as is usually the result,
ie guilty ef the fallacy of exaggereted
statetnent. The dildereheee, inch are
'nought iiito court for adjudit acne., are
generally eimply a question of right ichti
rotig etity twelve huntat men,
after becomilig etemaiiiteel e ids the
facto can justly decide. 'lliere is hard-
ly a necetwity ordinarily for a violation
of dignity, decency. or lonieety. 'file
SUille1110 qualification of a jury is a oil-
therm quantity ut vigotour, unbiased
etannion set se, and an!' twelve heads
tilled a ith this kind of total can eee, the
right. It requires no sort ot training or
learning to be a competent juror, for in
the captivity a man eliould 'rely Oil Iiis
native inethects for fainter* and femme-
ty. Ther.e are many eultivated men ut-
terly lacking in the judicial instinct.
l'hey• are no more tic for jurors than In-
sane men. They are driven. at the out-
set, to oue contestant or the other by
rettesur of uncontrotable prejudice. Stich
men as these elicited be left off of jerors,
though they may be ignorant for learn-
t.
The worst clews of jurors are those e lio
know a little law Keil are full ot
Wee. Naturally sprightly, it is hard to
tell them anything new. They under-
stand the facta and the lAW Withoilt the
formality of an argutuent. They have
'acquired the habit of reading
epicure, and begin a peychological anal-
yeie of a itneases and lawyers before the
eater develiepr, and the facts are not ful-
ly stated before they see through the
thing and are reedy with an opinion.
Nothing cart change them, because they
have made a eubjective analysis of the
Ouse and haVe delta 1101(1 Oil the real
facto. They like to sit on juries, and
often regale their votaries with their
acute understanding of legal perplexi-
ties, anti if they have decided a cause
one way they eternally adhere to the
Atone ideas whenever cases of a *WOW
nature come up.
(leer heeded men a Ito can recognize
the truth and nail a lie are the stuff for
jurors. It is native judgment that qual-
ities them, and the freer they are from
legal quibbles the more competent they
,become. The country is full of just
envie teen, and it can be taken as a rule,
that the vertiete of our jurors are in the
mein the correct solution of legal troub-
le'.
Arbor liay.
Frankfort capitol: The proclama-
tion of Governor Knott, calling atten-
tion to Arbor Day, Ai ril 2.1, art provi-
ded by the Legislature, plumb! receive a
careful aro, thoughtful reading. The
obeervanre of the day will not fail to
grow into great popularity. Ita work
Involves' ikr !Hitch Vila IS patriotic, orna-
mental and highly useful that It can not
possibly fail of being accorded great res-
pect and general obrervarice. The
streets, public grounds, country omit),
and other places a III be made beautiful
and charming with looks and utility
front Ode isiv,ely custom of annual tree
planting. Every citizen of the State
and every neighborhood shotthi give
this uniform day reepectful heed. Ceme-
teries, school and el tire+ grounds, com-
mons, latier snit private property Armlet
have the benefit of a day's ornaments-
t km that e'en grow into a mentorhel for
olose a ho,.e. hamlet ailed) do Oda com-
mendable good for coming generatious.
'flier.. is everything in this beautiful allel
useful enamel to itivite cooperatioe seed
Nide, anti organization should pales the
way for Ito celebration. Let every com-
munity erganize for the obeervatire of
the day, and let the Min go .dow n n the
2 I of April on thousands of planted
trees, that will make glad the heat tie of
those etigaging iti the work, es well as
bring cotutort and beauty to Whit
are to follow after, in the days alien to-
day's work ellen spread into verdure
and fragrance that eltall be a perpetual
memorial of its patriotic. workers. The
good women should take the day's ob-
eervanee hand and arrange for ite
 plete success'. The work, distribet-
ted as it would be to all the citizens. of's.
eommunity, would be a mere holiday
picnic. One tree transplanted to some
needed place by every adult would itetke
a fete [laces bloom with beauty, beeide
proving a honor to the generation
to whoee bands the work is traced.
The Policy Of Peace.
Europe mei .1inerica stand in strange
contras; to-day. Over the wean the ea-
lions are arteleg for bett/e. N'ast ar-
mies are kept in active preparation for
war at an ettor llllll IS expenee. The
great undeveloped eveitte towards which
all eyes are looking are horril
ties all red with utolied blood tisie den-
ing disaeter to governmente and bitter-
nee and, woe to the people. It is a pau-
perizing proceer. I this country, on
the tether hand, the industrial boreal of
peace me. terming for the march. All
in pusli enterprize. '1'lle best brain,
blood awl Itriewn of the lend are eligtg•
ed in die magnificent Wirrk of making
better the country. It is an enrichitig
process. So eerene are we hi our pros-
perity and so eltintle to the fear of foes
from without that we have refused to
appropriate a stun ilece-sery for ordina-
ry coast protection.
The two continents) terve:go the opera-
tions of the policy of war in contramt to
the poliey of peace. We are in fact be
coming the atere-homie of the world, a
laden rich necessitieo. The London
'Uwe has well Kahl oti this petite: "The
great -aitierican state, diecharged of all
geetee consequences, and with its re-
sources emetectunbereel, is slowly com-
ing list° a position which, by its irre-
slatable competition, will one day bank-
rupt European industry. When the
Americans have paid off their national
debt, the workmen will be able to live
more elteeply lit the I 'tilted States than
In any Europeeti tomeitry, Mel the 514111-
Intl) of prothietion lit A itterli.a *ill Int
omit Ilist klitt,oqui isiiiipuk *III
lo With 11111 the
tom 111,101111411101 Mei laellefel
11411101110.4 tto *ell es
otstee Howl !elle*. to Ilia IIIteirtelet:
Meth) iiie ilfeeing by' leitil mei see,
lie gees every year, mei Iwo leaser to
pay for them."
The Republican State con ven titm will
cast 1,1Sli votea and col. Bradley already
bee 339 of the 591 tieceiesary to a choice.
It is rumored that the Louisville Repub-
licans are going to try to head him off.
Last week they tampered a little with
the Prohibition convention over a fusion
ticket, but Judge F'ox had his ideas The.
about who Kimmel be loveriter and the on the
project fell through. As the time draws furiner
nigh all that talk alien( routing the arrives
Democratic hosts gore seilieig heaven- merly
ward like the pale-blue, smoky ringlet
of your last cigar.
A Straagrly Sad Death.
st Fr! lay , at the re iderhee her
lerotber-lte law, Al r. Henry Moaely,
RUA
Fair
Ken
char
bite;
pre
and
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tscri
OIT1111
ate
say
Met
with
the
Ilville, Sibs Lid* McCatty, of
otep-dkugliter eel Prof. T.
an, tiled. The tleceaeed Was 01
eingly beautiful young lady just
ling into wounatiltotel. A week
1.J11 -r tO her death rIln WW1 taken ill
ployeioian summoned. Strange to
he re:used to tithe any of the lure-
d medielee. She adhere-I to !hie
ge eletermiteetien to the I o..1,;
a week of suffering death came to
her. Thome who lotew leer well
he diet of a broken tweet. lier
h. think she wes desperately in love
a 3 g man he this el y, and
ortien of sehtiment upon her I.eatt
was oil much for it to hear. She is at
rest tow, and may the memory ol her
eiwit :smith etrengthett and comfort the
frier et atilt relatives their hour of
woe,
New Hotels.
A iliecial from Clarkevilie says: "The
1Aril ileum House company was organ-
ized here to-day, with an authorize!
t•apl I of $73,000. A charier will be
appl eel for ets 011M by Bryce Stewart,
0. ". Kettnedy, S. II. Seat, W. 11,
Dra
ernit
men
lot o
e unit IVilliam Daniel. A hand-
!mum with all modern improve-
s will be built at mice in the vacant
Seeond street, oppesite the court-
hotter."
113pkineville elimild not be left in the
hack. There is itti abeeut • demand for
a new hotel in this elty. Saud one of
our calling IllrfellanIa, "If I could find
ia at Balite lot for a hotel building I
wou d buy it and risk organizing a com-
pan . "The matter of a location has
all a meg been a drew back to the enter-
prire. It ehotaist be remenibertel,'Ilow-
ever that this town Is going to grow,
and, if a lot cannot now be .secure 1 In
Ow I cart of the boohoo-6 portion of the
city, %ley not !orate the hotel on lella
desilable property. The busitierte inter-
ests u!ill stem grow up around it.
-.se assoms----
Ts raptites.
_
T1 ere is considerable turnpike talk in
to-dily'a New ERA %Welt will be reAd
Witt intereet. We desire that evely
inte igent man shall have his say and
that he ellen lee heard with due respect.
Ti e public obould thoroughly under-
state the imentiotts of the company.
I
No totem of the county is,to be favor-
eel tt the prejittiice of any other lovality.
All id toe given a fair (-hence. 01
cour e the company, like all other pub-
lic 'Tiers, will collect tolls. Rail-
road , street railway, eteamboats and
ever like etiterpriee is Fermented in title
emu) er. Gentlemen investing their
mon y in these pike', which confer a
ben it upon every citizen of the county,
incrliaste the intrinsic value of real es-
tate nil are a great convenience, ghoul('
reapl a legitimate reward for their laborr
anti expenditures!.
Ti le Directory has at this time no idea
what roads a ill he piked. This linea-
tion Iran never been dilemma]. The
work of organization has coneureed their
attention up to tide point. As ii0011 as
the County Court grante the right of
way, these matters will be inuttediately
iicei led time) and the work of comae w-
inos COMIlleliosi.
Garner's City Pharmacy.
_
0( the many firet-ciatie business houses
will h adorn our city and the many sub-
sten ial business men who constitute the
bon and sinew of our commercial itn-
por nee, none are more notable or wor-
title of favorable mention than the.
"Ci •' Pharmacy" and its genial pro-
prie or, Mr. Merry B. Garner. A stroll
thr tgli this esteblieliment impressee
the hatter at once eh!, the idea of ele-
gen , good taste and completettese.
i'file e three eleineets are combined iti
eve department, and as a whole the
11011 P peewees truly a metropolitan ap-
peal:owe. 31r. Garnet, though yet a
young man, is old In hia tetsinewa and it
halt SI waiya been characteristic of him to
bevel everything "a No. 1," regerelleaa
of trouble or experiee. 1Ie glees lila
clog* persoeal attention to all the details
of De business conducting it on the
mole approved modern principles. Mr.
K. . Wiley, the prescriptionlist is a
gr late of the Philailelphie School ot
Ph ;navy which entitles loin to a plat*
in tl first rank of the profeasion.
It lways gives the Nkw ERA pleasure
to d 1 public attention to the buoineena
hou of Ropkinsville repreeented in
Its IvertIsing colums, none of which
we ti more heartily reconemenel than
thls odel drug et ire, "Garner's City
Pisa maey."
, ,Cireett t'ourt.
_____
Cifetait Court convened Monday. T1.0
f illotwing we're eummoue I to serve
on the petit jury for the first and second
weeks:
B. E. Itantlelph, .1. E. McCarron,
Flower 11.11suliii, ! eolored), Seth Myers,
F. W. Elgin, II. B. Roger., Wm Shank-
line Ma • 1.o) nr, Sam Brown, Dave
Brot angle, R. II. Dudley, Edgar Brads
Alia , Joe Garnett, Wm. McRae, C. H.
Wal en. Eli Stegsr, Ed Comba, Jtio.
Foto* Wm. Adcock, Joe Luck, ;color-
ed), Neleeti Gee, !,:olored), Jim Har-
i ' Igray s, cllsOrels), WIlsill Brellt, (cmlore41),
A. I . 1Vallece, Arthur Ilenry, !Toward
So) , Juts. A. Coleman. W. D. Sune-
mers Jim. II. Wright, tad Hamby.
Tie 1 following le a list of the
grand jut-ore: G. W. Lander. foreman;
Ira F. Edna, Win. N. Johnoten, Geo. VV.
Bra.I ey, R: T. Fruit, A. B. Grilliti, W.
11. Size ttttt re, S. II. iliggiur, W. W.
Witte, Sol. tonith. Woe Cravesie, Tote
Gray, (f eta) Lee Watooti, E. W. Glass,
'Col. ) Junius' Southern, ,Col.,) and
Hiram Smith, (Col 1.
W. la Kelly wee before the Grand
Jury
had
law v
(roue
Grew
to an
Wednesday. Ile Mated that lie
tight hisky since the prohibition
emit into effect but refiteeti t. II
elicit; he toinclisewel it. Juilse
sent itim to Jill Lill lie was willing
wer the questions but to WM.
J. M. Hank one tried Tuesday for
shotis g at Lycurgine I.eavell, at Pem-
broke last December, with intent to
kill. Ile Was 1111011 $250 for this offense
and $ 5 end ten ila3s in jell for carrying
elinlee led *legume. When the jury fle-
111f111•1 111P fltf1111•1, the mon *as try ing
entitle t ease mill little alletilliet *Ai Iselii
to Ifs Ho, III lie lefolifelt Wilted 1111 Itli
hill tit 1 Ikellitiel led Mel hes Mil 10+11
oil fi it i.i..:: ;iiii; Illiii Pt/ N-i•Ft1 40 tiiiiiiiini
1411141 114 illz•vitki;li“) hi. 41419:lictl, will
Om 01 rill' 0:411r4 liletily tor him im. hotoil me review'. It is eilliptietil lie Ilse
gone t title Immo le Todd imolai,
The lay of Dial of several important
criers!! I cases has not been set, as the
Grand Jury has yet to return the indict-
ments. 'flee a husky law promises some
fssalty e e8 tinder the inepection of these
gentle lee.
-ow esiesaw--
Chang_ef_f Thne.
pring time earl' went lotto ',Get
L. & N. road Nlontlay. No 52,
y dile here at 10:le a. ni., now
et I41:114 a. iti., and No. 51, fon-
due here at 5:01 p. Ill., now ar-
rives all 5:10 p. tu. The other trains are
not chainged.
no
if Is lirs...K.Stly IhInt nos s!1;4111/i, II toss 10
how effort. lo make e spleheItti t't
of the oreselote.
Mr. Latham has put mar $10,000 in
Ode motimiwilt and our tails thri 01101f
LO wake the occasion of its emeriti! g
eine elf thw most heatable events lit the
history of the city-. Special teethe sill
be run and there will be people It) at-
teutlauce from all over the country.
Several of the nowt brilliant orator; of
the day will deliver addresses, and Hop-
kinsville will never have a better op-
portunity to do a great thieg in grebe!
style. The beeeasary committees are
to be appointed that the preliminary
work rimy he well dime. Let all our
citizen@ attend this meeting Tui-olay, it
Is very important.
The Latham ismaaseat Arrive*.
The magnificent mon ttttt ent to be
erected over the Confederete dead in the
city cemetery errived the city Friday
night. 'Ilse monument is in section,
and no blear of its appearance eitii be
gained loom the mass of marble piled on
the cars. it was shipped fr  the mar-
ble works In Connecticut eight ilays ago
on five cars. The total weight is 112,-
700 potintle, and Hie freight 'Merges foot
up the enormous gum or $192.47). Spec-
ial inachinety accompailies the 'menu-
meta to unload it from the cane and
Place it in poidtion in the cemetery.
This machinery occupier one car and a
halt and includes a heavy wagon to
haul the material to the place of erec-
tion. Expert workmen will be here to-
day to give special attention to all the
work lit detail. It will take 3 or 4 days
to unload tile monument and probably-
& week to get the shaft in poeition in
the cemetery.
As Is well known the monument is a
gift from Mr. John C. Latham, of New
York, and when in place will have cost
the donor over $10,000. An Exevutive
Committee will be appointed in a few
days to arrange for the unveiling, which
w ill occur wine dose in May. TItis will
be one of the gran lest twcaaions In the
hietory of Ilopkititsville. Inatingttished
speakers will be invited to deliver ad-
dresses, and not lees than 5,000 visitors
will be preeent to do honor to the o c mi-
stime
Wben rahy was sick, we gave her Cr store,
When she was &Child, she ened for Ca/stein
When she beesme Miss, she clung to Castor*
When she bad Children, ale gays theta Came:Ink
.666
VALI IBLE 1 I HNPIKE INFORMA-
TION.
--
Estimate of Cost of Construction of the
Different Gauge/
E.111.1r Era:
At tide time there is nuit•It interest
felt in die cost and thaefillowes of the
different widths and requiremente of
substantial turnpike made,
16 FOOT elltic, 12 lecher) rock in centre
to 6 inches at Ades, or sot average depth
of 9 inches of ballast should have a
graded bed 20 feet wide to allow a titan
bank of earth against the rock. It will
require 2,347 cubic yards of Woken ruck
to the mile.
Fourteen foot pike, 11 Inches In cen-
tre to el inches et able, or average depth
0(9 inches bellast with greeted road bed
DI feet wide, side; well blinked, will re-
quire 2,053 cubic 3 anis of broken rock
to the mile.
Another very pleasant and durable
pike, much cheaper where rock Is
scarce and a long haul, is a 10-foot wide
ballast 9 inches depth of rock, level,
agaiiest tele eide a 3 foot aide hank ot
earth to keep belittle from pressiug out
and ageitist the other oide a dirt road
10 foot %hie raised 6 inches above level
of ballast, so re to wear down and be
kept at the exact level of the pike and
requiring 24 feet to upwards let:kgetili
of culverts owing to 1111. Such a pike
r. quire% 1,467 ctsbie yards of bre
rock to the mile, or 880 cubic yards to
the mile less than • 16 foot pike.
But the grading and extra length of
culverts uot such a 10 (out pike with a
10 foot dirt road, will coot $200 a mile
more them grading and culverts of a
16 foot pike, but the ballast will cost
$S°1'lteLoel$I irt'ig:Ol tiltie"p.art should be leveled
up spring and entente by the eompene
(,a small extern/tee on account of its good
dralnage,) and the ballaated part wouid
require no repeire for years as it will
only be usel to turn out on mid in ex-
treme), wet spells.
A cubic yard of broken rock weighs
about PI tome toit to quarry and break
front 23 to 35 cents each, per yard, ow-
ing to hartineee or rock and depth of
earth on quarry, and coets held for
a 16 foot pike, counting gethe teams at
$2 50 per day, from $391 to $1,0e0 a
mile up to 2 mile' haul, or from 1623
cents to 50 cente a load.
II. S. P.
•
We hate SOIlly Of Sante.
A Russellville special to the Courier-
Journal or yeetenlay eays: "Henry
Hart, a white matt of sheet thirty years
of age, living tide comity, war indict-
ed at the last !kitting of the grand jery
for vagrancy. Sliortly nfterwareis he
was at reeteel and placed lit j ell, and yes-
tertlay Was tried oll the cltarge, to which
he pleaded end the jury decided
that he should tw hired out at publie out-
cry to the highest bidder, whom he
should serve sixty (Nye. Ilart is a mar.
tied man, lesting a wife and twa chil-
dren, but id e011atillItionally opposted to
work of any kited."
„n.
For Cholera,Diarrkiea, Dyseentery, 1 n •
lasamat Ion of the Bowels or C lie-.
Take internally from five to ten drops
of Darbyet Prophylactic Field in a ta-
blespoonful of water very 1  t no
till improvement taaes plate. There is
no 'linger takioo more of It and
more frequently if oecestion requires.
In chronic cases, or when the nomad)
refuses to retain Rely thing else, um in-
jections of the Fluid and wafer, We
have never knoon a t•tioe that •dld not
readily yield to Snell treatment, and It
saved the lives of matiy.
-44 4- 40--
'robots Stark
81014 fillit! it Ill
lidtip44i *sok PlItittfoi
1111111. leof, VI III tit 4 MI;
j lug. $4 fih:
11400 11. 4 4.
lima 4 tillithor 641111 40 1014. ts)-b•cro 144111110*0
3 lihile. flue Icel. $12 Ill SO, 10 50.
19 " good leaf, $9 73 II/ tli 011.
" to leaf, $3 75
to 3 20.
10 Islets lugs, $2 95 to 2 00.
The laid sold tor $12 Was the property
of Mr. J. A. Powell, Sebree City. Mar-
ket very firm. G. at G. CO.
Eeath of the Urea*.
Ttietelity morning at 9 :30 o'clork, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, the greatest
peachier of the age, died at his home in
Brooklyn.
A special from Washington am ttttt ewes
tne death, Smithey, of Senator Beck's
wife of inflammation of the bowels.
i hi- itliely
Ti•ae..
v, aarto pee- ti holt:, id Nelea
We-1,-Irl 1' .1 1., h.- t..1
et•vei el Ilzirbea a
grl...11 1101.1 111 11'1.1111g. 'ham') Cox,
Ditialel lad ii l'Isb•yrd, ac..tr
teeny liort. avid Il TI 4, a wive
y ar eel! 1.14111111.1.
11,fss!stutI 16)0 !Wrest
‘‘114Lri g.1' 17 isiBe"Filli;e1:.1i-le..,"eloi
ilk s piece, a 11: go ie. toopkiossote.
il.onief;a631-,111Asieir"il 1.111:,"(alistb risvgael711
Circuit Court.) tit flue thoroughbred
irottiug red trotting bred stock, brood,
work and tomato! mares, 41,t,:.
Alfred Cox responsible for the
etetentect that tw o men or the Nets.
iiistrict a lies *emu itipkisiaviiie ate'
sold their tobaceo were even "looting
it house the 111 xt day.
The Reititeke tethers struck *needier
titration of coal beet eeek. It Wee L \A, t!
Welled lli thickneet, and thought to be a
stray vein. 'elley are still eiiikitig the
shalt in beard' ot Nu. 9 vein.
The mud le very deep. '1'lle reports
from eve. y floater sitaw that country
roads are alneset imp.iseedne. It Is al-
meet impotwibles for a train to haul an
etejny waive) over Mein 114/W. In many
places Istireee pink to their saddle gouts.
Travel Is ahnoet suspended over them.
Itameey Bros. et Colton have bought
200,000 Ito. ot the weed.
Mr..I. 11. Ashley, of the Mehemet dis-
trict. Kohl his tebatem to LIIrkett tt CO.
at liameni, at $5 roan Ow ground LIPThere were 11,01)01be.•of it. Mr. Ashby
began teemed, misting 32 years ago and
sold his firet creep at $5 all rnutiti. ilia
sem, Robert Ashby. bold his crop at$7-3 50 1.
The firms of Beaumont & Cit., Lang-
ley & Co., Boyd & Mitchell, Nebo, have
bought largely die past three weeka.
John W. Bean oold 9 tattle. tobacco at
HopkIneville last Thursday, receiving
41 80 for treats; $2 to 2 30 tor lugs; $3
tor frosted leaf ; $4 50 to 5 70 for leaf.
His best tobacco wa.a not sold.
T. B. & II. V. Porter sold 2 Mids.
lugs at lloplitteville $2 05. They re-jected pi ices offered for the:r geed to-
bacco.
Henderson News: Jim S. GaIllets, 01
the Smith kilts coutitry. gold '2,850
mounds of the beighter atiti heavier to-
Novo to E. B. Newcomb for the higheet
price paid this searsou-$9. elf and $1,
What True Merit Will Do.
The unprecedented Pale of Boschee's
German Syrup within a few days, has rut-
totietteel the world. It is without doubt
the oaten anti beat remedy ever discov-
ered for the speedy and effectual cure of
Coughs, Colds and the severeat Lung
troubles. It mos on au entirely differ-
ent principle Ir tttt the usual prescrip-
tions given by Phyeicians, as it doee not
dry up a Cough and leave the disease
still in die eystem, but on the coutrary
removes the:muss of the trouble heal,'
tee tools affected antl leaves them in a
purely healthy condition. A bottle
kept in the house fur use when the di-
seases tnake their appearance. will save
doctor's bills and a long epell of serious
Meese. A trial will conviece oil ot
these facts. It is poeitively sold by all
iiruggiate and general tit niers in the
land. Price, 75 centre, large bottles.
sa-41.---
It is believed that Kanisas City will be
the eighth club iti the base bail league,
ali cities, except 'Beater' and Detroit,
having withdrawn their objectiene to its
retellt.1011,
.etese-
Take Ayer's Sareaparilla, in the
apritig of the year, to purify the blood,
invigorate the system, «elite the liver
to actiiin, and restore healthy tone and
vigor to the whole physical mechanism.
Remeneter that quality, not quantity,
constitutes the velue of medicine.
60-
Fourteen of the eeventeen prominent
women In Seattle, W. T., express' the el-
selves well sati•fied with the de vision of
the eourt declaring void the woman suf-
frage law.
CUSSES Al.l. Humor!".
frolin • eomni. ii Blotch, or Err • • :Ow,
tho worst Scrofula. /Salle' • nun,
"Fever . sores," Scaly or it tingle
Skint in short, all chews.* timed to- bad
blood are conquer-4 by this powerful, pun-
ning. and ilit itetnating 11cent:ie. Greet
!Rating glees-. rupiah' lout leader its be
• anflo,nts.. l'Apoonally Isis it manifested
its Ise.•11..y ill coring Teller. nose mash,
moils, Carbuncles, Sore II-4 cos Scroll.,
Ultio• Sores and Swelling% Hip.
lutist Dleence, White %swellings,
Goitre, or Thick Neck, lal.1 Enlarged
Gland.. t, mute in pliant,* for
Lanz, to•atis... w Wit coloolf eons, on Skin
bieweee, tor the same :nomad for a Mattis°
• Sen/folims .tnieti. ale
"THE BLOM) 15 TINE v.virr..99
a hi liAtIts/ Dr. Pierces
Ili▪ oldeti Medical Inert I eery. wit! good
digestion, a fair %It I it, buoyant 'spire
Its, and vital strength. eh! be est/J.611,4MA.
CONSUMPTION,
which Is Merciful& of the Lungs, is 'in
meted anti enrol by thus rt cooly, if taken Is--
fore the last eagle ..1 t an' P111441.4.
Fristfl 11111rVel.silss /sower to en this terribly
fatal W114.11 fine olTering this now
es-b-brans1 remedy to tht• Dr. Pouter
thought an. eisly inlliiiir it lie "Celle
sonsiptlots cure,99 het eisimioned that
11111110 RS U.. limited for a medicine which.
from its as onderful ormildnatiort of tonic. er
nicib•tenic. idler/dive,
peettwel, and nutritive propt•r-
t I. • •-• inoepoultal net "lily ne retessie f..r
1.. - ..11411.1i, but l• all Chronic Eds.
,.t t„..
Liver, Blood, aad Lungs.
If you feel drewr:. dclalitated. have
@allow ts.lor of skin, or yellowietaltrown spots
on fee- or body. frequent liewlectie deal-
tiers. led tame in mouth. Internal beat or
dells. alternating with hid IssAY prints
• gl...11111y (0r1.1.0t1111/(11. 11 11 111101.4.1ite,
101.1 .1.1.144.41 tilo• Flittering from
I ridlgeselon, 11).pcp.le. Toc1•1411
Liver, or •• lloti•ness.” In many
l'4.11;1:41•:447111 :I11;714et.-
• VII.D.) -eotorlsret-t-.).
For ". •ak Lunge, .• pilling ot
Rion I, a:adenine... of Stroll-
• t, 1-often:, Mug ere Cons:he, mid
kindred it is .111 0.111,1,ot ilincdy.
Som. or I inmailient. at $1.00, or SIX
..r• I 4p
- 4.1111141011 1.1111.1.1*,
1/110"1-T1.1:a4 tor $5.00.
1-11 (sista ils stAIIIII0 for Dr. Pieroe's
totaisettaary Iftedleal Asa°.
C1021011, ,a1.1 N.1.1a1 sin•4, 'terrace, N. e.
$500 REWARD
is offered by ihe proprieters
of Dr. SiOft.1.11.altor111 Iti•oulty
tor a tic, tit iatarrh whieh
they (linnet core. If you
have a dischartn' Irma llw
mote, Of ennIVP othrrwasc, pan brag of
faille, or hearing. weak eves. :hill pain
or pillsosstra• hintd. coil have Catarrh. Thou-
funds ..1 ttars$ tcriliniste in eonstamption.
Dr. Sage's(' 1711001 HEASEDV the word
omit or catarrh, -.cold in the Head,"
uud Catarrhal headache. mate.
DrBULES
SYRUP
runs omens. Colds. lanarssnes.„ Croup, Asthma,
le ...macula, w booping Congh. invilaant cunwswille
illa
tion. and relieves emssumplitela
persons In advenced mese ef
LW diereses. Priee acts. Came
bow The Geautoe Dr. ltstra
Ca.irk Syrup la isold only an
wAs e wrappers, •nd hners one
registered Trade-II•eks to ed.
A lual's Bead is a ( grub". a Red-
M'rep Cautsm. Labe% And Ow
far Wisalle mugs:Atom. of ./oA• tr.
re4„,,,, pion /1/44./Ist A C Newer & Co , floie
Ivotic 13eitanions, led.. U 8.A.
Chew Lacre's Phere-The street Tahoe-elle*illutel-Prioo 10 ( te.-Seld LY all Langone.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
e beret, certify that we supervise the
arraagementa for all the Monthly and Semi
Annual Drawings of the 1.0111/1aLla State Lot
florr tebyeludr.kanjrnairnsttillienmise'Prrt raent atigientatnl:ei sticumme-
are conducted a. oh honesty , fairness, and Ingest rent, tarter!! all parties. and se authorize
the ( ompany b. use this certificate. w ith fac-
similes of signatures attached. In Its &dyer-
tioemente."
S'ernmis•tellers.
We the underogned Bans. and Bankers will
pay all Prizes .irswil in the Louisiana state
Lotteries which lie presented at our coun-
ters
J. H. OGLESBY,
Pres. Louisiana Nati•aal Bank.
P. LANAIFX.
Pres. Slate National Rank.
A. BALDWIN.
Peen. New Orleans National Bank.
WIPIRECEDENTEU ATTIMACTIONt
w mei- I hilt a Million Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?'
Incorporate.1 1M:a for 2b year- le the let•rie.
lature for PAUflat1101111 Mid I hiritablis purpose-.
withacapital of $1,000,000-to iiirh a reservefund of over 1550.00u hes knee been edited.
By an overwhelming popular vote its fran-
chise cascade a hart of the present state Con.
siltation adopted December *1, A D. 1879.
The only Lottery ever voted on and ILndersedby the people of any State.
It never Reales or postpones.
Its Grand Single Number Draw.
Ingo take plare m•eithly. cid the Semi-
A nous! Drawings regularly eyery six months(June and December)
A splendul opportunity to win a fortune. 3rd
IN) re aww rgl ni as:14 T Cn d
inayt,heNsAAcal,
1"1211"
I SST -Add Molithly Drawing
Gm rutni
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
tri,
-Notice-Tiel.et4 are Ten Dollars only.
Halves, $11. Paha, 52. Teethe, 11.
LIST OF PRIZES.
I Capital Prize
1 Grand
1 "
Large Prizes
4 "
20 Prizes of
"
100 "
1000 "
. •
of 111:0,000  
of Schee .
of 11.400e .
of 10,00u ...
of 1,000  
1,000 
400 
d00
SO
2b.000
34).000
40,002
1;0.000
S0.000
$1,000.00
GIVEN AWE
-IN
PREMIUMS
ToStcrilloN
TO THE ___
NEW
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
100 A pprazImation Prizes of SAW $20.000
110 410 .10 100 . 20.01.01)
do 101.1 . 10,000
2,179 prizes amounting to 87.3.5,000
Application for ratem to clube should be made
only to the peke ot the Company in New or-!emu.
For frrther Information write clearly in•ing
full address. Postal NOWA, Expects/ Money Or -
dent.or New York Exchange to ordinary letter.
Currency by Expreas (at our expense) ad-
dreaded
•
or M A
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
DAUPHIN,
Washington. D.0
A4.1ra•-•• Ri•gi-tera,1 Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANE,
New Orleans, La.
RE31 E 31.1i R Ti.,bnaetrt.hh.e pre.rirrogees Of
and Early. u ho are in charge ef the drawing*,
is a guarantee of absolute talent...and integrity.
that the chew,. are all cameo. anti that 1)0 one
can poreobly do what numbers will Ilraw a
Prize. All parties therefore advertising to
guarantee Prises in this Lottery. or holding out
elly other imisesoble inducements, are swin-
dlers, and only aini to deeelvc sea defraud tbe
unw•ry.
A)
REitk°
PORUIJSL
PLASTE0
Cares BazKache. Liri4 TTed1es
Kidney Diseases 
Rheumatism. Eta.
A trial wel concince the mod sktr..k.41
tha' arths best. 'Ihry are medkated eith ea- •i-
turn and the acive print-01- rs-tod.r...n. gfar mon poicerf id in their acaon .h110111.rf o
Do not be induced to take others. 1,40 be iairre at.
pi the genuine "PetrJline." uhnh alsra:.,
closed in an envelope with the garniture te ate
proprietors, The P. -W. P. Co., direetne. lefeet. lancuages: also seal ori front k
tad., platter. &Ad by tire-tla.s ..• ti
tants
EDACUrdipl'
CORN PLASTERS
Are the beet known remedy for hard and soh ea...,
Ltd never fail to cure. l'rice as centk
ThePeleglilhiteProprietaty
113 W. Broadway. N. Y.. V. -
t)E FIRST CLASS DRUCallYr:
And HARRY' B. GARNER., District Asset tee
Hcipkiasyttle Es.
JOB l'rinting neatly executedthis office at low prices'.
ChilOrms r
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain
-Curer
the world has ever known.
•
E A
Every cash subscriber to either thy Week ly,
at 31.60 • year, or tie Tel- Week ly at $2 ke. and
every subscriber Dow Is, tha hot bo pa) A all
arrearages daae and ter one year in &thence.
to either paper, gets a
Ticket in the Dra.wffig
which glees him a chauee oecure, without
r.ot, one of the ing handsome premiums
The list now embraces articlea. the aggre-
gate eaeh value of it Inch is att43 2b. It
WIll germ be eoinpleted to IOC articles, •alue,
11,000.00.
THE DRAWING
-Will 'Take Place-
April 15th.
$210.00 •, Handsome f Octit tea,
"11-0Pc". 4 WAS of Treas. of 21..
ictaves each, sold and fully
guaranteed by D. . Baldwin
A Co., Louisville, Ky.
Eight fine steel engravinge-
headstone frames, SIO each.
premiunIg.
$80.00
$75.00 ::"..lest:PIZ„::,:ilireerw aic::d
tint ber, wake! in oil.
$50.00
$45.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
One Scholarship C emigrate lit
.southrrn Rosiness Col ego,
good foe ',full
c•turse of Practical /toot -kter.
log and commercial Anthem-
tie
An elega s W heeler it W Hem
sewing llachiee with a iced
latent improved suttee Mete,
00111 and fully warranted by t
K. West, and cm exhibition at
his office in llopkinaville
A fine Wire-Twist, side- seep,
lirec-b ahot-gue, war.
ranted Arst.elass.
A Handsome, library set of
Dietre's complete IA ono
Three Tuition Certitleates le the
I.% soar tile Commercial College,
past for face •Cue in tuition.
$.30.00 
Two Mail Seholarship Creel.
cates in Leuisville Short-hand
awl 14 pe-Writing Institute.
An Elegant tooting stovo
with au the •itachmenta, ei-
ther for woed or coal. wild sad
warranted by Caldwell A Randle.
A fine Sett of Clothe, to be Ise•
kneel by the pun flaISer.
A fine Silver Wateh, steads's!
male. and warranted arm-
elasa In every receset.
A handsense decorated Diener
tart of hina.
Five peens iu ins. each one year's
enbarnption to the Tn-Weekly
New Era.
$20 00
$20 00
$20.00
$20 00
$12.50
$12.50 14rufreacwttirming Coby
$7.50 Premiums. each ow year's
$10.00 tee; eeGo:•IT,:` '4:.'1.; 'ar" -
$8.00
$7 50
$10.50
$10 00
$12 .50 et, obn... whn is ir b yN
aWreyb*, telarteastles.nlaitbron,tgedfulliy"eithjellua-
trated, leather-bound.
ol.r101waill,y's saddle. e•
A fine Hand-made gentleman's
Omit- "No ID" Oliver chilled
humrne
Era.
$12.00
$5 00
$5 00
$5.00
$5.00
at $5.00
$5.00
$5.00
Goodwin's 0000A•NUT OIL ONSAM
Ike RIM 1111111111 NMI 6111.11111. Cliet
!Nees tied halt hoist tellies" Hid efeeltietio
114M1111111 Iht IIIS Ii41111,01 Iiirlisfs Obeli' ReOrefee Iteif beds NONNI 1-1'19ft 44414 144 Ilfan H0141161 leellets.
1:141411'1.11; rvilo.
J. M. 1/11001N1111 Pf*Pflinfiri
Wasters Laborstory, - - - 
- 
- Olasiaast1. Olds
G 0 0 D At I N • X
HORSE and CATTLE POWDERS
Are the Farmer's Guides tor
All Diseases Pertaining to Horeeie,
Cows, MOUS and Sheep.
It purifies the blood and prevents almost any
!Itssenal• all stork are Wittier, tO requiring an in-
ternal remedy.
This pewder is prepared from one of the old-
cist and beet receipts known 'owing fine stork
rens.•.i. and deniers. Tholl..sntis of certificate.
have been received testifying to the ettlelley of
the Powder. All that is asked is a trial of thel'on der. and the r will be ivineedhat It has no equal aa • preventive atol cure of
all thee... in all siert, . Pr is A E roe 11(10 CHOLERA. This Powder le guaranteedy satirfartion in vivo' asy.
J. II. 11:010111111 IN, Proprietor and Manufacturer,
Wasters Laboratory,Cleelleallel. 0.
A Fine stems:lope. wish es Elegant
Photographrt
Worth of advertising Tri - week -
ly New Era
Worth of advertising is Weekly
New Era.
Worth of Job Printiar at New Era
oMce
Worth of Domeetic.
Worth of calico.
Worth of Dry Goods.
Worth of Oueensware
$5.00 Worth of Groceries.
,, handsome heavy plate silver,
.ittle castor
Worth of Millinec from Mrs Ro.
.cefirld, Clarks•ilie, Teen.' $5.00
$5 00 A Patrol' Fine Boole.
One "No A 1" 4 teverebitteo phew.
$4.00 Llice silver plate and ease pickle
$3.50 A nee Hat.
$3.00 oTneheyWeekly Scleetcle American
$2.511 A beautiful little nickel clock, war-w ranted a good time keeper
$1.60 A heavy gold plated watch chain,
.75 flee solid silver thimble.
Notice ,of Incorporation.
lkICYFICII is treby given to whom It may
.1.11 cc:ewers. t at the persons whop. IMMO'
appear below Me i• assa(!ciallefl themeel Yes to-
gether, hull Is-rotor mem 'totaled under Chap-
ter ta of the General Stales of Kenturkg. sad
as authorized by Chepter 110 ial• eel G.eneral
states; and that articles of incorporation have
been adopted and duly Sled for mooed as re-
quired hy is*. The same et t•it- corporation
is Tee Christi I (Minty Ireton itoad
etnpany. T thsel
he reiiknesatio r te
841•40.
4:riiii111.ttqtty
INistin tiii..:iiiIS I SS
111,4101
Ike Is(
Ira o oltainsacting
he 111 ratite- ill
ft Is tat lett-411
ii 11',41 age Boleti
• ecitis ...SKI It
tillifIlk H I 10/11119 it
lie 2 • liasi tie ilit
tetilet ' He it HifI4tie I. .110 foot II
if la S $ VOA pl
litrt cores!roilop cope •
nanne...1 ou Oral .111) 0 arch eta is to
endure tier yrifn. The sire/reel be corporation
are to Ire voittlUrtel hy goeei of hip, Dims!.
teni who are to be elected lingually. on the first
Tuesday of Morel' in each year; and a Prem.
di•nt, Vier-Pr...eh-et. secretary •nd Treasurer,
ant such other officent see torests a.. the Board
rectors luny from time tu time &memo
he h.ghest amount of indebtedisees to which
the corporation ran at any time subject Itself'
1..110.000. •nd the private property of thi mem.
bent of the emnpany is Lobe t inept from the
GOrlosstate debts
nit. unmeant the Ponied-aloes are as follows:
Jno. C. Latham Jr., S. C Mercer, J. I. Landes,
Melee A Co Jae 111. Hiekles, R. P.
amplrell. A hernathy Co , 8 E. Trice, F. II,
1101.1w•, H. C. G•nt..1 /4. Pretender, C V
Jarrett. John Moe von. J. D. Mwasel I J no 118
Galbreath Co., *. A. Lowry, W 4. Wheel-
er, F. It. ook, t'. Harrow. R T. Ire ,
A. If. A nilleretn. Andrew Seargent, B.
. . irssrlAsss. A. W. pee, Beard,
Hulle A Galbreath. I' J. Glee, C. 51. Latham,
C. A T111111111.1.11.11, It M. A nilereoe, J W. Rust,
11. Lucian
IC. P. eserszee. l'ans'r.
t4 . (1. hi geese,
J. I. 1.•1111.104,
i' Alt ar,
me-
so ttr% I le Ole reel
,,seq.1111111,11.1110mmissimmothr-v•ve---1-- 
-
1
•
'
• • 0.-
.1;
i•
THENEW ERA.
t""
Vencit 4.20cIteinite. Col. J. F. Gentry is very sick at M. Pickett Peyton, of Va., hae sweeps To tdreCtlacre.Cadiz. teal a iessition ite the Post-office. 
-
ptienitific t. 
Danis At. itiVelte litatiliflotli three-IL W. Breathitt is A r.e Occdretl tit the noted re-
_
-PUSLISHKI. BY-
Mew Era Printing and Publishing Co. ring t ircu. ant be Iwo- Fridas , Aprileort lit•ar the fairgrounds Jimseellay night.,
For lent of lands itir bale by John W
Payew, ger foortit page.JOHN 0 RUST. 
 Edlor.
FRIDAY, MARCH 1 1, 1881.
AGENTS
Willi a rr ame chi trues' , oil. et son_
scriptiono to the New EltA :
Lee Thacker-Latayette, Ky.
Dr G. W. Klee.- W P. 0.
C. A. Brasher-Cruftuee.
it Kennedy-Bainbridge.
D. A rusatrueig-Ce rulean Springs.
W. W. ,K J. P. Garnett-Peenbrule.
J. W. Richartison-Frimmt 11111.
OUR CIA 13 OFFER.
Get us & club of.. I re new subscribers, for
either a Kea LY at $1. 50 or TKI-WKILKLY
at $2. 50 a year and we will sfi”e yeti the
WIPtli LT NNW KRA for 011e year ith tick-
et in.our draw iug.
For a club of ten neer Jubseritiere we
will give the TItl-W10011.1( NKW KRA one
year. ticket In the drawing and the forty
five books civet- hoed in our liet of "in-
ducements."
For • deb of more than teu we will
give the paper, ticket *MI bookie mut above
and a liberal commission, which we
guarantee to be satioractory to the club-
relator. Go to work and GET US UP A
CI. U B.
Otrit VOCteilt.
Mr. ey, went t rental Friday.
ol. Clifton Dewy. New York, is in the (qtr.
Col John It. Morris wai la the cit; vueeday
Mr B M. Harruma went to [Arlington Fri-
day.
Allen I.. Hall, Nashville, was in the city thia
week.
Prof J W. Rust spent Seturlay DI Evans-
Mr. W II McItea, Casty. was in the city
Friday.
Maj. 10 II. Itriatovr, Elkton. was in the city
Tuewiay.
T. W. Barker. Beater's Mill, was in the city
Monday
Will Hayes lett Saturday for his home in Den-
son, Texas.
Mr. John M Dulls, :roftoa, was in the city
Wediseeday
Ed. Higgins, marshal of Crofton, was la the
city Wedemoday.
Thoo Pye, Bowling Green. is spending the
week in the ctty.
Mum Mary Lahmtw, of Lonisolle, is visaing
Mrs. John rebind,
W. L. Hirkman, •••t. Louis, spent Sumlay la
the city runtime his parents.
Mrs. A 1). Rodgers and sun, Saltier. are vis-
iting tetrads ta Madneerille.
J It Frew tt awl Lew Young. Ikasituesaville,
.i.sut Loads, night i• Meetly.
• 1. %Levens. of assaviiie, le tbiltlas
bet mother, Sire. •ollie
lassos w Iii•Onry lad lir. 111 k nouns.
haves resurassi from W Ks
Mr. 11 A. Timothy, of 'hat lanoosa. i• % 1.11.
tog isms brumes, Mr Tinudit,
store Tyler, Win. Steele and C. W. Itic hard •
set, t Melissal. were is tow a Tuesday.
mr. J. W . Beilsteie, •preial agent for the
Springfield Insurance lumpany. la in the city
Mr. L. T. •tua, owner of ;the Peacock coal
miner, near [Bilingual. was in the ray Friday.
Meson. Mori ow and Hill. tobaccoaist at Ne-
bo, Ky., attteutied the t ,baceo sale* Wedueo-
day'.
Me,wrpi. W II C roueti I. B. Clark,
Clarktivale. attended me tales Mon-
day
Mrs. J. M. Glass after a pleasant Visit to
friends here, returned honie t., twen-l•iro
Monday
M MOM. Lyman 11.1..trolte. J. J. stewart andF. a. Beaumont, Pembroke. spent Wednesday
is the cit•.
Mrs. Wm I. Ste•enwie, of the Bainbrioge
neighborhood, is •isiting relatives in the city
tin- week.
Mr Fred Gan tner, after spending several
days here visiting friends, returned home to
a:renovate Friday.
Walter Williamo, ltictiaribioo, Thos.
Jamesoa and Virgil a;arnett, Pembroke, were
in the city Holiday.
Harry C. I,•vemore. of Port El izals•th, Smith
Afrea, is in the city for the purpose of study-
ing tobacco cultivation
Musa ;Stantue Ormsby ha* returned to her
home, in Louisville, after a of several
months to lira. S. Buckner.
J. C Borba, well known in this city, has ac-
cepted tbe position .4 foreman of the shoe de-
partment at Dabney A Bush'o 'shoe store
Mr Sam Pryor and Misses Mary and Patty
Pryor, J . Bramham, W. W. David, and Mrs.
J. M. Glass. of Owenithoot, were in the city
Thursday.
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
tare's Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the most pleste-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel heatkelies, colds and fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For gale in 50 cents and $1.00 bot-
leoby II. B. Garner. Hopkinaville, Ky.
Railroaders in Tows.
The following prominent L. & N. of-
ficials were in the city Wednesday : J.
'r. Harrihan, General Manager; J. G.
Metcalfe, Superintendent; John C.
Looting, Assistant Superintendent; Sam
Wene, Stock Claim Agent; '1' G. Hew-
lett add W. J. /Laird, Detectives. There
gentlemen were here to thoroughly In-
vestigate the "coal thieves'' They are
determined to break up time business.
They are also proopecting about putting
several eteatn rock crushers in a quarry
near town to furnish baliteet for tlw road.
Dld It illaself.
Ed McIntyre, colored, startled this
emnseunity Wednesday by announcing
that he had been attacked by a vicious
robber and exhibited a three-inch cut
on his neck to enbstantiste his story,
more recent developments however have
brought out another version, and It la
probable Ed did it with his own little
kuife. From remarks he made early in
the day and his suspicious actions it is
a ease of half executed so we are
informed by chase who seem to know.
The wound is quite serious but he will
recover.
Good News.
The apathy in business in our city for
the past month or two has been discour-
aging Merchants have been holding
long-faced consultation*, While their
dude clerks were standing at the front
door dreesed in their moot killing neck-
tie*, agonizing collars and paralyzing
sertiee-all in •ain. The customert with
their long list and fat shekels came not
-that ia not often. The town was deed;
things were Mlle And "pool. old Lip'• (as
lie calls himself was getting ready to
clooe up and quit. fitit "tbiliget is
changed since Nancy died" "Nancy"
means the few stick-in-the-rnude who
didn't want the turnpikes and the flow-
ers that are going to bloom in the spring
(hoop-la", have brought "miles" to our
cheeks and "promise" profusely the
"wine" of joy to our !warts. Mr. M.
Lipotine ham caught the inspiration and
tells all about it in his big "ad". He
and Miss Laura Morrooky have a spec-
ial word therein to the ladles. Mrs.
Hart will return when lwr health is re-
stored and give her attention to the mat-
ter. Now, let everybody call on Mr.
Lipatine at once and filed out what he
thinks about the "good time &coaling."
Its Delicacy *1 Flavor
And the efficacy of ite action have ren-dered the famous Mold fruit remedy,
Syrup of Figs, inimeneely popular. It
cleanses and tones up the clogged and
veriest* oyatem, dispele headaches., colds
fevers, cures Habitual Constipation.
priests and the many ills depending
a weak or inactive condition of the
idneys, Liver and bowels. For sale!
n GO eent and $1 bottles by H. I
B. Garner. Manufactured only by the
California Fig Syrup Co., San Frands-
en, Cal.
A freight engine was dierailed at Man
nington early Ileamolay tornieig.
• MN. Wm. Siii lllll ero execediogi
ill at the residence of Mr. Sam Han i
_ son.
I lion. Ptak Lath son rime! thromill th
m 
 1.1r I ell I aili e !TIM'
I llll ""ll i" 10E" I ill idle:Ted anti hem' neosisoper he South-, to Wm. I.. Kelly awl Al telex " 1.111"Ktoll•
a lie.'1111111"11 "al" 1°141'4" He • res Keeducky, for ativertisiog pearpores,Mitre. . Thew. II. Ctioter. of Cadiz, olio hoe bought WO IWO id the mull
llie WRY It1.1 KILN IUCk Nsw EKA,
the circulation of a hide is such as no
other paper lei tlie equity c tia claim. Do we propose to offer our stock, but we will offer you goods at such prices that will astonishni the tirst place, it gore regularly to you for cheapness. We have cut prices way down, in order to reduce our stock to make roomover 2000 people, principally of schuss for our immense Spring Stock. which will soon arrive. Our prices are down far below anyall through Chriotian and the 'surround- goods offered at forced or clearance sales. Haying a resident buyer in the city with 35 yearsing comities who hike wher paper : experienne gives us advantages which no other house in the city has Our stock of
2te h.
'rhe Tobacco Exellatage is being thor-
We are under obligations to Mr It
W. Norwood for late Caldwell, Ks
papers.
Ali the a hisky licenata have expired
and the town is 110W as dry as n chip it
tiroutli.
Sneak thieve. stole a number of
window weight') front Mr. John Orr
Sunday night.
The 0. V. surveyors are this gide o
Bainbridge making rapid, progreso to-
wards tine city. 
•
Burglars made an uneucceesful at
tempt to enter the residence of Mr. r•
H. Buoh Sunday night.
James Geines, of Montgomery. pur
chased a fine span of mulct from Win
Withers Monday. Price $500.
There was not a drunken man on the
streets Monday, a fact of rare occurrence
though the thaws be wet or dry.
Mr. E. W. Steger, of the Be rerly
neighborhood, came very near lasing lila
residence by fire one day last week.
Some thelf stole a $20 sheep out of the
stable lot of Mr. Ji.o. Clark, living 2
nines south of town, Thursday night.
W. R. Howell anti J. C..,Debney a ill
open the canvass fur Count, Attorney,
in Trigg county, at Cadis eext Mon-
day.
Mr. II. II. Alwrieathy told the New
ERA that he bought a lot in Cliatta110001
last week for $1,3esi sod it a few
days later at $7,000.
Mr. G. W. Lawson, hying on the
Phipp's farm, loot his meat house and
1,000 pounds of meat by tire Thursday
afternoon. LOSS $11)0.
Company 1) is making preparations to
attend the WaSitiugtott drill in Alay. The
soldier boys will begin drilling every
night after next week.
Trenton brags of the chaninion egg-
eater. He ate 36 eggs in one hight and
the next night 4-1 and offered to bet that
he could eat five dozen.
Thieves broke into the kitchen at
Judge J. I. Landes' Saturday night and
made way with a heavy load of good
things for Surday eating.
Col. G. A- C. lloit, cafididate for
Governor, was expected to @peak in this
city Monday. We uediretand hejumped us and went to Oweneboro.
The contract to finish the I., A. st T.
between Clarlitsville and Princeton wan
let to Mtliee it Co., of Memphis. The
mail will beleompletril by August 1st.
Medley Catioler, 19,1 and Rhos
Nancy Smith, aged 17, rl+ped from
Crofton Friday, and went to Sioringtield,
Tenn., where they were limpidly mar-
ried.
Dabney tt Rush are having, their ele-
gant shoe store beautifully papered,
painted slid overhauled for flee spring.
It will be one of the nicest business
houses in the city.
The Elkton people will try to build a
pike from their city to Fairview, be-
cause, as the Progrem saye, ',•alien our
pikes are completed, the trade frotu all
that 'section will naturally go to Hop-
kinsville.
The Peso ffice Department bas or-
dered a daily mail route t otabliehtel over
the Indiana, Alabama & Texas Railroad
between Clarksville and Newitead, Ky.,
and all intermediate offices twarthe line
of road, to commence March 14th.
We again ariee to suggest the pro-
priety of organizing a hotel 'company.
Hopkinoville is more in need of a first
elate hotel than anything else. Now is
the time to make the move when public
sentiment is alive to the spirit of lin-
provetuent.
From present indications 'the fruit
crop this eeason will be unusitilly large.
Very little fruit, if any has best( killed
yet, and it is hardly probattly Oat we
will have %%rattier aevere enotugh to do
ally material damage during Marcia.
The berry outlook ia promioing.
Misses May and Narciseus Edmond-
son, the slaughters of Mr. '1'. M. Ed-
melodeon, were tile recipients, Tuesday
afternoon, of a goodly size box of fine
Florida oranges, presented by their gen-
eroua and estimable lady'‘irienti, Mrs.
Aehbrook, formerly of Fulton, Ky., but
now of Dade City, Florida. The box
containel 17 dozen of the fruit.
Mos. A. J. Dabney entertained a num-
ber of her friende at the residence of
Mrs. J. K. Gant, Tuesday night.
Among thooe present were Mise Lucile
Pennybaker and John 1'. Campbell,
M iss Carrie Crenshaw and Bay lor Hick-
man, Miss Nonlife Barbour and Frank
Buekner, Miss Mary Barbour and Ben
Campbell, M iso Rosa Stientiagen and
Bry all Hopper.
Judge Anderson will amemble the
County Court Monday to pass
upon the question of granting time right
of way to the Turnpike Company.
There been talk of the Court refus-
ing to grant the privilege, but we do not
believe that a body of good, intelligent
gentlemen will put thetneelves on record
against an enterpriee of such magnitude
and importance.
Chronicle: The 1.. & N. Railroad
Company will 'soon lay the water pipes
from Guthrie to Dr. W. D. Merriweth-
er's spring-two and a half miles-and,
placing a large engine at the sprini the
water will be thrown noel Guthrie hi a
quantity sufficient to supply all the en-
gines on the road anti leave enough for
any machinery that may hereafter be put
up in that place. The already popular
Grant Hotel under the nianagemetit of
Mr. A. F. Bogen will be still more at-
tractive with the supply Of pure. fresh
spring water for drinking and bathieg.
Elkton Progress: A man calling 111111-
self Joe Roller, and claiming to br a
tailor, has recently been "doing" t *tar ks-
ville for stnall SUMP, and we warn our
readers to look out for , him an lw is
doubtless in tide territory now, having
taken his departure fruin the above
place. Ile is represented a man of
small ptature, marks on leis arm in In-
dian ink, ant! wears a cap and eye-glass-
es when at work. A reward of $10 is
offered for his capture, by these gentle-
men.
Cadiz Telephone: J no. C. Latham, of
New York, has agreed to take 450,000
stock in turn-pikes to be built on the
main roads leading into Hopkineville,
if the citizens of that city will take $40,
000 more. If they fail to raise the mon-
ey in double quick time they 'should
never nay anything more about persons
refusing to co-operate with them in pro-
posed enterprisee. We Call conceive of
nothing better calculated to add to the
business interests of the merchants,
schools, colleges and the cOrlInlission
men than forty or fifty miles of turn-
pikes would.
Just after dark at thie time ofklie year I
a pearly @haft of light ii seen in the sky l
a little west of Kotula. Its base in broad,
but the column becomes narrower and
fainter as it amend's, until tolerably near
overhead it fades away. This is the fa-
mous Zodiacal Light, which formerly
puzzled the scientists so much. It was
once thought to be something surround-
ing the earth, but it is now generally
conceded to surround the son. The
light we 1103 ill suppoeed to be that of the
sun reflected from a countless number
of little meters that revolve about that
great central lumitiary. The belt of
IltetOrti eStelids otit mut far as to iewleale
the earth itself; beet it increasea' in size
and density as it approachee 'the sun.
Look for the phenornonon any clear
night as soon as it is fairly dark.
.
.1 Imo been very ill is, aei :ire sorry ti
team, no better.
The people of Tenneertre ail! vote ot
the Prohibition question the hest Thor@
, day in September.
The foundation for the Lathan) Modell
went is completed. All is ready mew
fur the wore cf erection.
A vagrant Was POW at public outcry
bought time fellow for 60 cente.
at Rueseilville Monday. Thug. Sneed
term of bondage is 60 days.
Mrs. Jas. G. Branaliam, who hao been
confined to her room fur five areke with
a violent cold, will be able to reounie
her school duties in a few days.
The regular quarterly e0111111tIfii011
servicee at the Ninth street Presbyte-
rian church, will he held next Sabbeth
at 11 o'clock. Preparatory serviceo Sat-
urday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Compaley D has decided to go into the
Wasiiiington drill, and ail! meet ever).
night to work up the manual and field
movements. Since the boyo have gone
into it, they should work to alit.
.1. II. Galbreath et Co. lia1e erected
their lialithenele *oda fount awl will be
prepared in a few days to administer to
the thiraty. The firm a ill also put
a gem of a bread wagon on the otreets
in a few days.
County Superintendent Renshaw de-
sires us to announce that the "National
Convention of School Superintendents"
will be held ill Washington, Marcia
15..h. All teaciwrs and Mende of edu-
cation are Welled to attend.
The town:was full of people Monday.
Trading Alley wao on a boom and the
Wahl thoroughfares were alive with
strangers. Trade is beginning to look
up, and evidently the spring season ie
going to be eepecially lively.
Three elegant walnut pulpit chairs
finished in imported red plush donated
to tile Cumberland Presbyterian church
by a generous citizen, whose name is
withheld at his request, are on exhibi-
tion at A. W. Pyle's furniture store.
The Jesup Avenue Literary Society
met Friday evenitig at the residence of
Mra. Trice, corner 2nd street and Jesup
Ave., and elected the following officers:
Mios Hattie Trice, Preeldent, Alfred
Nelson, Vice-President, Miss Etta Cofer,
Secretary, J. II. Roper, Treasurer.
The interior decoration of the audience
room or the chrlatlan church Is fast be-
Ing enniplettel, The papering is finished
and the ceietral a magnifi-
cent design in brass, ha* tx-eit awing
hitt. place. Tlic pees have arrived 11114
an exper.t will be here tide weeksto put
them in place. In a lew clays the stain-
ed glass witeloas will be put Iti.
We received a telegrini front Col. M.
D. Brown, of Madisonville, bright and
early Tuesday morning stating that "he
would make the race for Senator." As
Hopkine is to name the candidate, we
will be deprived of the felicities of a pre-
liminary and Cols. Scott, Young
Prewitt-and Brown will have to confine
their fun to the unterrifietl of their own
county.
At the conclusion of Prof. II. K. 'Fey-
lor's speech, Monday eftermion, Col. M.
D. Brown, of Madisonville, a as called
out. Ile made a nice "opead" on turn-
pikes amid partially committed himself
to the race for Senator. He fait! "he
did tiot intend to make a ocramble for
the nomination, but if the people of
Hopkins and Chriatian wanted him, lee
id ready for time fray.
pixie Wilson has put in place his
new soda water fountain. It is a beauti-
ful piece of work. The base ill of Ba-
ditto marble, the main body of 'Penner-
see marble, and the capping@ of Egyp-
tian stone with the graceful gas fixtures
make It an exquisitely hanilsonse fount.
Ile will turn on the aster in a day or
two. Mr. Wilson also has a very at-
tractive new breast wagon in his service.
Prof. II. K. 'I ajlor, of Rueseliville,
candidate for Superintendent of Public
instruction, made a pleasing address to
a large audience at the court houses., Mein
day afternoon. Prof. Taylor in a clear,
forcible speaker and makes a good im-
pression. Ile is one of the leading Cali-
didates for time position to which be as-
pires and would make an efficient officer.
His address ou education is a line evan-
gelical effort and will do good.
A young man by the name of Moore,
from Todd county, was tiros% lie I he
Caney Creek, near Penne!, last 'Thurs-
day efternoote while ow* ing laid horse
for the entertainment of a crowd.
Moore was an expert sw homer, and his
drowuleig, under time vircumestences,
was oingular. The hone sank out of
sight, and when lie appeared oil the sur-
face again hie rider was miaeng. It ass
etsrmioed that the twee hail struck
Moore with its feet In swimming.
Monday morning ab tut twe o'clock
the confectionary establishnient of R.
P. Stevens, on Dili street, near the de-
pot, was broken into by some sneak
thief, who carried away a goodly oup-
ply of mereleandioe, including six boxes
of cigars, tobacco, oranges and a few
uollars of loose change from the cash
drawer: The bold robber &Heil en-
trance through time front window which
was lonaelled in. His exit was effeeted
by the same route. Jno. Bradley,coli r-
ed, hall been arrested fur the offense.
The following special from th's place
to the American explains itaelf. " The
family of R. L. Boulware, a well known
salesman of this place, is shunned at hio
protracted abaence, Ile left limns- Feb.
26 on the morning express going South
before breakfast, telling lila wife that lie
was going to Clarksville and would re-
turn In the evening. There has been
no tidings of him (since. Ile was in bad
health when he left. He Was an excel-
lent salestnate and univermlly liked. Ile
has eix children. Ile ha* light hair,
full, sandy whiskers, is five f-et eight
inches high, aged 4S, and weights about
140." The family steel relatives are ex-
Ceetlingly anxiouo to hear of him.
The Bowling Green Times says:
The authorities of , the Western Luna-
tic Asylum at Ileipkinsville, have noti-
fied the proper parties, county judges
anti others, that the asylum is full, Red
that leo more lunatic's will 'be received
only 'aftfr correspondence with Dr.
Rodman the superintendent. The pref-
erence will be given to violent amid dan-
gerous patients and to those who can
be Homily cured by treatment. If pa-
tients are sent without first correspond-
tog with the superintendent, they will
be returned. The hospital is now
crowded and hae been for the put year,
and patients will hereafter be received
only as vacancies occur by removal or
restoration.
S. II. Myers, of the Kelly :Station
neighborhood, returned Saturday from
a trip to Tenneesee where lie bail been
attending the public sale of importedjacks held by Hill Goodpasture, of
Nashville, and .1. D. Martins sale of na-
tive jacks and jennetta, or Gallatin. Ile
succeeded in purchasing of Messrs. Re-
late it Sweney, of Castellon Springe,
Sumner county, a fine young j wk. He
had in addition to the jack a dark brown
kwo year old stallion, four removes
from old Lexington on his sire's side,
and a great grandson of A hue on his
dam's side. The present low price of
tobacco imas compelled Mr. Myers to
abandon the weed, anal turn hie atten-
tion to stock raising, and for that pur-
pose he hate entered Into a copartnerobiel
with his son II. C. Myers, under the
firm narbe of S. H. dt H. C. Myers.
oughly remodeled. A sky-light will
be put in the roof and the room will be
r nicely o•ieleil in yellow pine.
' allot ie. t•uttflilelit ol letrik Mg money.
Beverly Fleming, colored, sold a laid.
Onoleteen With Gent at Gaither co.,
- Wednesday for $10 50 that he hauled
here through the remit to el acmes time
I., A. & T. II. R.
s Hennessey, the gold-brick swindler,
who tried to work a job in this county
last year, lute joist come to grief at Nash-
ville to the tune of a seven yetrs'
tenet. In the penitentiary.
Tobacco Leaf: We regret to an-
nounce the illness of Mrs. A. 1). Sears,
she leaving been coolined to her bed
several days. 'The sight of OHO of her
eyes ie seriottelyimpared, mid she may
looe it entirely.
Mrs. Joe McCarron hams returned from
Oweneboro where glee a ent to attend
the funeral of Iser sister, Mro. .liatige L.
P. Little, who died laot Friday. Mrs.
Mut 'arroll brought h l me with r two
children of the deceased.
Mr. Andrew Hall, our tttttt
dealer, has now on hand a large stock of
elegant linioleed work and be can fur-
nioli anything in hie line at the hie est
poseible figures. Give him a call anti
patronlie' home Inetitutions.
M. II. Clark it Bro., leading tobacco
brokers of l'Iarksville, alio also buy
heavily on this market, have taken $5(a)
stock in the Turnpike Company. It) a
letter to President E. P. Campbell they
avow the warmest wisheo for the suc-
cess of the enterprise. It is needless to
say that the broad liberality of these
gentlemen is appreciated by our people,
and their disposition to render us valu-
able aid in the building up of the town
and moiety should he itself be sufficient
to put to flight all opposition to the en-
terpritee.
Some ingenious individuals touched
oft time gubernatorial canvas in this city,
Teseeday night, in a novel and striking
manner. In the ittilet of the night
when this pious town was asleep, they
gathered a paint brush and decorated
the pavements throughout the length
am] breadth of the city with the words
'Thumbs rp For Simon:" The otratige
device was varied in some instances by
the addition of Bolivar, and frequently
the artist brought out In full effect the
name ol the winning candidate Simon
Bolivar Buckner. To indulge a figure,
we are Inclined to believe that tile name
of the old hero la indelibly painted In
the book of certainty for the gliberinsto-
rial nomination, and' every thumb in
Christian is up fur him. '1'lle held ar-
tists are working to be"Msj th's" tel his
stall.
•
Death of Col. Grow Poindexter.
The deaths of Col. George Pulmiezter
early Sunday morning removed from
tido community one of its oldest awl
moist respected totizeno. lad lived
to an age when life had loot its diesel
and glitter and he knew things' as they -
were, but in his declining years lie was To Subscnher
• •
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Not Regardless of Value'We ileshe to call attention Ilion to-cry lately a lea recoge yes flee vicu dpotency of pi hates ink to time fact that
the cheapest and beet way to advertiee
anything is through the newe-papers,
and further. to the siwelal fart that the
Secondly, it carries only clean, live,
attractively displayed advertisements
which are never allowed to tale into
obscurity for want of proper press work,
or become ancient and times-grown fill-
ing up unpaid for space:
Thirdly, the rate s, circulation being
the bride, are as cheap as any intelli-
gent advertiser ail! ask.
All communicatitme will receive
prompt attention and we guarantee sat-
isfactory ts I Ills to responsible. mad re-
aiwcosidissailvertisers. None others need
apply.
A Milli Win) hint pritetiotsi Medicine for
40 years ought to kuovs salt from sugar;
read a hat he says:
Totem), 0 , Jan. 10, tan.
Memsro. F. J. t heavy & Co.-Gentle-
nien :-I have been in the general prac-
tice of medicine for 40 years, wed would
say that in all my practice amid expe-
rience, have never seen a prephrationthat I could prescribe with Ils MUCI1 con-
fidence of euccess as I can Hail's Catarrh
Cure, mettiefactured by ion. Have pre
scribe d it a great many times and its ef-
fect is wonderful, and would City in con-
clusion that I have yet to find a case of
Catarrh that it would not cure, if they
take it aocortling to directions.
Youre truly,
L. L. GORSUCH, M. I).
Office, 215 Summit St.
We will give $100 for amay vsse of Ca-
tarrh that can not be cured with Ilelhe
Catarrh Cure. Taken internally.
F..I. CIIKNICY tt CO., Toledo, 0.
elarSo I d by Dauggists, 75 cts.
-as 41.--
An Argument for Turnpikes.
11'4.4111es/day a team of six nuill-beepat-
tered mules' cattle town dragging a
Wite(011 011 11101 Was one hogshead of to
bare°. The mules looked like they had
lind a long well heavy pull, and the hog..
head when iiiihemmleil brought down the
tavalrii at only Woo lomhilr, bat
ergeitiostit for turnpikes! With gthel
Insc.olanslitod wools, tan mules elill ratti-ly pull to inarket two hog.hmads of' to-
hem.co lei about half the dune of the eion.
gated proreasiiiii above mentioned.
kind to the afflicted, affectionate to his
friends and true to his chrietiati faith
and religious convictions. There was
no bitternesa in him, but lie wore an
"old man's crown of honor" with the
dignity awl tentierewee of one oho
etands bene We the shadow of the other
shore. His funeral woo preashed Sun-
day afternoon at the Chrietian church
by the is totor L. W. Welsh. Immedi-
ately thereafter the internient tisok
place at the city cemetery whia Mamonie
honore.
Col. Poindever was horn iti liso7 amid
moved to this city in Is2j. Ile eerved
two terms in the State legiolattere from
thie county are! has repeatedly held po-
sitions' of public truet. Ile was the old-
eot Mason in the city, and with his death
the last of the original 16 incorporators.
of tiee Chriotian church set Olive p:seet.
pass si sway. lle w ti an Elder in the
chortle 47 yeare and a Deatam years,
and hie christiati character worthily re-
flected the honors of so long a service.
No mate enjoyed a more general respect
of people of all chime. 1118 death is
PREFERRED LOCALS.
S.
Subscribers who now
get their papers at the
Postoffice, or by the
carrier, may hereafter,
it' they de:ire, call at
this office for them: any
time after 7 o'clock on
the day of publication.
Confectionery, B a k-
ery and News Depot is
-headquarters" for ev-
erything of the kind in
Hopkinsyille. Just now
they are calling special
attention to Fleesch-
BEL
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Winter Clothing, Suits. Overcoats, Boots, Shoes
ITNTI:PMELNN730411..R. SENCOCMEK.SE6, 1-1L.A.TSES.
and in fact, everything in our Clothing Departhient will be sold at prices that cannot be had from any other house inthis city. We ask you to make no purchase until you have seen our stock and learned our prices. We pledge ourselvesto save you money. We will place on sale this week one Hundred Dozen Unlaundried Shirts worth 75c., which we willclose out at 45c.; also the Gold and Silver Shirts for less money than ever before sold by any one.
WINTER BOOTS AT HALF PRICE.
WINTER SUITS AT HALF PRIuE.
In fact, all our Winter Goods
tion we make. This is no
than ever. Our stock has
and must be reduced still
before making a purchase.
Cloaks on 111011(1 which must
WINTER UNDERWEAR AT HALF PRICE.
WINTER OVERCOATS AT HALF PRICE.
must go. We ask you to call and see foridle boast but plain facts. In our Dry (
been greatly reduced since our bargain
more. We 1%111 therefore make it to the in
We are closing out a great many goods
go. Price no object. Call at once on
;oods
sale
terest
yourself.
Department
inaugurated,
one wishing
formerat
was
of any
just half
We
"The, Re5lialble5.9
stand
we are
their
ready
but
ready
tO
OUT
)ry
to prove any asser-
offer better Largains
stock is still too large
Goods to give us a call
price. We have 100
M. FRANKEL & SONS.
Spring Millinery.
The ladies of the town and county are specially invited to call at onceat my store and see the largest and most beautiful stock this side of N. Y.
Spring Dress Goods
are being received and opened daily and the handsome patterns-all the very lateSt-andbargains in these goods cannot be duplicated in Hopkinsville.
Spring Clothing.
I am now opening several cases, which came direct from the manufacturers made to or-der for me and goaranteed the best. All 1 ask is a chance to show the g(;ods and namethe prices.
Spring Boots and Shoes.
I am now )11i.rilig the cheallest stAwk in town, and by. "cheapest" I don't mean the lowestgrade plods; but the best. got ids for the same monoy-eitnor fine or low grade, Come
and net. lily good, and compare my price,.
No Boast) But Business.
I have no goods to give away; am not making any forced sale; can't afford to work forglory alone, but will make good by goods and prices all I say and treat everybody honestly
and fairly. Come and see me.
NI. LIPSTI NE.
N. B.-Miss Laura McCrosky has charge of the millinery department,in the absence of Mrs. Hart, and will be glad to see all of her friends
•
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Large Assortment, Low Prices,
--.7701%.1C .A.
mourned by our entire community. mann's Compressed THE MARKETS.
Yeast and want every correetis ft r t %cry iseue by the dealer. of1 he Coal I hie, es.
Itisetick, colored, charged with
milking and %%wending Engineer Grigg,
was. tried b 'fore JodgeAnderoon Thurs-
day and soweeeileil in provilig atm alibi
Detective '1'. G. Hewlett Faye he is
heartily discouraged about ever convict-
ing any of the thieves all their combina-
tion ean hardly be broken. Ile thitike
Ow only thing left for the railroad to do
is to move the depot neat of the city and
will so advise the °veered Alsolager
hitt report.
The tomiermis attacks made upon the
pereon. of railroad officiate is a diograce
to thio vommeneity. Lost Friday night
00111,14mm threw a large rock into a pas-
'tenger train window narrow ly missing
a lady, anti frtquently of late nbiltruct-
ions have been fonsd upon the track
which, if not removed, would have
wrecked the first trsite that came along.
Such facts se . thew should arouse the
better class of our eitizeno, %bite and
colored, to attempt to relieve this com-
munity of so dangerotee an element.
The silken) awl courts; can hardly ap-
prehend the guilty when they are
hedged in and proteeted by any eminent
of testimony prepared for tlw ()erasion,
anti time evil can only be removed by a
strong preseure of public eentiment
from all boneot people.
Dentocratie Committee Meeting.
The Democratic County Executive
Committee flirt 5lontlay morning, 11
member@ being preseut. Precinet con-
%endorsee to appoint delegates to the
county convention April 23, were called
for Saturday, April 15, tie be held be-
tween the hours of 2 anti I p. All
known Democrats are entitled to vote, I
lady in the town and
county to call and get
a sample package.
NEVER BREAK
a good reeolution. bat always go to C.
E. West to have voter machine fixed, andget neetiles,l oile 'tote. Ile's got 'cm.
GO TO
For all eohim [lone ytell may need,
For daily papers, any creed,
For t ooks HMI magazinea to read,
Go to Wisstoes.
For the nicert bread you ever saw,
For gools i Calls, oyoters raw,
For thing* 
 ke, or things to 'chew'
Go to Wise:oars.
For all the tette in "I):xieo" land,
For pies aut cakes', and crackers-and
Fur to find " . I.." at the same old
stand
GO TO WILSON'S_
CLARKSVILLE
and the qtalification of voters Is to be im ARB LE ollK s!
de I led by the Chairmen of the meet-
ing in earli dist...Wt. All erelentheb-
must les signed by the Chatianame end
Seeretary to be valid, amid preciticto not
holding cotiventiono accisribenee ioi
this call shall mit be represented in Lie!
comity cotiventiou. The basis of repre-
eentation shall be one delegate for every
50 Democratic votes and fraction over
25. The hew diotricts of Beverly and
K Ily ellen have one vote each. The
'minty Collet mien, le to tw held nt
en., April to appoint ilelegetet to
the State Convention.
A resolution cenceding the nomina-
tion for State Senator to Hopkins coun-
ty was adopted. The Committee ad-
journed to meet the first Monday ItoA pril.. S. G. BUCKNER Chin.
C. 111. MEACHAM See.
The Surveyors la town.
The phio Valley Railroad surveyors
camped at the brick church Tuesday
night end they arrived in this city
Thureday. It is a strange coincidence
that they gruel; exactly, a few miles
froto tide city, the original survey
made by 5Iaj. Robinette two years ago.
The survey is compooed of C. W.
Boyden, chief engineer, assisteti by 13
men. They had their camp pitched in
the vacant lot back of Mr. Frank Mon-
roe's residence, on Seventh street,
VVednesday afternoon. It Is not ne-
cessary for anybody to get excited as
there ix a vast deal of difference between
a preliminary survey and the actual
work of conetruction.
The Cost of Ignorance.
Abmense of knowledge of the fact
that physical and mental weaktwoo, in-
digestion, impure blood. and sick head-
ache can be averted by lir. Harter's+ Iron
Tonic, costs millions of dollars annually
for uncertain and unreliable decoctions.
s_acsames'..sossse.
-wcome."rettiterelafehelkge.m..
Et,tabl oiled 1852.
aloi -
salt, 1,...,111 Llit
Monu
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largest awl fittest select ,on
Val Work in tho Smith.
.5 yeti bate sum nor fectlities for supplying all
hoofs of Marl, e and (tranite work desired. I
loarilifaoture t othaitar hut the best marble. Ina •
porting IDI T (rote, ITA LY and mica-
!, N enald me he aurrespfull) compete settle
ativ house tn t et•ountry . large and nue se.
lection of 'lest no alw•ys on ham' Orders so-
iled...I.
Agent for JANIE IltON FENCE CO ,
Springfield, 0 mu itespeetrum
aAm.f. tiooGsos
ATTENTION
STOCK BREEDERS.
y Finel Standard-Bred Stallion
BAYWOOD
Will make the aims at tti, stelae in Hopkins-
•ille, ar 1- Aneey's rold yard Season
1•11111111ellor• X 81411 16111 and ends Jinn. soh
linty a loottlitionlier of mares will be served.
Mares must ve a ittiligree.
DEMPISIOPTIONi 011' HUE WOOD.
is s years issi hands high. deep hay with
beautiful mane and tail, is perfect in form.
pEDICREE:
wood s
obt record, 2.
ttttt nt Hat at
I lark hie!. 1
Ilis third dam
fourth darn w
ho has take
• sired by Blackwood, Jr . 1 yr.
he be Mack woos'. lee by !Wh-
en...Ian; washy Chieftain. he by
is sec I timitt 'by' Edwin Foreet.
was by Men brino
ottl Kate Ileys.• noted roadster
many premiums in Kentuely.
HENRY DREXLER.
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11,915
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moo. sug cured,
PLaloru'ir., Fancy, patent. - 
0010
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-
Flour, Mandard - • • - 4.50
Bran and shipstuff. leas than be lot. .
Corn Meal. - - - .
Pearl Meal, - - 
-
New Orleans Molamies, 1.'iiney,
Coffee, good green rm.
Cuatie, Java,
Chem.., gosi factory, .
Cheese, Young American.
Urns, per gallon,
Clover seed,
4 ut nails, retail, •
Coffee, green. golden, .
Rice.
lists.
Hominy, per gallon,
Beans, navy, per foothill.
Pea., per bushel.
Beaus. Li tna. per pound;
- 
-
-
-
-
.
•
-
• by.* 1
.. 3514.111.1
-
- 
•
:,.:: 1...L0
W.A.*
2140:,
liar
1 sid.23u4
SKIS
Lie
1.75
2.2*.
2.40
27,
etip
11
20
Csaunttedires. sitar, ha - -
Cracked Rice,
allie.;)*Orle-ana.
5 bushels; 
- b-34(We
ssut ;b aauiralig  attr:KraKu, eal inlet:.
•.75
.aa;.7 buoliels, 2,1.10
PLLoaatkkaeet:o7eSsbi.'uu:iirll161., pe- r Clothe!, , aced i I wail tri
hisri
- - - 2.25
Sweet. per bushel. - I u5
Mackerel, N0.1, per kit,
Mackerel Barrels, No.3, - - 
. 6,7stev:Syl,3421
Lemons, herd:oxen. - - .,.,-
oranges, per dozen.
Apples, leer busby!. choice
Corn mu ear, per barrel, -
Oats, per oushel, -
Hay, per cwt. 'clover) -
TiniotlItg,per cwt.
Holes, dry, flint. -
Hides Green, -
THKeeaolgIrso.cwgirtLe. irr.
LoJisvilie Market.
C't
Sod,
loe
5(.4d2
24tosi..
3}itee
LorlsviLta, Mur. •,
BETTER-
country packages  
 15 to 20
Dairy ..... . .
Creamery 
BEA Ns AND PEAS-
Kelittiay navies . 
Hand picked Ind. and Mich...
FEAT!' FRS-
New . . . ................  11
Milted 
 
3. tot*
moult-
Chmee patent, winter wheat. .115.25101.50
( home Minnesota . 
 
4,40to SU
Plain patento 
 
4.75 to 5.09
PROVIs.1115/4-
MILKS heal-Per bbl. .
Dimon-per lb loose
Clear rib sides ••7
Shoulders . .
Clear sides
licearisees-
Shoulder*   .„ 6.25
Clear rib soh* • •• **34
Clear *idea 
 .. u5
LARD-
t home leaf
Prime *team . 7.50
Scuen M 1•111 -
Hams . 111,445121.
Breakfaat bacon . Staose
Shoulders 
 
!Mien MUM-
1.0111.17111e . 10 to 12
Chula& and St. Louis
GRAIN
W •T-
No.
No.3 bungberry 
tons-
No. mixed 
 
45e
No. white 
 
Vie
Ear 
 42
0•2111-
No. k mixed 
 
fete
No. 3 while 
 
35c
KY
No.) 00011:1
LOCISVILLK LIVE IITOCII Alta /T.
C•TTLII-Gooti tO Slant shipptag, or
export cattle 
 
.1 25 jo 4 40
Ligta slopping 
 
4 15 •• 4 25
iten friss! tocsin" 
 
 3 75 " 4 ato
a ivoli roli11114.41 ... 11 110 " 3 35
Hubs 
 
 11 35 " 3 35
Light otockers 
 •• 250
Feeders, good 
 
 3 25** 3 7t
Elute herr, heat 
 4 35 •14
Butchers, medium to good 
 315 .4 II
Butcners, common to medium. 3 00 3 Si
Thin, rough steers, poor cows and
... 20 ts.35
HOPKINSVILLE LADIES
•- Will tind it to their intere,t to •isit-
SES . SES FrIM IA MD 1
- nt• leivier ot) les r, es. et. :usively in-
MILLINERY AND FANCY OODS
Direct importations received daily Franklin' Street, Clarlt•x11 le, Tenn.
Come, Come, Come,
.1 t. !, d that lily new -
WatchesClocksJewelry
'
Silverware
FITTING
Cannot he •orpaaried tt•it't and LOW Priees.
OF SI=CrilmLCI../=S •PI ( 1%11.11.
Repairing and Enemy ing by W. H. Olvey, • workman that cannot be excelled in his lineIf ou w ant a
"" T"H 31PIALIWC, CO3EL
IRON
TONI
Will purify ths BLOOD Tatathe LIVER and KIDNEY and
!travois. the HRALTH an PIG.
OR of TOOTH Itystetsaa.Want
of A ppet its, 1 rid oneetion.Lack of
biotrsiuruct,4 acttud,,ITtredbones.liam ab...
ciao and nerow reoetv• new
force. 1.nlIven• the mind
•nd impplies /train Power.
rufferom from complaintapecte
isr t hetr set will end in DR.
1 104t7"""lentpittraty.son. Onir'elirfAittlic T77; n'haeal y
I•nly. •ro not elperi merit- set IIRIGIeSt AND BIPT
Dr. MAR/MICE LIVER PILLS(Cues Constipation Liver Complaint •nd sick
Headache Ilisniple Dose and Dream Book
rniit.ed On receipt of two cents in postag•.
THE DR. HARTER MEDICINE CO.. ST. LOUIS, MO.
LADIES
utt'sPills
stimirilates the torpid lit er.•trength•
elle the rt glliate•
She 1.i4iis mild is r‘i• gill 1.1 us all
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE,
lie malarial di•tricts their I lettice
are a idyl, recognised. us hey ;pos-
sess peculiar ',roper' les leo reel
the ety stem f root that poisou. loose
small. Nicely sugar coattd. Prit e,
23 yenta per box.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
Office, 44 11 array St. New York.
(Dr. Tut Us ...theta free to any addresx.)
AYER'S
Ague Cure
Never Co,. to cure cVery form of tit-order ,
peculiar to 31alaria-lufeeted districts. lt
Is Warranted,
in every ease, when need In aceorilsisee
with directione. It contain- IP.
Mid hot emir neutralizes ktia-mustii.
but stimulatt•s the 1.14 er to at* .
et es tone to the: Stonivell. and sthe appetite.
"Pottersville, Texas,
Jan. 15, 1884.
"Dr. J. C. dyer co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in loeal
ties abounding in Malarial
disorders: hare been the S/44jert
of their attacks in many forms.
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as .1yer's .leue
Cure. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
Curt.
J. B. H. ITUXTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
i tit PARED BY
DI. J. C. ATER & CO., Lovell, Mam.
Sold by all Druggists.
Price $1; six bottles, $5.
Livery and Feea
--STABLE
T. L. Smit h, Prop'r.Hoos--Cholee racking and butchers 5 Pt" 500scalawags . I 50 " 2 25
Fair to good lutchers . . 1:." 5 25
Light medium butchers. .. . um.' 5 00
lkhoata 
 
4 u0 •• 4 25
WOOL--Dealers' grades lots are held at 27.• for
clothing mid 2ss• for remitting IA 'got
We quote at Sae for country mixed lots of Ken-
tucky nitslinm wools free of burrs. country
paca•ges. Hurry •nd cotton wools, rotas:
meek. 170125e• awl tub washed. iligarentr
let41 and 37e for dealers' lots Pullet, wool,
ISEN8liNG-
Goes' to prime 5130 1 50 per Mon ar-
ri•al, for clean large roots
MID[e-
l'rime flint
Prime dry salted
No. " " . 12,1
HAY-
l'imothy good to prime. 10 50 to 11 00
Meilium Famed 9 00 to 10.00
Mew TinlOthr 
 11.50 la 10.00
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
I urge and riminly stable and ample accommoda
tion for horn... special attention alien to furnish
ra-agoted horses and vehicles to all livery ou tern
.neionhone connection everywhere
WORKING CLASSES A!teeTairtei on!.
prepared to furnish all clia-rea with employ-
ment at home. the whole of the time, or tor
theirspare t ...... Business new,bglit anti
profitable. Persons of either new easily e•rn
from 5at cents to $5.00 per evening. and a pro-
portionate sum lay olet 'ding all their time hello.
business. Boys slid gods earn nearly as much
as men. That all who see this tn•y send their
address, and test the business, we make this of-
fer. To such as are not well satisfied we will
send one dollar to pay for the trouble of writing.
Full particulars and outfit free. Address GAO .
tertgatisl le Go., Portland, Malan.
You will !Intl it greatly Lo vour interest tO see me before purchasing ehtewhere, 1)301 fail toinspect my stock. No trouble to show goods
105 S. Mein sdreet,
opp.Opera House,
A.1...x fig . Fe E5iCktett ty
Illopklueville, Ky.
C. W. MiTC LSE. Preel.
General Founders and Machtnista.
- -51,tuofte•turt-r-
SRIV fills an Mill Machinery,
Pulley %hafting, Hangers
And Make a Spectelty of Repairing t
gimes and Min Machinery.
We have -ecently added to our factory
General Repair D2partment,
where we will do repairing of
WAGONS, PLOWS,
SHOEING
and such like. Our smiths and woo,
workmen are
Mechanics of Experience.
Our Iron Cistern Top
is tlie mt.t t.onvenient. durable and I ben
eat top NI anufat.ture.l. We manta:tett, rs
OUR PUMPS
and uor the beat of materials.
, Nt 1- , A HILLS, Sec', A T7, .A•
11111111H11111111 DIME
3
7:1
Bargains for All!
Wrought Iron Fencing
r tea.gna,
AROLGHT IRON TOBACCO SCREAS
And Ratchet Screws.
we mere manufaeters of the Americas
Combination Fence
• r t Todd and,Trigg counties.
s the beet and
CHEAPEST
• n, manufactured. Lall and exam
'1/4 t. manufacture all goods we sell and
Guarantee Them Fully.
is. glad to quote prices or make
mates on all work in our tine.
Very Truly,.
Et I It 1 110111 silo; 1.D SEE THE NEW STOCK OF MIMING AND
• 1 .t1 EH tiOotopi OFFERED ess
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER'S FRIEND,
-CONSISTING OF--
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing, Hats,- Boots Shoes, &c.
All of the Latest styleb at the Lowest Prices.
JOHN MOAYON,
I or. Ninth and Virginia
"'"--ts-sasesseas•siesowenesno
s •
.aree
• .
seme:5'4e.•
eie•
alay .•••
s.at ;Pa.,
•. 
fee. •1.,
ale eeef
.• V
.4 se
•
Candidee's Department.
H. K. TAYLOR,
• ,
a candela., . , • . ,aant of Pith-
ier 1 mitruetion, snaject the acteci (.1 i he 1 eta°.
err te• State Cons elation
M
Ira,. tIlsi; tir:s .1.1..ie..... 1,1,1,1 ,sti b.: a... 1,111;1....1.11: :
%...1 free, emiettnne id :MA,
SWISS. alil I tuip.rt x nee to 2..4,1.
tied will ... let you Ill tolainess which a ill brine
sesi in Ilion. ineteie rhatt a. ay than Any i h I ill:
r ..1. 111 III.. 0 ..r..1. \ v.) one eel .1 • I I:l. Ni.rk
and Its eat Moo,. I..iii cr ',ex. all lite.d. a*dolar-
iillila new, twat itt•It c• Ins mimes for all %seek-
er.. See wul start too; catittel net needed
This is one of the 'ennui..., lmtwirtant chanessa
01 at life-time. Th...., a lei are ailibithois and
enterprising will not deity. tinsel outnt free.
.).tairam Taux a to., Augusta, Main.
r
tiLCUISVILLE 8-414 AShael LE il_e_1)
TNC GREAT
-:hrough Trunk Line
<
I - 
4' e<r 
Without Change aud with Speed Unrivaled
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
F•om St. Lambs t'i - .rele Iler i• - •
; •
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
If: ait:t:al k- fr: •• ,•ie citwo to
S .• • • .e• • • La•i.ces•as, aml.f.g direct cen-
'1r:71 .Z" = a. Sis
a - not, •ca • .
-
-0,1-1i,-11. -Nose-
NO it EA 7. SeuTH L WEST
hala, cart
7.1111rnANTS Seekieg remelt on thePne ot tsts road will
• .cecial 'ow rates
ef thi• trovnien. 1.1 10,0 reale%
VW.' .2. F. lamt)tit. P. 4. T A
Louise/0e. Rye./
_ . _
iiewlimmearsubiev,
CASES
ASK-Fefi'i PAMPHLET
-TWIT-SOW CASE Cn.
kASHVILtE TENN. 1.j..
if)
13.
0011.
Tri-Weekly
NEW ERA
A well pnntet, eight column paper, con-
taieing
Foreign,
National and
Home News.
-TO BE ISSUED-
Turisti, Thunday and Saturday
of rai weea. A statineh:Democraile organ.
Bee in .1 ermerem ever ...ffered to advertiser,
THE WEElat NEW ERA
WWI be issued every Fnclay as used.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The following are the subscription rates of
me KINTCCIT Naar Zia. payable strictly caab
t advance:
Tn-Weekly.
Ior one year  Iffi 6
For t months  1 M
For 3 months  75
Weekly.
For ene year   11 60
For I Months  7I
For 4 moatha.  50
Club Rates.
Tn. Weekly In i•lehe of 5  $1
TY-Weekly in clubs of 10   11 00
Weekly in elube of 5 .......   $1 II
Weekly in clubs of 10  1 00
Persous now taking the Weekly New Era who
desire to change to thei fri-Weeklye cam do es
Anil ems ve a reedit r al unexpired time due
theta roe the Weekly.
Piam&Ofx
W.. furnish hundreds of homes yearly vi tilt en:
Pianos anal Organs, anal allow cus-
tomers to pay an smad month-
ly or quarterly payment..
Steinway & Sons,
Decker Brothers,
HanesBrothers,
J.& C. tikher,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood. Ebonized. Walnut,
s • us 01101; 4 Si CenEe nPlECIAL
D I • N e 'WADE TO ORDER.
• 011GAII: SH ON INC ER.HAMiLTON.ESTEY.
B. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
23 Ca -see:tea. _elesa ,
Louisville, : : Ky.
Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
ting Room. Library and nal
MAKE MONEY!
geeeeeee are rta;iy made by sueressful op:ra-
ters in !Sleeks, Grain and Oil.
Them ineesimente frequently pay from 1400 te
$2,4100 dollen or more on earn IWO inverted.
Address for circulars,
WILLIAM E. Bit DARDS.
Banker and Broker,
si a 41 RensolsiaV. alenr York.
A. PORTER SMITH
-DEA LK:.
FIRST-CLASS
COAL
filfraftflice in W heeler. Malls A CO... Ware-
: CAM% 7th sod road street•
orders *dialled and Prompt Delivery Guar-
anteed
HOPKINSVILLE. - KY.
LAND FOR SALE.
R. THOM AR.
Constitution. Ga., May 5. INA.
IIIIIMPEACHED INTEGRITY
am 55 Broke down twelve years ago. anal
have not le•ol able to work sinee Ils% e bast
proper action of my hips anal legs. Yor the
year. scrotuleue mire+ have appeared on tity
scalp and no... at the 101111la time my 'eyesight
oil.. Planters Bank, 
began to fail, anal for three y1.1tral hove
Court Streett comparatively blind Have bees trusted lay
eminentmhysicialis of different sch.eils without
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky. 'made at Atlanta tie an•I all scrofoloo. ewes• eure here telen the ledtles of 14. It. It.
are gradually bea Inflammation about iny
eves all ppearel and there I...Me Ia. 1.1.0 Vt.-
meta in my vi•ean .5 in very lunch besiefit•d
met rel.-viol and begin to fuel like a buy again
-feel good My otrength and activity are re-
tiarmnx HIV leg. awl lois.. The II. II
acts • iterosisly upon my kelneya. •nd the great
We will eel, 300 asres of tbe Peehlen Farm 
quantity of matter that has been fore•-al out
through the skin is utterly inerelible, often no
w •I I receive bids therefor.
- offensive in rider as torn:duce !tauten. I refer
Humors,
a ,...,it- U LA
' I ilon.,1 beli, vi. Obit
tycr's S.ti-etparil leit. esi ........d. :se a f 11 se.'or' Be i ..ili10114 1111-
4..! •. ii IS pitlia.il 111
't, '-ka•. ,Z4 1 '4 •••• : a ILTIII
' ., I .• I .1-, Xi 1 IWO-
• . .. .• • •• in inia5-
., 110111 any
I • a • r tpwal.
I: . N,,rt it
I • .‘p
S.4 I • a 1,1 1.1 my
,....1,,,ay. for s,
if it is•
rrysipeas ,' ' ,1 ....a., it mill
•••
• 1•1•Iteat •
Catarrh,
, I' M. D.,
,
. • at, I
I s:0,,?7,1 With
a sin. h.1,Ve
11 .• .1 r,•!tietlICS
nker, and kir my reset,' i; sit, bet
t Tie re I...f until
• . using
e
f boi-
1 ••• ' il•ine
:eta ly tatted.
4 '
1.; • rt, )Ie
a e sureroil, for
);catrai. from t atarrIl.
%%AS -.0 1405 crt1
tuna t• ..).-,1 my
art. a... 1 vci•ak-
co,..1 ,yete ea •
I:es ti7.11.,..; other
r• without re-
. I to take
Can b3 a r's Sarsaparilla.in a f,•%%
cu;•ad by L.
• teee, !Sr, ‘11-;:hy
n
purifyinu .‘ret.4
the blood
11'41. I have
with "a:si•ii it (Jrt! r, itrol Salt-
Ithemii, and ived
woo It (t•iis it.
lt nilso, for
wi•sk -
itiv. 8.
Hi dal. ff
Ayor's Sarsaparilla
Prepared t:s I O../ t.k or X , Lon %taw
Prim, •t elm bail
- 
4 W leK 11A BITS mesa
!a F.) i d NI hom•i• wtt histit ereiii.;rrittjeti speo.163 ME R.
OTHE
FRIEND
MAZES
E Isa A
-•
oi 4
al a) me.
) "."4 ,Co)
64
_ Fe re Zte
Z Z
:4 Le
EASY! < .1Z
w
 
 so el a aa
se- ',ad be rued a few mouths before cot:doer:1,ra
beut1 for book "To Mcdasns." mailed free.
BlitaDFIZLD RAIM1AV011t Co:, Atlanta ea
CHESAPEAKE, e410
SollthwesioniR.11.Go.
The Southern Trunk themegh the
VIRCINIAS
TO
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
T .1 la
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-And A.11 Points In--
Arkansas and
Texas
Throaah Tieketa are now on Sale. Call oa or
addresa
B. 1'. MITCHELL,
Gene PA-,. aah-1 t tontsville. Ky.
TIME TABLE
Owensboro & R R. Co.
Nall. Mixed.
Depart-From Owereits,ro 5:30 m :40 a m
Arrive-Owensboro ... 10:41a 6:10 p m
Dep2irt-Central City  e:%il a m 2:30 p m
  
4 :Z1 p m I :HO p m
arrive- ai „
  
4 :Zt p m 12:15 m
• 111 PoOpm
Depart-Russellville..  6:55 a m 9:t5 a m
• si:15 p m
Arrive- ..... . 6:10 p m 4:30 p m
e:24 • ni
Depart-Adairville 5:30 a m
Arrive-Adairvilie  9.15 p
It W ELLS, Gen'l Mati'z'r. Louisville, Ky.
W. M. NIEWB01.0.Suut . i/wenslooro
PIS YN,
%LSI; IN-
HARDWARE!
GUNS! A NAMELESS CASE.
AND CUTLERY I
Tnkle,
Hunting Outfits !
Ira Wa oil Timber
WHAT OF THAT1
A eiielit eirtitilliake Wait felt el I - mint wonhahist
Mariano ye-termay. nee ree; ,wat len al by the bre-tag
eel: while it is calloal toelay.
Prrsideut tete:elm.' sa) at 1W in going -me thy way,.
-it: it fishing 111 May.
• ilia a lint of thca,
Solna. must bee iy; 'tie ii el... bs au
Teftin besrt rests .tie,Ve rise anal WI-
T., r into its own.
11:ol'a may is• dom. in Iola' hums; work %
Dark' well, anal what of tent?
DI.!‘t fomily eniain Cie 'sin until.' ties-erect?
1).•• t f .1 ley way! T..1... ciairaes• yet.
:1 teen ne, lay fait!, liot lay sight.
Thy st...ps ill i;uii'.,s1 be, and yuided
Mel! v..11, anal what of that?
DOA faney 1,unitit.or le delay,
.a I. 10 41: •arn, &WI 'taught but play?
G., p t t ,,a to thy ta....k •ir diet
It tutr:t Icsna. al. Isai-n d, then, patiently.
No fp! nay. 1.1a Mat no;
ThaalIgh Ip be far, thy God Is nigh,
Tar:, f IAA CP• ras mot, his children cry.
111. 's near Cos- I% lieneee'er t fam.1.thalael roam,
And he wi'.1 nice. light thee hells thee home.
ry other Saturday.
.1 lie Ora v11.1010 Fealenal Ca tie bill
ilaVe to go user teitil heist eessien.
sti the employee of the New
.grevittg t unipany as
*Del.
FItt) 4.1131,4 W, rth oil imp-
•1.13 nits ale-trop•-1 lit tire y.st- ree) At
i 11a) N Y.
John Wsltets sciv is. r ma( ihe deli
rebellion 170S, 10S years of age, died
in Detrult, Taeetlay night.
Eertetitieke ellocke are felt on the
40001 side tat Lidio: ahout 4:30
e'cl.sse Tuesday tett:moon. '
The freight brakemen at the yard of
the Peens) ivaiiia Raiirmete at Youngs-
toe it, O., 'truck Tuesday.
At Lurgan police vivre stetted by Hot-
otos mons anal several injured. Tlie pu-
Ike fired, but did nu harm.
Dr. Schmitt Von 'ravers, New Au/k-
in-ill M Inipter to Die I•tiite.1 metes, left
Vienna IA etIlleeday ‘S tn.
Tile result of the town election* in
Erie l'ounty, N. Y., pit owe itts political
changes. 'I here is a Republican major-
it) tit too.
Gov. Hill, of New Yolk, has none-
lamed J Aihell, tite Ailmey
Jutirtisl, lor tile Mike ut State fathead
Cuutiniesioner.
Mrs. lelister Kiel sell, livilig SIX Illilt a
14•0111 Henry, Dak., lelt that WO till
FrItlity NI111 a huree am! sleigh. Davy
*ere Iruzen to tleaLli.
'rime Weetera Nail Association, at its
amt l'itieburg Weillieeday , real-
thine i card rates. IL as tipticted WM,
rates %tonal be
At Louisville Aaron K01111 Mae ni
the office of ...... wraith's attorney
ol.the Jettereuti county Circuit Court,
Inv Antler Li. Carmel, resigned.
'111e ninetieth anniversary of the birth
of Emperur ot Germany,
State!' 22, be obeerved eith usu-
al cei ....... ire by the A untruth' Court.
Governor of Ohio has removed
Get). e. Julili8011, TrUitee Id the Toledo
Insane As) Itine appoisited John
Duy le, uf Luca. county, to the potation.
Themes Scott, e ife and L k% 0 children,
*ere towel eittlieested by Die eineke
Dela the ettiVe in their bed-room at
firma ta ta Tileeday. "risey ere a teal-
cal condition.
Three boy is at Coon's Feeti, wk.,
found a bettle at a deetated leg-camp
which they suppoeed contain. %Mee).
All drank tif the costa:ideate' aa. re (sull-
y poisoned.
he reduction in the ptiteie deht tar-
g this menet ill anediti: abod , #2,-
(01110,00U. The tertlipai at leele install re-
irt attributed to itteavy imesitetes
pa) leteee during the mogatit.
th• Bratty, itenber deelere elite
neepette, assiAlied Wed nee lay.
esi lin:A.11 at I font
$911.001/ $150,15eit assets makiteen,
eta s eat to be misguide Ds nieet all ewe.
gee lees.
'Fee Rtiothan Li-widen Bechareet
state- teat seven other gerriewm Hill-
germ, !elbow el the ceutilisle the ts•l-
estrot get rietm in revelting. Pester
L10)11 profeseed to know Haat the rebel-
lion crushed.
'rite State of Indiana has brought stet
agehott flatware', the deposed as anten of
the Jeff, prieon, for *230,000
and Il9r4111st Astileittillit Warden Hu wett
for $60,000. Crenate proceedings will
also be iestituted.
The remains of Edward Kuehl, found
des.' in bed at Omaha, were sent to Buf-
falo, N. Y., sesterilay, in accordance
ith hitew all to be cremated. His &elites
to be placed in an tirn and placed over
the bar of a popular saloon in Omaha.
The President recently rematked to
Senator Riddleberger: "You are a pret-
ty well ablieed man." "Yes,' reepon-
tied the Virginian, "I think we make
a good pair in that line." 'Ilia Was
before Riddleberger rang the chestnut
bell on Mr. Edmunds in the Senate.
An incendiary fire oecured at Fioyd
Court-bowie, Va., Tuesday night, des-
troying the livery @tables of T. Jett,
burning fourteen horses and a yoke of
oxen, beatides a large quantity of forage
and terming implements. There was
hourance. The lees is not known.
It is rumored in official circles that
haeges are immieent a tile French
'abinet. Boulaeger's influence, it Is
said, has so increased that Minieters
favor of a peace policy as ill ecion lee
driven to resign. Boulanger thus eb-
[sitting domiliance in the Ceblnet.
The bill appropriating $1,000,000 for
the relief of depositers of the Freedman's
Saving anti rruet Company, which
telexed the Senate, will undoubtedly be
favorably acted upeu by the Resew. It
is doubtful if origiiial deptaittire are
benefited, as their claims are all in the
hatele of speculators.
A $5 greenback appearee in the till
of a Newaygo (Miele) bank the other
day bearing the following ineeription:
"Here the gore-save yOur meaty-
don't gamble-never play faro bank-
the last of a fortune of $10,000." There
are a number of similarly inscribed bills
a circulation.
The inhabitants of 1,Poti and Corona-
do, Kandae, Met IVedowealay anti in-
dulged in a general battle over the tiler
its of their respective tow lie ila a moldy
seat for the new county of Wichita:
Several of the Lattites were killed,
three wounded and three of the Coro-
*eiders were wounded.
Concereing the rumor of the appro-
aching nuptials of Secretary linyard
sal Misli arkoe, a clerk lei the seeite
Departmeta, the Waeltington Poet ea)
There is neither truth nor reasini in the
report, which hes taltleed a great deal of
mortification to the lady and her friends,
and no doubt an t final degree atinoy-
&nee to Secretary Bayard atiti his fam-
ily.
N EN\ S.
• •4•1•••• - - - -
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
will be given to a ogable and reliable
lady CaliVitemer reeialites ill this plitee.
No hivestiveut required. Good• sell all
the year round. Referenced tieceseary.
Write to J. B. II ULING CO., 177 Mon-
rae dtreet, Chicago, Illinois.
-ea- see
At 11:30a. m., Wedneeday, all the
street-ear drivera of Lexingum, Ky.,
isterfek for higher wages anal refused to
go to work again Until their waged were
raised. Ai the inky of these men was
only $1,15 per tlay for sixteen or eeven-
teen hours work, their demand for $1.50
Was not looked upon Ste unreasonable by
the general public whose sympathy Was
clearly with the etrikers.
For Various Summer Disorders,
Such as cramps and soreness, Pomeroy's!
l'Itstere are a mitre and effective remedy,
aiel sto family of tourists m110111.1 lie
Withoet Diens. Of druggi•te and 11.B.
Garner, lloplattaville.
Satiate'. Farwell, of Illinoits, although
lie is millIcioire anti lives iti a neagnif-
icent house, pays taxes on only $1,500.
worth of personel property. Ile seems
to beer very practical ideas on tax re-
duction.
-- • - •
- NI a v..ry eurious one ear about
tlorteru years At side:eels of about one 14'...k
woe ol be attacked with spells of alCsert• anal
M at ettchtelating pain. always et/Mine:no ng an
the eca ion..f my kialneyc re.- pais weuld ilien
upWai•le and eff•et iny leafy anal head. and
are isied to" net rate int very eye- balls. ereating
the inset intenee ja.tlag e.gli lIOUfid
each epell
- I resit teal to nll keels of medicine ataimeme
Is•••ellt akeverul 4.41..1,1 treated iny e tee, but
none gate releif. I dually used It B. a• an
s penmen. and to lily utter astonishment all
pain anal suffering versisheil after nab g three
dloste. To the present time I have used three
bottles. anal not a plain hasever tinsel I do
net knew what was the matter, neither could
my Oval inns Dallis' the romplaint. The B. It.
B. aei...1 finely and powerfully upon my kid-
. 
ne my appetite ham Ilearli splendid and my
s
i•ou•titution beet up rapiely
•
Feb' v
Mt PilkitSo• a CI! tit NAV,
ts. P. Pao en Lt.
LaGrange, Ga.. January 13, Peet
LOAN
ris If rt IssOlt 1 Nit n
HORSESHOES,
BELLS A NI) 
_ROPES!
7EC.:=7."303EilE111C4i
• r of well rated bootees& men
ear ase mion. to twelve tn. nth.. Amolints
$1,911 in $1„0110,01,10. net ly confidential and
NM. awe& Wes, srttlentent• tale. Correa-
isagitiames wanton. a4. W. FiesTKR. Banker,
40 Broadway. N.
emale College men of mt.range.1..i.
Hupkinsville,Ky.
The Fall Term will open on MONDAY, AIT-
iit'ssT 30, 'SI. An perieneed faculty, thor-
ough inetnietion seat terms heretefore. Poe
other infonnetion call on or addrese
J. W. 11111.T.
Hopkinsville, Ky
All who desire full information abseil the
ramie and cure of Ilbeel Peisons, ei.refula and
Scrofulous Swellings, Clev•ra, Sores. Itheuma
tism. Kidney Complaints, alarrii. et.. ...an id -
pure by mail free. a eopy /dour 32 page lustre -
led Rook of Wonders, II I led w ith the  t on -
derful anal Amitotic proof ever leder° known.
Aildrore, M11.00111 MIA 1.11 4'0,
Atlanta, tea.
- --
Phrases rroni shokeapeare.
influi.nce tatty the ?talk
is loot by the tattat to wiach Isis
111 I.: have Is elem. incorporated into
oer eineuese. eetiong these are "bag
rut 1 1 a• • • •. ' •••estal as a tit ernail.'• "hit
or ••lev.• is blind," ••selling for a
I.,11 7." "wia:t. eerie," '•fast and lona.,"
"teieete.iderel traits," ••westward ho."
••Luteliarity breede contempt." -patch-
ing up ext•tate," "Inesery makes :Irene...is
bee fellows." • •to hat" (in trait.). eehort
anal long it," "l's nub your liemI with a
lass. leeets1 seine," -dancing attend-
ance," ••getting teen" trevengte. -birds
af reale r," "that's flat." ••Greek to
MO" I ••ixiekitig jury,"
"Ito dle.r Wit." "hilltal with kilialoe•ii,"
'•11111111I" 1141r silage.' 1, ••ill wind that blows
g,s s I, ' "w ilml le see OW:0a, • •
cr. iv:, "ri itv of pins.' (as a
steak it valitte, "viva VoCV." "give and
Like." "eel" fin the war ef a joke),
-your cake 1,1 414O1::11." tlit. girl who
playfully cella same. peals a ••111ilksop'•
itsaistmli 1:0•1 y quoting Shakespeare,
anti CVtall "lai;;••••rlicatr' .f the smile
°resin. ••Fetentlittn." is first Claim' in
Slialcespenne awl so are -Min:macs!"
Shale-la:ire it the first author thut spealos
of ••tie. Matt in the ma s " or mentiens
tete is atattm ..r toes tlie (mein "eyesore" fee
ittutoy:mce."-(lii•aies Tittles.
What Four Sparrowol Can Do.
Two pairs of span-ewe wi.na watched
by an eleervant naturalist feeding tlwir
yeteee, in their nests inertly one half hour
a ea ehe lama of the bluebottle fly from
a:• Cat Titcy faatclivil ilicrae Mall 104
t ewe anal “iil` a VIP • 1 ink also caught 14
emee en the eine-. Now. the tett ..... on
a el •a. fly Is cemented to produce in ono
a a el. eat the era -et -ris- after pro-
tees-, no lest than e•memeo.000. say, in
reend nut:there el,' setate, lel thus
es re prevental by these two paint of
eine; ne few. r gem eeleiamal.000 by the
ee; tun- af It Wes en-1 eeettenteetine by
the ea-Leese:ten ad the lei larva*. Aeaire
there lie-are-I et the perish acceunts
mne pate Cletweeter !tire a charge for
17 tee- n taf tee called) tenitits' heads: in
antelier ;sire It. !,1,-11. 'erne. in Derbyshire,
a sierra me, chth taste myed d Ina, year
1.57; . birds, and in vet anether 3,-
est. Tekt• t lit• smaller Ili these two lahi
mindere awl intiltiely it by the number
am! j'a•-f Cakillat•s1 erevenits1
the two lairs ef searrowe, and it givIS
what we may very well calla grand total
of 7,2sIsoissisio,non. --London Times.
The Grinding of the le*.
-Tim submarine fa west off Mir port."
said a man from Keriesha, Wis., "is
Leine broken up by the grinding of the
ice. Thiel tenet extends about a mile
alai a half into the Ltke. The grain and
lark of the trees &IV Ontirdy
(rein anything foun.I in the (orates of the
present day, thus eltowing ;latest con-
clusively that the burial forest was swal-
lowed up by the sea ages and ages ago.
Fishermen who cast their nets near these
leathee and petrified trees often tiring
up whets 'trenches arid twigs. and once
in a ereat while a heavy sea washes a
emaletl trunk where. there are scien-
tific num who hold that the sunken
forest proves that the earth has been pay-
ing tribute to the lake ever since the
birth of time. The vast amount of ice
in the tale this winter has had the effect
detnelishing treuey tat the trees, por-
tions of which have been cast upon the
;inciter ice during the severe easterly
gales."-Chicago lierahL
Gen. Sherldan's Plan.
Oen. Sheridan has pis emoted a striking
and ingenious pan ef harbor defense,
besed upon experience in fighting In-
dians yams ago. He found sunken pitm
held by riflemen better than forts. which
fennel a clearly visible mark for the
enemy. He thteefore proposes a series of
submerge)! pits in the sea, with guns that
can be raieel or lowered at pleasure,
never rising ahoy.. the surface of the
water so as to afford a good mark for
an relvancing that. Such works would
be bolter defen.leol ageiust hoettile fire by
the surrouteling water itself than any
v [met can Ime by sue' mr other easing.
The eke is weigh coneideration, as it ap-
pears to ellar a maximum of defensive
force with a minimum of costs-New
York Tribune. •
• Are the Times Degenerate?
When one resuLt (if defaulting treasur-
ers and eaoliiiirs, he is likely to refer tO
"the da.getteracy .-f the times in morals, in
honesty anal truetworthineee. But are
they degenerate? Are tile moral instincts
less keen taus they were of old? It will be
safe to deny it. You cannot tell what the
morale of a man arc until he IS tempted.
In the olden time industries were so
poorly den loped that it was necessary to
repose trusts in others only in a very lini-
ited da-grce. anal hence the defaulters
were few. TIP. I tettlat• t,f the present (lay
endure the bet of temptation, 110 doubt,
more enslitably than the ancestors of
Fee centuries would have dunes-Good
Housekeeping.
Green Chalk for Caen
,They are trying to introduce green
esielk in conic of the billiard rooms of
laticago. It is claimed that the chalk
I, eee 110fle oir its adhesivences by reason
of it3 artificial color, and that it teasesses
the merit of preserving the color of cloth.
Chalk. as it is used et present, soon fades
the 'easiest emerald cloth, and makes
the ablee appteu. unsightly and worn.-
New York Sun.
SHOOTING AN OIL WELL 1
_
Carious Spectacles Incident to Natural
Gas Production...Dangerous Work.
For two hours recently I Mood in a
bleak whet to witness the process of
"remitting" an oil well. This is accent-
plishal by letting down with a strong
wire, on a weellassa tin tubes about three
inel /VS i thanieter anal fourteen feet long,
filled with itere-glyeteine. Fewli of them'
tube; 1p4111 ale nit twenty quarts of ,
the 'epee. If the blast hi to he matte at
the lemt tow I.f the %VIA, timei the. fiat can '
or tube is lot clown te net uma the le
ton, but if the etrattun of rocks which it
Ls desired tai ••sl nit " be above the bottom,
as hi frequently the came, titans entailer
tubes are fastened upon the first charged
tul e for a support. Thee. may be thirty
or fifty feet long, or even more. The
lower en.I of this tube, of course rasa cm
the bottom of the well, and sustains the
charged tubas, which are carefully let
down ono upon the other until sixty,
eighty, or even a hundree quarts are thus
deposited. In doing this every move-
ment must bellied° with the utineet care,
and is attendee with greit danger.
The liquid wierlis se oat feur poutols
to the wart. hacIlc•• it 1'1.
110 proveled lis• tieper end of the
to•,1111,k4 t11111. 1111 i•Xpla 4olt o cap lt4
The cheer.. Li explele I by dropping an
iron slug. called, in the nomencature
the oil country, a ••ipi devil." Cautious
imereoms keep r.t a gots! distil:ice. The
teal-nee givem the alarm and ate (bestial'
drop. In well Mimi fete deep, files'
with gas or oil, the weight may be twen-
ty- dm dar..n t wenty-tivl• Mee1111ils in de-
peendine. If the well is clear of course'
its descent Le more ripe!. 'The first sen-
sation one feels is a heavy that, like the
dropping of a great weight on the rocks.
The next a treinialing ef the isround, and
then a ruelting roar, talowed Ly &hoarse,
weird, preemies' whistle, ending in a
alight explosiimmeuel a dream of sand.
oil, water. pulverized "go eerie" anal
tubes, and }deck gres goes shrieking inte
the air in a dense column 100 feet tir
more. and all over.
IT the blaet is an effective one it ie im-
mediately followed by a flow oil or
gas. Often a dead heal worthltee
will at once beein te floes after the sleek.
Ono well near Butler that was deal and
thought wan-Wes:3 was awakents1 tam ate
tivity.by a heavy blast and rewardeel the
owner with a flow of 700 barrels of oil
daily.
A sixty quart blast tests the owner of
the well about *100 including the labor
ef placing it. This labor, as has bren
said, is attended 'with great danger.
Sometimes, when the well Le full of gas,
the terpolo. after descending a few hun-
dreal feet, will be driven violently out of
the welL In that case it Is certain to es
pleats by hitting the lenient of tho de'
rick or when it reachee the ground In tee
descent. Li either case general destree.
tan of eva•rything is certain.
Sometimes, upon the explosion of n
torpedo in a well. a large volume of oe
thrown into the air. This is often a sight
of surpassing beauty. the oil breaking as
it fah) into memtlesem drupe fuel earls drop
becoming a prietn to reflect due sun's rays
in patchiest); coloring.
So fer the gas wells an.1 oil wells are
treated illike.-Caicago Tribune.
A predicament. 2 o'clock in the
morning,-sleet on the side-wale,-ba-
by got the croup, and no Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup in the house.
The Hindu° holy book forbids a wo-
man to see (lancing, hear music, blacken
her eyebrows, eat dainty food, pit at a
window or view hersell in a mirrer dur-
ing the absence of her husbatel, and
allows hint to divorce her it she has no
sone, litjures his property, seed& him,
quarrels with another woman. or pre-
eums to cat before he has finished his
meal.
FARMERS.
Send 10 cents to the !PRICKLY ASII
BIM-KR/4 SI. Louis, elo., and get
a copy of "Tins House TR* IN KR."
A complete system, teaching how to
break and train horses in a milli and
gentle way, requiring 110 elaborate ap-
pantos', nothing ..... re than can he
fotind ally stable in the country-a
rope and a strap. Every one handling
horses should loave a copy.
_
In a seweeti at Lexingtmeon Retool de-
fiviestelee in Kentucky, Judge Beekner
declared : "The fact of the matter is
that Kentucky needs more school teach-
err and fewer politicians; she heeds
niore nehOuls, a better allowance of
money for their etippert, aud she needs
badly that every Intelligent citizen
shall Ilse every exertion to help our pub-
lic school system along."
" would not live always." No; not If
disease is to make my life a (laity bur-
den. But it need not, gem' frieud, and
it will not if soil will be wise in time.
How many of our loved ones lire mould-
ering In the dust who might haye been
spared for years. '1' he slight cough was
unheeded, the many stymie  of dis-
ease that lurked within were alighted
and death cline. Dr. Hemet "Golden
Medical Discovery" c t recall the
dead thottg't it has seatelial ..... tabera
front the verge of the grave, mill will
lore consumption its early stages.
Buffalo Bill in a glorious fee ler, and
if any fine should take a contract to sup-
ply hint with all :te could "punish" lie
would be apt to !fume Iv lllll ey.
Where the tOtd limed Time Will Be.
The two-litinalred-arid-aeeond Grand
Monthly Distribtition of the bedsides
State Lottery will take place at New
Orleana, La , on Tueetlay, March 15,
1)047, when V.:15,000 will be acattered all
over the world be sunss fr  $150,0o0
downs aril. Tickets tun $10; tenths,
$1. ror information, apply to M. A-
Dauphin, New °Hearts, 1.4.
•
The Hoge t 1 .. Ittt •-• 14 the A us-
trials deirgatien 10 the Hungarian Diet
panted time Budget bill after hearing
'mint Kalnoky and Gen. literneek.
A Seven Teary' Underground Flee.
A matter which sheltie be of intenet
has rtvently been Isrottelit to light liens
This is the fact that fire has been found
emolderine on the Lfitio-foot level of the
California that has; endured ever since a
fire breke eut in that mine about raven
years ago. At that time Ow part of the
mine in which the fire occurred wee
tailed up by means tif bulkheads. A drift
new *thews that the tire is still alive. The
oel timbers have been slowly charring,
anal in places where covered with a great
weight of teaks anal earth they have been
converted into what preeents the appear-
ance of a fair article of bituminous axe.
'this menet to be on account of pitch in
the wood.
Seine years ago there was brought to
this city a payee of pitch pine taken from
an ordinary coal pit, one end of which
appeared to be genuine bituminous coal.
This has been formed where there was
no great amount of preesure upon it.
When ma small an amount of fire us is in
the California mine is found to endure
for seven years, Omuta! we be bicredu-
lous when assured by men of science that
the center of tlw earth, once a molten
masa of rock, still remains in a molten
state after untold ages? How many
years the small bunch of flre in the Cali-
fornia will still !amain alive it Le import-
sible to say. The drift that cut into it
has been securely ce-sed. anal it will
probably be ale's% ? 1 t m snetuider on for
another term of years. --Virginia City
(Nev.) Letter.
Wretchedness In 'London.
Tho depth of LontIon's misery was
illustrated by two scenes witntased re-
cently. One was at Billingsgate, where
gratuitous distribution of food waa being
made, and the &attributor@ were. wisely
intrenched behind iron tars. Brawny
men fought and struggled against the
bars for sodden pudding and muddy soup
until they were torn and bleeding, while
women and children, who were unable to
get near, tat on the eurbstone and cried
hopelessly. Another was at a dinner
given by the St. Giles Christian mission.
where the criminal dames were invited
to como and satisfy their hunger. At
the door scores of honest men, who had
never seen the inside of a prison, accused
themselvee of crimes of all sorts in order
to gain admission, only to be ejected by
the attendana who wen. not slow to dis-
cover the story of fratie by the hungry,
honest faces and hurtle- hands.-London
Letter.
Photographing Flying Gulls.
An example of the speed with which
pictures can now be produced is afforded
by a photograph of a number of flying
gulls taken at Southport by a local
photoarapher. Mr. :Wallin. The various
attitudem of the birds are curious. Mest
of them have the wings spread in the or-
thodox manner, but some of them are
caught in that curious position wills the
wings hanging down. which, from the
shortness of the time during which it is
maintained. the eye does not appear to
catch. About sixty birds are shown
quite sharply and distinetly.-London
Times.
The presence of wild geese in the north-
ern part of Nebraska at this seasen Re.
conling to "the oldest inlialsitant," in-
dicative of a short winter.
The Time honored Notre Dame,
Baltimore. Md.
We have had ain't's. opportunity to
convince ourselves of the efficacy of
Salvation Oil. We cheerfully - submit
our names to the public as refeience.
Resptfully, Sisters of Notre Dams.
Aisquith & Eager Sts , Baltimore, Md.
41.
A petition from hilaiiiesa Moll anti
merchants, represetring $40,000 000 cap-
ital, Was prestented to the Rhode lelend
legislature, itekleg tor a repeal of the
prohibitory law.
Most Excellent.
J. J. Atkins', Chief of Police, Knox-
ville, Tenn., writes: "My family and I
are lenefichoriest of your most excellent
medicine, Dr. King's New Liscovery
for consumption; having found it to be
all that you claint for it, deeire to testify
to its virtue. My friends to whom I
have receommentled it, praise It at every
opportunity."
Dr. King's New Diseovery for Con-
sumption is guaranteed -to cure I 'fowl's,
Colds, Brotti-bitle, Asthma, Croup *nil
every affeetion of Throat, Chest and
Lungs.
Ttial Bottles Free at IL B. Garner's
Drug Store. Large Size $1.00.
so- es-
Tits state print lug a it-I hind' lig fr lllll
Deeentber 14, 18,45, to December 6. 1886,
cost the enormous sum o' $41,732.17.
St. Mary's 011 Pt a Col solid VIP na-
tion as it will tire ea ;stilt of every dem-
cription, both iittere a I and external.
This; oll Is a fatuity attemor; its merit? are
unequaled. Sold by all dealers In med-
icines. Sample bottles 25 cents, full/dm
50 tante and $1,00. A mire cure for
rhemnatiem. All that is asked is a trial.
J. II. Goodwin, proprietor, 00 west
fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohlo.
•
Mr. Jones, chairman of the Illinois
State Central Committee, announced
hiniself at Freeport, Tuesday, as
unalteribly opposed to Mr. Blaine as a
presidential candidate.
How to Gain Flesh and Strength.
Fe. after earl' meal :eC,PI l'a6 Ent ysiox
with Hypoyhosphites. It Is as palatable
as milk, and easily digeated. The ra-
pitlity ith which delivate people ins-
trove wonderful. Use It anti try your
weight. As a remedy fur Consumption,
'1 liroat affections, and Bronchitis, It is
imequele-1. Plesee repel: "I have Weil
Scot Col K1110140,1 In a child eight months
old with good results. Ile gained four
pounds In a very sh Irt i."-Tifod
M. D., Alatisma. "I give Scott's
Essiatheen ta W.11114911 years old
treelike! with Chronic Bronchltia, with
the moat excellent results."-J. C. Co-
rms, Broken Arrow, Ala.
rant/ere' Cris ing for Drinking.
Ni•arly four-fifthet:f th..s. win) (74 iine
to the poorhouse are Itrouelit there by
drink. In their younger days, when
they ahoule have been aying away 601110..
thine for old age, they were epending
their money for drink. Of emirs., mil-
fortune brought nuuty of them to want.
but drink wrought the poverty of most
of them. 'When, therefore, they have
been with me for some time. without
having tasted liquor, they will drink any-
thing to :satiety their old craving. We
UStatl to have an annex in a rental liOUtil
sugetie the nail from the mem budeine,
but were forced to give it up, as the
lempers found it easy to steal away and
get tipsy. It was a tnystery where they
rot the money to buy the liquor, but
they get it. They would pick up rags,
iron, acrape, and borrow each other's
clothes and sell them for a drink. 'We
could not always keep our eyes on them,
and they would manage to eecape.
Once in awhile they steal a inareh on
us by drinking the matill fur the yeast in
the lakery, and I have known an old
fellew tti swallow n bottle of medicine for
tee pleasure it would give him to burn
tlinet. Tht.y have drank indigo anal
te her liquids, and iwt tipsy, too. It is
verv cure ess craving. this old love for
.•.! ink that keele gnawing in men anal
wailice al anal 70 years it age. The lose
ef tolactei is °tinnily stntnie awl the only
iaterest they tallow in life is when we
give out the reams of mill ilting and
plug telacee. --I'm s el 14 Mika Superintendent
(leery in Gloimetkenticrat.
Faahlonable Itarlielone Economy.
Fes in. eny has become su•ttuelly fashion-
ahle in several coteries tmf 'ravagers wit()
live hi apartments. They tenet go to
the fashionable clothing titer e for their
neckwear. gloves and under clothes.
Catch them paying $2 or $3 for a *astir
tic that can be mold to retailers for half e
dollar. They have leen taught better ry
a young Englishman who goes around
with a pair of esthete stecked with small
wear. IL. buys directly from the manu-
facturent, and lie hami about 100 regular
cuettinit•rs among the best firmest men in
town. lie makes he calls at stated in-
tervals, smells from his stock or takes
orders for special gmels, -knows the
%velum and fsux•iee of his iratrons, and
takes particular rains to suit them
exactly. Ills custtenent are not the flam-
boyant dude» who mize up a man by his
tailor's bill, and ps.y the highest prices in
order to impress the storekeepers, but
the (ad boys, 'who have learned that the
way to enjoy meney is not to throw it
away, but to snake it go fartheet when
no particular fan is to be had in the
spending.-New York Letter.
A Budget of Social "Ifs."
liow admirable a world should we live
in if suniptury laws could be enforced, if
dinners could never he too long or taw
strong, if high headdress-es could be al-we-
ighed at the theatre, if the happy medium
tetween no bonnets and well dresstel
heads could be struck, if trains could bat
shortened at crowded receptions, if one's
hospitable hostees would not tempt one
to cat teo much tit a midday lunch. eo
Hutt tine comae home with a headache!
If furnace anted houses could not be so
intolerably hot, and if opera coulisses
would not be en awfully drafty, if we
had a teeial emperor or empress Le gov-
ent our social health, and if we also had
one to milence scandal, how much im-
proved would he our social pleasures!
What monstreus wrong* are committed
by this handing a story about, the whis-
pered innuendo, the story imperfectly
told, the careleset jest distorted. the wicke;.1
fabrication: it is often false, or even
more dangerous, if perhape it be half
true. Witubl that we could invoke a
isecial censorship to correct tho vice of
society!-Mrs. John Sherwood in New
York World.
Fuel from Old Ships.
A vessel's o/d sheathing, which has
been covered with yellow metal or cop-
per, makai beautiful flames of different
a alert when burned in an open grate.
Years ago 'this wood was considered
wonhltes, and was usually given away
toaster people for fuel. But of late years
it has been used qoite extetusively in New
Bedfae d and vicinity, being placed upon
other wetel or coal. when the flames pre-
sent a beautiful sight. producing different
colors. which shoot forth from thecopper
nail ha mlee. l'erestua who visited NetV
Bedford and saw the beautiful effects
produced by hurtling this wood carnal
senile to their Nimes. and a tlw de-
in:tad for old sheathing is greater than
tie- supply. -,Irew Bedford iMass.) Stand-
ard.
Overworked Men at the Top.
Every Weimer' man will recognize the
truth of the remark made by Preeident
White. of Cornell university, in an ad-
firetts td, the students laxt Saturday. Said
lie: -We constantly have these two
thinge, a vast number of young fellows
running aistut the country, doing ablest
anything and doing it ill; and, on the
other hand, a coneidemble munber of
pleas busking ahmet in vain for some-
body to do the best work." No occupa-
tion or professiou is mo entwded with
workers that thee sat the top are not
worked alneet to death.-Philadelphia
Enquirer. *
The CulillyatIon of Jalap.
The Madras government is about to
engage in the .sultivation of jalap. It
was found that the pant grows very well
there, awl some years ago a lnrge quan-
tity of tubers were given to private indi-
viduals in order to encourage° them to
grow the remedy. But the demand this
year front the Madras medical depart-
ment was for 1, e00 pounds, and only 100
pounds could be obtained. So the gov-
ernment liati decided to cultivate jalap
itself until such time as private growers
are in position to supply the demand.-
Kansas City Times.
Ancient Lead Pipe.
Althoueli Ow production of lead pipe
less commonly been regarded of quite
modern origin, there appears to be evi-
dence that the ROMalla wen. acquainted
with the article, without. however. pus-
seating the a; mpliances for fattricating any-
thing of large dinit.nsemus tir sufficiently
arong to withstand pressure from the
the fountain head. In that t'hengiel
musetun is a leave of lead piping made
by rolling a sheet of metal, turning the
edges over, and then running utolteit
lead along the jeintse-New York Sun.
The extraordinary popularity of Ay-
er's Cherry Pectoral is the natural re-
sult of its use by all cla-ses of people
for over forty years. It-has proven it-
self the very beet specific for colds,
coughs, and pulmonary complehite.
__sweep.
Red lights denoted danger; it makes
difference whether they are on a rail-
road or in an apothecary shop.
An Old Citizen Speaks.
Mr. J. 31. Norris, an old reeitlent
Rome, Ga., says, that he had been badly
troubled w itle Kimlitey Cemplaint for a
great 1111111y years anti with Eczema for
three yeitre; at timesi could scarcely
walk and had tried many remedies with-
out benefit, until lie began taking Elec-
tric Bitters and anointing hie hands and
feet with Ittit•kletes Arnica Salve. Thie
treihment afforded hini great relief and
lie strongly reccommentle Ea-aerie Bit-
tera to all Who sullen with Kidney Coin-
plaints. or need a Blood Purifier.
Seld by B. Garner.
•
The new Government alibiing at
Frankfort ens oeetipled last Tuealry by
the Poptinaster and Deputy Collagen of
Internal revenue. The building will
not be eompleted for a month. It costa
*Rh the site, natio $150,000.
Young or Middle-tilted Merl suffering
fr lllll loos of memory.
premature old age, as the result of bad
hattite, sl lit send 10 cents In /Uwe
ter large illustrated treatise. Address
Worbl's Dispensary Medical Assoc's-
tiou, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
The rafting of logs on the Kentucky
river is a blg business. The other day
the steamer Favorite, III dletenee of
twenty miles, peseeil 150 rafts. Each
rafts hail about 10,000 logs, the aggregate
of whiell n l ber would be 3,000,000
feet of saw lumber.
Bucklen's f.i.r nice Salve.
The itaet Salve In the world for Cute,
Bruises. Sores, Salt Rheum, Fever,
Sores, 'latter, Chapped Hands, Chil-
blains, corns, and all Skin Eruptions,
and poeitively curea Piles or no pay re-
quired. It is guarauteed to give per-
fect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For Sale by II.
B. Garner.
If Holt is !extol' for the tioniiiiation It
will be only becatime lie will not have
hati ittefleiria time and opportunity to
get sufficiently over the teats. to make
kilo% u tIte people %hat is him.-
Paducah News.
•
Itch, Mange an I Sciatehea of every
kiwi cured 30 mama* by Woolfortre
Ststaitary Lotion. A sure cure and per-
fectly harmless. Warranted by 11. B.
Garner Drugyist, Ilopkinaville.
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This 'Atwater never varies. A marvel of puri-
ty. strength Alla Mia.11-• l •10.1.1a Mord. 'W0110111-
Ifni then the enlinary kind.. end canted he odd
in competition e ith the multitude of ow test,
short weight alum .ir pild1.1.1111 plaWa11.111. Sold
may is rows. Rol' • I. Bent So Pontine 0 ,
Wall btu eel, N. Y.
LIST OF LAN DS IN THE HANDSOF
Jno. W Payne,
peach, apple, plum aud cher? trees. Price and
terms teasonabie.
No. 41.
1. laral, situated 7 males west of 110141nel-ill.on Die old Cuckoo road, 2;5 mile. front end 43,the pike, and 2!.. front I. A & 1'. R. IC., to.,a ia,
coestruction. Umtata., :WI ad res of land, lie
cleured,Loilance Its timber; of the cleared land
WO acres is in closer anal grime, balance ill good
state of eultiva 1. Improteniente cou.iet .
thsotiti.eforUth.rlileotl: ,Lianrgri,a,fglieliSisoruti.1111... Laint,coh,,thero,•rtunecaakt
tiv'stairarie) f'o'UrtiladUol au herd ol •tock. a Hee- crib will
ge, a g.es. 1..rii, eletern, it,.
hr.,. bin and shelling neon and cot. stal.de fo
6 or eight head of cowe at/silted. These stable.
have large, room> lofts, st.Mcielit to bold 15 Lou
of hay, one log and 4 !ratite cabin.. t..•
latter tt ill, fii glory above each Illt1 orchard
in beanng and youngoreliaril of leo seleel tree
wow eel ay ears. I'leut) of stock w ater and in
exeellesit neighliorlitimi. Teruo eaay a - Apply
to John W. Payne, or C. L. trade eel premises.
No. M.
Contains 1594 acres, all timber, ane Ike im tie
Stoking York. adjoining the farina of Mr.. Jialit
and 14 ark Mel_ arty , is all gouil land and se ill bi-
at Id iseparately or na outineetion with above
This parcel of 52,., acre* is a part of laic anu tree.
mentioned in above number and elioulti be sue,
as a part 01 same, but if 001 ilesirel as • par.,.
the same tract, can and will be edit separately .
Apple to John W. Payne, or C. L. Dade ussi
premises.
Real Estate Agent,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
0Mce-Up ataira. opposite the Court-house.
No. 4
Farm, containing 145 at-reser land, sitnated 6
miles west of Hopkins. die, By.. near Princeton
road. There is a small dwelling hotter tlyoli It
Land is of due quality, about 4 cleared. A
good bargain can be obtained In the purchase
of this land. Price 51,400. f erma, cash, bal-
ance in I anal 2 year., with Interest on deferred
payments.
No. 1.
Lot for Sale. containing tit sere, east of rail-
road and north of road to fair grounds. It is a
cheap lot toraome one deeming a Jenne in Hop-
Price 1110.00.
No. 10.
Lot for safe containing% of an acre anal situ-
ated on Nashville street., opposite South Ken-
ucky- College. It ia a splendid lot for building
purpoees. Price 6100. A good bargain is In
store for some one.
No. 11.
A parcel of ground containing some 3 or 4
acres, situated on RueeellvIlle road. just outeide
the corporate limits of the city of Hopkinsville„
ate, fronting the Blatemore property. This
piece of ground has a frontage of WO feet. It is
an exasellent piece of pniperty and is auseepti-
ble of being divided into 4 or 5 good building
ots, with an average depth of MO feet. There is
quite a number of fruit trees in bearing on the
place awl ale. a good vineyard. For building
purposes there Is not a more desirable piece of
property in or near the city. Price and terms
reasonable.
No. It.
Farm for sale, containing about 275 acres 01
111101, 91111•141:4 011 the allal C11111011 1.01111. till Mat%
from llopkiiev dlr. The land is of goel quality.
end grows tobaceo, corn. Wheal, clover aud
gramme freely. The dwelling is net iu very
good repair, but with a lithe expenditure of
lllll ney it could be msde quite comfortalee.
There is a gest barn MIA stable Iwsides other
tinprovementa ou the place. Any one aleeirsiag
tored farm could secure a gassl bargain lay
purchasing the) tract of land. terniraini
reasonable.
No. 13.
House and lot in liolikiosville, situated us
Ruseenville street. The liouee is a terse and
commodious one, having 9 mane, with kitcheo,
servant's room. and an neceseary out-bued-
ings. There is a good new SWIMS. on the place
that will accommodate 9 head of hones, a
giaal carriage or buggy house. a good cistern,
&c. There are 3 acres of ground in the list, and
upon it are over 200 peaeh, pear aud apple tree
in full hearing. The location is healthy and the
property is very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Lot in city of Hopkinsville, Northwest corner
of Jai-luau and Klni streeta, in Jeaup's &edition
to said city. Lot fronts on Jackson street I&
feet and run. back IVO feet to a 10 ft. alley.
Lira bestinfully anal is well drained from front
Lo back. Price 5350.
No. 16.
A splendid resideuee on Nashville street, this
city. Dotter from Male, with 8 good rooms, all
of which are in exerlient condition. Beside.
tiii• there are a servants room, kitchen, stable,
coal Inmate. and in fact all neceesary outbuild-
ings. A good cellar anal cistern anal quite a
number of fruit trees in bearing. Any perste)
wanting a guod home should see this oue. Price
anal termx rearonable.
No. H.
Perm, of 1S4 acres of land near Oarretteburg,
cbristien county, Ky.. with Ito acre, cleared and
balance In ADC timber. The farm is located
within IS. Ellile• depot of tbe 1. A. T. Rail-
road which will penetrate the SOUtilera part of
the county, and In also located within a, mile of 2
churches and a at hool-house. There is a good
dwelling with S good rooms, a new stable that will
sbelter It Seed erste-lc and all other necessary
outbuildIngli on lade place; also a barn that will
1101110. acres of whacco. eu acres of the land are
in clover. Terms and price reasonable.
No. L
A good booms and lot for nate In the city of Hop-
kInaville with three good rooms, kitchen. servants
room. cistern, stable, We.. with kt acre of land. situ-
ated on Brown street. It la an excellent home
and a good bargain is In store for *nine ans.
No. 19.
A farm for sale of 33 arms situated near the
suburbs of Garrettsburg, this county, with
geed, roomy reeidence anal all fleeces/try out-
buildings. The /mil is of excellent quality.
Also store houee and tobacco factory in liar-
rettehung.
No. 30.
A good busineee house on Ruesellville street,
within 1.2square of hia,M, for sale or rent. The
house has a large sh.re roam with a couple of
roc me, good for offices or bed rooms, above.
No. 31.
House and lot for Rale In the city of Hopkins-
elle and In lIIP Stallaern portion thereof. Lot
containing At id an ecre. Nice frame dwelling.
with I good rooms and ball, kitchen, servant's
nsoin sod all necessary outbuildings A gem] cis-
tern with plenty of goud water In IL Price, MO.
No.22.
House and lot for sale in city Hopkinoville, In
front of Dr. D. J. (Ostia midden..., frame, 2 atory
residence with 5 rooms. kitchen &c. Price and
terms reasonable
No. 24.
Farm for sale In thls County 4 or 5 miles from
Hopkinsvine and I mile from Princeton pike. of
04 is, res.f.bur 71) seem of the land Is cleared.balatice
III nue timber. There le • frame house ma same
with I large and comfortable rooms, kitchen,
servant's room. good stable, lawn, dc. The tand-
em grow wheat, tobacco, corn and grass splendid
iy. Here Is a good bargain for some one. Price
end terms reasonable.
No. M.
House aud ot for sale, on Clarksville street.
opposite th. iideuce of Eugene Wood, in the
city of Hoptissville. The lot contains% acres,
the dwelling is • two•story frame, with
good rooms. kitchen, cellar, stable. ranee'.
house. in tact 1.1 necessary lid11111g0. Ciel&r
lc. Abe ilium a variety of fruit trees on LI
place. Price red terms reasonable.
No.47.
Farm of ISO sere* for sale, situated In Clara
tian county, 2% miles west of Hopkiusville,
the Prineeton pike, with frame 2.story build-
ing. 4 romus, kitchen. smoke house, *table. In
K.1.1114011 tlw above ilescriherl, thereis s lettelnent house Within • it Mlle of the
former tem and on the same place. There •n
excellent learn Vosno feet wile 2 pens anal altaub•
le stead un Lite premises.. reek rens tmurrb
the place and affords e. e dent stoek este •
dense the entire year, also a never treeing
spriag which furniehes drinking water w•
acres are cleared, balance in One Wails MO
acres have been in clover fur years ar ' ws
broken up this fall. This is one of tl beat
tracts of land in the county, every foot of ttie
*oil being rich and fertile and ails;
tbeg rowth of tobarco, corn and wheat. n ex
(-client bargain can bc secured here. layer aue
terms reasonable.
No. 23.
A good and desirable store-house. situated at
K adtatiOn, aiid or 30 feet of the st. Louis
and S. K. tt. The building IR • frame one, or&
feet. with two good family Timms over mune.
There Is.% of an acre in the lot and the store-house
Is admirably adopted for the dry goods or gre.
business. Apply to ine for price, terms &c.
No. 27.
A house anal lot forsale in the city of Hopk
ville Jeeup Avenue; there is of ground
attached. House hail Ste goml rooms. stable,
with 4 etalls and loft, a g.xei cistern, coal how*
and all neceeeary out houNes. There is alao •
good plank fence around the premiime. Price
and terjas neasouable.
No. 2.
House anal tot on Jesup Avenue. in city of
Hopkinsville. .Tise dwelliug has Ilte .good
rooms, coal house and other good and neceseary
out buildings, and also a gond plank fence
around same. There is 4 acre of ground at-
tached. Price and ternis reasonable.
No. 29.
Farm of 114 acres for sale, in the neighbor-
hood of McGehee's store, t hristian county,
Ky., on Cerulean Springa read. 1M acres of the
lam' are cleared and an good state of cultiva-
tion, balance in timber, under go.ol fence.
There is a chwelling house with two rooms and
ball; crib, stable, smoke houee, an excellent
cistern, plenty of fruit tree*, a good vineyard
with choice grape.; convenient to schools,
churches and post-office, anal Ill good neighbor-
hood. Terms and price reasonable.
No. M.
Farm for sale, situated in this county, within
3 miles of Crofton, containing about 376 acres.
A greater portion of this land is cleared and in
an excellent elate of cultivation, the balance is
in fine timber. There is on the place a first-rate
dwelling with 6 good and comfortable rooms,
barne scalds. an-I all other neceasary out-
house.. There is &IMO on the prennees a young
anal vigorous orchard, bearing the latest and
best varieties of praiN.011.eitn. apples, pears &c.
Cherches, schools anal poet odlee are in easy
reach of the place. Price and terms reasonable.
Howie anal bat for saleJust outside the corpor-
•te limit* of the eity of Hopkinewille, betemeo
Wood's mill anal the railroad. There is an sere
of ground attached, a gIMPI frame cottage and
cabin on the premises. Property rents fur 811
per month. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 36.
Farm fors le eituated about IS m iles northeast
of the city of llopkineville, ou the Middle fork
of 1.ittle river, containing 100 scree. 75 scree
of this lanai IS cleared, balance in extraordi-
narily fine timber. This land i• excellent
condition for cultivation, every foot of it being
suitable to the growth of wheat. tobacco. corn,
and grammes. There is plenty of drinking and
stock water on the place. There three (3) good.
never-failing eprings knit streams. There is
aloe a small orchard of select fruit already in
bearing, strawlrerries. rnspberriee, &c. There
is• gond double story log houee, cslen,kitcher
good stable, barns &c., on the premiees. Term.
and price reaeonable.
Piorperty for sale.conl:It°s•taiktng of s acre of ground
tt tke..;tilpalipartaniv;(1,1.1... tr:hisit:r .tainad. &
y Is • neat anal dealrable cottage Malta.-
lug o e w tb 5 good rooms, • box store
il4k!".L:Tbthhrtawiradepiace,
house which could he easily converted Into a ho.
tel.an excellent clatern &c. Price Idlw and terms
very reasonable.
No.17.
Fropert_y for sale at Kelly's rotation. Christian
county, Kr , consisting of 4 acres of ground. los
betiding witti 15 feet rooms. paseage and 2 shed
rooms, good cistern. There are also ou the prem-
ises quite • number of fruit trees already In bear-
ing. Price low and terms reasonable.
No. g.
troperty for sate consisting of '4 art taii ar slew nil
al uated at Kelly's Station, Christian county, Ky.
There Is a rood log building stories high, within
110 yard• of depot. There In a good well on the
place. The property Is on the L. & N. MIR..
No. 10.
Property for sale at Kelly's Siltation, CarIPti•li
county. Ky„ on the L. & N. It. R., 4, acre of grimed
with box house with two 14 feet rooms.
No. 40.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station, Chrlinien
county, Ky., on I.. K. K. There are II acr.s of
ground, cottage bonalingNaso'.14trai. 5 roonis, front and
hark porch. lathed, plastered and nicel, papered,
v
g,d. cistern. Be. Wane fruit trees In good bear-
eroperty at Kelly', istation, Christian county,
Ky. 10 acres of land lying near depot. tiond log
Mo. 41.
cabin on the place.
Farm- 4 miles from Ilnpkinsville, le mile
from Canton road pike, adjoins Jaineet". Moore
•nal Ben. S. Campbell. contains 165 acres, No. e.
good heart. h•v-timher, 115 acres open land in
ing been clov el( dand well cultivated for six
faarP;Arandi nonee of four rooms and closets,
cabin, stable, erns, sheds, Itc; fine water in
abundance for sleek ; reed fences', and in every
way desirable. PriceNS021. 54e3.7 acre Terme easy.
Farm for sale.-Trart of 170 acre*, in this
county, 54 mile. northeast of Itopkinaville, sit
stated immedintely on the Greenville road
Seventy-five *erre of this land are in timber,
anal balance ele•red anal in an excellent state
of cult" vitt ion. There IP aloaltie cabin 1st
20 ft. glory anal a half high, OH 1111. plaice. kit. n
neand all necessary outbuilding*. There mei
also I good barn., lilackamith shop, good spring
of never failing dater aed an abun.laned of
%took water. • ao eight ewer i• or atard 'of
No. 4.
Farm for Bele containiug 240 acres of land,
situate.' in the southern ts/rtion of the county
in the Newsteed neighborbowl, with double los
houee with 6 rooms. kitchen. cabins, stable,
Intro. cistern, spring. 'Iles land extends down
Little slyer. There is ale. a good pond on the
plate. Abe quite a variety of fruit trees now
in bearing. About WO acres of the land are
cleanee balance in fine timber. This land is
rich and Well adapted to the growth of tobacco,
corn and wheat. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 49.
Farm for sale of MO acres, situated in
south Christiau county, ID the Newstead
neighborleeel, with .1Welfing of 5 good rooms,
cabins, sina•ke house, elf...lit-sit ata blest and
cribs, a large and comm.. I toe. barn. There are
Mori 2 tine deb ponds on the premises, a good,
never-failing spring, anich affords • natural
dairy house, &leo a large eistere. About FA
acresof this land is in cultivation, balance is
fine timber. This land is peculiarly adapted to
the production of tobaceo, wheat and corn. A
bargaia Can be had the purchase of this trect
Price and terms reaeonable.
No. 50.
Farm fo. sale consisting of 200 acres of land.
situated in Chrietian county, lay.„ 8 mile
northwest of Hupk die. on the Buttermilk
road. There is a good cottagedwelliag of lye
rooms, with front awl hack porch, good stabler.
crib anal barn that will houes 15 acres ef tolme•
ou, on the 'Ware There Maio. au excellent ap-
ple orchard, a good well and a briincli of neves
failing stock water on the premiers Atmore
acres of fine timber. This land is fertile and
well adopted to the growth of loiltlikee.. COM
wheat, clover, /Lc.
No.61.
Farm forsale, situated in Chrietian empty.
Ky.. Aleut 2 miles from flopkinetille, in the
Newel-rail vicinity, containing lee metres of [awl.
all of which is cleareil land. There is a giro'
cietern anal •n abundance of stock water of,
the farni. There IP a frame buodiug with two
room. on the preemies; •Iso geed bane KV
Pe AC. Also a young peach awl apple or-
chard now in hearing. The neighborhood ie
which this lanai Is Ittealedi ai • 'owl one. ire-hoots
churebee convenient. A good mill It ithin
miles of the place. The produceive quality
of the land is exceptionably good. Price sae
terms reasonanle.
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Hortis-N i tax 1.0D•ea. NO. 57, A. F. • • 11
saaattr,
„ Leg IL V. latrleigh, M
B Hopper, -
sie It Henry, J. %I
I I Landes, T•ea-
i 11 Dietrich, Seca...
It A wideosou. S. Is
Ed J . LI
Se B. Larder, s. & T.
No. 52.
Farm of 131 acrea situated near Newstesd in
Chnetian rowdy K v.. with a ed•IllforLable doub-
le log cabin, Keel Gan% and all necessary out-
buildings ou the place, alio a good well, stock
peel, awl the land is cleared. This place is
within 24 mere of the 1. A A T. It. It. lead of
excellent quality,
Lodge meets at Masonic Hall. Sro
Tbompeun Block, first Monday night la rack
month.
01,LIKNTA L CH A PTEK NO. . e. A . R.
stated convocatiriall fhl Monday of es I.
month at nMasuic Hall.
No St
Farm of 190 acres situated near Newstead
Christian county, Ky., w ithin 12 miles of Hop-
k Imo Ole anal 2,  mike of the 1. A. • T It R.
There are two good log cabins so the place, also
Imrn. stable., de , 125 acres cleared balance is
ffue timber land rich anal productire.
No U.
Farm for sale, containing 115 acres. situated
in the vicinity of Bainbridge, celestine county.
Ky„ MI the Cad's and Madisonville road. 70
acres cleared, balance in gmsi timber. There
IS a good double log house th four rooms and
hall, a large shedder' barn, etable, cabin, two
goottaprings and a line apple oreharl on the
place. This cheap aad s ill be sold on eery
ternis.
FARM FOR SA1.E -Consisting of 224 acres
of land aituatei Kuseeliville pile. one mile
(mot of the city of Hopkinacille. There is on
the lanai a dirge log weather dernieleal house. 2
stoner. atm . omfortable room.; fine cellars;
also raid Stable. servant's anal office;
epring of never-failing water; le acres nimble
arid could be converted eirellent building
tote; balence in timber A valuable place for
someone who desires a good Meese near city
Sgml llavilills &
Reapectfulls invite the alio mg pidelo idett
Tonsorial Parlor!
II AIR CUTTING,
SHAVING
CH AMPOOING,
HAIR-DYEING.
BOOTBLACK1NG and
Hair Dressing
Done in the very beetstyie. Aseiated by
Jones and I. H. Jones. All
Polite and Stinted Warberin
Don't forget the place.
a Doming Ix prises °Mee
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PIII eiCIAN•.
DR. DARWIN BELL
[ter, I.r,4egni.,nal services to the people of
Hopkinsville and •icinity.
effir-Office over Planter, Ras k Slain St
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon,
II OPKINIIV1LLE, Klee/TUCK Y.
Office over Phelpe' law office. court street.
Jas A. Yoreo. M. D. Jet). A.Garnii,M 1).
DRS, YOUNG & GUNN,
HOMMOPATHISTS
HOPKINEIVILLR, KY.
(Mae cor 9th and Main.
DENTISTS.
A.P. CAMPBELL,
DENTIST,
llopkinsville, - Kentucky.
Office over M. Frankel A Sons'.
. G. E. MEDLEY,
EMIUNTTIEVM
HOPKINsVILLE, le Y.
Office over Kelly's Jewelry Store.
11‘"FilialtNEYN.
JOHN rtmein. JOHN FELAND.Ja.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
practice in all the courts of this Com-
monwe .'th.
051Ic n Hopper Block.
C. A. Champlin,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office over Planters Bank,
Hopkinaville, - - - - y.
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper Advertising Burgett.
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 1 Oota. for 100.Pagas Pamphlet
Blank Notes for sale
at this office, cheaper
than can be bought in
Louisville or Cincin-
nati.
M. R. Thomm
„. man, H. P.; N J. .
Pritchett, K.; R., Wm.
elerntia, h.i lAssip. J.
I. tmedes, t.. H.;Comp
B. W. etone. P :
, • Comp. Beset, Ho .per,k It. A . C., C4.11011.
Anderson, G Id V;
- - sass. t,omp. . Fairleigh.
. . ; Comp.
Severe, G hi.
.;
Comp, 0. W. Lander, Tree&
C. H. Dietnch,
" W. B. Lander, Guard.
MOORE COMM•NDRMY 110.11, K.1.
•
Sr. Kt. Y. L. le
" " Hunter Weei,  11'01=0
a' Thonitui itodni•n, Capt. Gen.
ma " George hondexter. Prelate.
..• salter, Sen. W
s. a• IL W. Stone. Jr. W.
•• Wit. halereitt, !it'd Br.
ai IC. W C.Edwards, 8w, Br.
. H A bereatily, Warder
W . Pritchett, Treasurer.
H Dietrich, Recorder.
m. B. Lander C. of ts.
ROYAL A CANUM, HOPKINSV1 LLZ COUPS
CIL, NO. Os.
Jos. I. Canlee, Regent.
Char. H. Dietrich. Past Anew
J M A ipkina, V1Cle Regent.
John Young, Orator.
A Clark, Secretary
J. P. Braden Collector.
st 11 Yairleigh, Medical Examiner
Luanne, Treasurer.
G. W , Wiley. Chaplets.
Thos.lsing. Guide
Im. P. Wteree, W•rden
G A Champlin Sentry,
Truatees: .1 I. Landes, A . Clark •ad
Jas. P. Braden
Meeta Silent •th Thursdays each mustle
MOATON COUNCIL NO.IICH081iN FRISS De
Lipstlise. Chief Counselor.
J 11.pkin.. V. C.
Joe. t w y n., Secretary
L P Payne, Treasurer
T Blain, Prelate.
D West, Manual.
J V. Pyle, Warden.
Geo W agi rent. Guard.
J C Day, Sentry
Trustees:-J. M. Hipkins, J T. Ricketts aatt
G H. Merritt.
Meets in It. of II. ROOM M and 4th Komatsu is
each month.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. 8110. KNIGHTS
HONOR.
R. M. A tleirr0011. Dictator.
John Orr, V iee Dictator.
T. L. Smith, A wet Dictator,
W Handle, Reporter.
W. T. Tandy, F.Reporter.
J. 8. Forrey. Treasurer.
1 Ituanett Chaplain.
J. W. Dennis, Medical rearnieer.
L P. Payne. Guide.
J. A, H. Johnson, Inside Guard.
VI Paiff. Outside Guard.
Et kiniltklilal Lol•tilt. 50.3e, K. or P.
W Wright P C.
J as Breethitt. C
E scheme V C.
A 11i:tare. Prelate
C 61 Mearksm. K of It A 8
W T Tandy, 11. of IC.
It. r. West. II. of V
1)1; Wile•. itt Arms.
Itibert Wiley. In Guard.
H A Plielpe. Jr. Out Guard.; C Wright, 'T.
for L. T.; J. A. Young, K. G. Setiree and Jobs
%V. Payne. Trmateee W. & 0 Fund.
Lodge meek, tbe SI and 4th Thursday, in ••-
ery month.
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. or P.
Meets every sci Monday ia every mouth.
L.. R. I ievia. Pree't.
K Wiley,V. P
Anderson, Sec'y and Treas.
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CROSS.
Meets the 1st aed Id Fridays in each moult.
V, W. Crabb, N.C.
K. W. Norwood, V NC
Ross A. Rogers, K. R.
F. K. R.
El . . Me( Amy. Treasurer.
V II Metcalfe P.
F Nurtnington, H.
Tom Gaines, I
B It Nance, 0 ti
ANCIENT ORDER or UN [TRH WONKY it14
Time of meeting, Id and ath Tuesdays.
W. H. Lee, hi. W.
I.. A. Moore. G. r.
John Noayon, 0.
B. Komenbaum, G.
A. 8 Caldwell. F.
W. C. Wright, a.
R. F. West, R.
GREEN RIVER LODGE, No. 54, I. 0 it r.
"
W. F. Randle, N. G.
A s ablwell, V. 6.
Wjc. Wright, ede'y.
I). It. Beard, Treas.
Meeta e•ery Friday night.
MERCY ENCAMPME!tT, No. at I
r. F Hendereon, C. P.
H. F. McCamy, H. P.
Anderson, S. W .
li. E. Wilev. J. W .
W . Wright, Soe'y
D. R. Beard, Treas.
Lodge meets 1st and Thureday eights
ORDER OF THE IRON Held.
John Moayon, P. C. J.
Jeanie Payne. C. 3.
T C. Gender. Aire't.
John Moayon. Cashier.
Andrew Seargent. Examiner.
M I. lob. Herald.
McCatny, Prelate.
Max bletetle. Wateliman
t II Dietrich. Adjusler
John Young, H. r. MeCamy end Louie r.
Payne, Trustees.
T. C A -Ronms over Ruasell's airy goods
store. eorner Main and Ninth. kte.ms oimo es
Tuieshe • Thumb.) and Saturday evenings frees
6 to Ili o'clock.
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets lst and Id Monday evening in oaeli
month, f es o'clock, at their lodge room, Oats
street. second story over Homer •nal overshoe
er's building. R. McNeal, Preselect; Ned Tur-
ner, Seey.
FREEDOM LouGg. NI> fs, I:. B. F.
Meets 1st and Ird Tuesday nights in Posters
Hall, Court street. E. W. Glass, W. 151; L. 8.
Buckner, Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. St St OF F.
Meets Sd and 4th Tuesdays in each month us
U. B. F. Hall PootelPs block Court street.
Augusta Monies, W. P; Carrie Banks, D. P;
Katie Casty, Secretary.
HOPKINSVILLE LODGE, NO. HIM, G. U. 0.
OF O.
Meets 2toi and 4th Moaday sights at Hoover
and Overshiner's ' Ha 11 Wais street. Charles
Jesup N. William Gray, V. li; IL W. Glass.
P. 8; William Clark N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. MK. G. N. 0.
OF F.
Beets 1st and trd Wednesday nights of each
month. Silas Johnson. N. C Ruffin P. .5
G•iss SILL tome so. 15 r. s it. -meets 2nd
Ith night tn each month at their Lodge room at
7:30 o'cleck Henry Goyim. President. 1, it
Hartle. aaaecretary.
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
Sciatica,
Lumbago,
Rise IIMAtiale
Bums,
Scalds,
Stings,
Bates,
Bruises,
Bunions,
Corns.
Sprains.
Strains,
Stitches.
etiifJointa,
Backache,
Gala,
Soria,
I epavin
Cracks.
C1LT TIES
Scratched. Contracted
Mauseltss,
Eruptions,
Herd Ail,
Screw
Warms,
Swinney,
Saddle Gal*
THIS COOD OLD STIOD-r
accomellahts for 1, ery txxly exactly what I•cb000d
for IL (Meal the reaeons for the great isioularity
tbe Mustang LLulment Is tonna Mita eel versol
•pel E,OrytantY needs such a leek-hie.
The Lumberman needs it In ease of stect.teist.
The I I • • erer Ile needs It for general Pantile we,
The Cannier needs It for his teams ems
The Illechasic needs It always on hot a. ik
breed.
The Miner necels it In ease of emereee-y.
The Pioneer needsit-cansget along • itte.iit
The Farmer needs it In his hotter. his istio,ir.,
ana his stock yard
The Steamboat mew or the flout ma a.
It In liberal supply afloat and ashore.
The Illerse-faneler needs tt-.t 1. 1...5
friend and safest reliance.
The eiteek.grewer it--It wilt ...a., ham
thou•srads of dollars and a world of iroui,;^.
The RaHr•ail teas needs It and win . •.. a
long as his life ts around of accIdcnts awl ...- • t,
The Backwoodeuess IkOSSie it. The, ••
tug like It as an •utisloto f.o. the r• mate.
limb anti comfort which SINIT011ad the i r.
The Merebant needs It about his Slot'
his erophtyees. •ocidetats will ham. s. at
these come the litustang Liniment ts wano
Kees. Basile Is the Roues. 'Tis
seenomy
Kees, • Mullets Ike Factory. Its a
Me In case of /reelect saves pain and i.s.
Keep a Bettie Alwar•la the saa.
•sie when as aut./.
ALESME
WANTED!
Pc the oldest n • ! 1.e.t nee rl NIIra•rie•
ill the lA est Permanent positions; imorl pay.,
USTARK NURSERIES RiZZ,
es,
•
as.
-
sr
, • • •
.......
seeseasyeateeeee~egateseeenweiseewee0094
-"e'ee a ser eelevrieseesterea- • -
•
•-••••as0 se. - •5•••••••••••...-
